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Executive Summary

Despite much progress over recent years, the proliferation and illicit trafficking of small 
arms and light weapons (SALW) still remains a major issue in South Eastern Europe (SEE), 
fuelling crime, generating insecurity and undermining conflict prevention and peace building 
efforts. The states of the region are now at a crossroads and renewed efforts to implement 
regional and international SALW control commitments in a strategic and planned way will 
assist greatly in speeding their integration into European structures. However, a failure to 
invest significant political capital in addressing remaining SALW problems will jeopardise 
attempts to improve security and governance across the region in the future.  

Since the turn of the century a number of international and regional SALW control 
initiatives, such as the OSCE Document on SALW and the UN Programme of Action have 
provided valuable momentum for efforts to control SALW. One such initiative, the Stability 
Pact for South Eastern Europe’s (SCSP) Regional Implementation Plan for Combating the 
Proliferation of SALW, provides a particularly relevant framework for the implementation of 
various measures to more effectively control SALW. Agreed in November 2001, and updated 
in May 2006, the RIP involves SEE governments in priority setting and decision-making in 
region-wide efforts to tackle SALW proliferation and misuse. Eight South Eastern European 
states have declared their support for the plan,1 which is overseen by a Regional Steering 
Group (RSG) composed of representatives from all governments involved (National Focal 
Points), and observers from key organisations or agencies. The RSG also oversees the 
work of the South Eastern and Eastern Europe Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms 
and Light Weapons (SEESAC), which was established in May 2002 to facilitate and inform 
activities under the framework of the Plan. SEESAC, which is a joint project of the SCSP and 
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), is based in Belgrade and has the 
mandate to provide technical support, strategic guidance, develop best practice on SALW 
control, and mobilise resources for projects in the region.

As the states of SEE move towards integration with European structures and the outstanding 
territorial and constitutional dilemmas in territories such as Macedonia, Kosovo and Serbia 
and Montenegro have come to be addressed, it becomes increasingly important to monitor 
states’ progress towards their regional and international SALW control commitments. This 
report, which has been written by Saferworld and funded by SEESAC, provides an overview 
of how the countries of South Eastern Europe (SEE) have progressed over the past year 
towards fulfilling their commitments on SALW control, including specifically the RIP. It does 
not represent a technical verification system or a formal inspection report – its purpose 
is to collect and present relevant information to facilitate monitoring, discussion and 
assessment of progress towards effective SALW control. 

The report is an independent and objective assessment of SEE states’ responses to SALW 
problems within the Regional Implementation Plan framework. This third edition builds on 
previous research carried out in 2003/4 and 2004/5. However, this year it concentrates on 
identifying the unresolved problems facing SEE countries, and detailing any concrete SALW 
control measures taken since the 2005 edition of the SALW Monitor. 

The report assesses progress across the region in specific thematic areas of SALW control 
as well as on a geographic basis. It contains a detailed assessment of progress over the 

�  Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), Bulgaria, Croatia, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania and 
Serbia.  (Montenegro declared its independence from the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro (SCG) on 04 June 
2006 after an independence referendum on 21 May 2006.
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past year in each of the states that are committed to the Regional Implementation Plan. 
Whilst the current situation in each country is different, there are a number of detectable 
trends that are indicative of the progress of change and which can be summarised as 
follows:  

Transfer controls: Little progress has occurred in this area during 2005 - 2006. Common 
challenges include a lack of end-use monitoring and verification of transfers; legislative 
omissions regarding transit, trans-shipment, re-export, licensing of production overseas 
and arms brokering; a poor institutional basis for case-by-case risk assessment of arms 
transfer licence applications; and often very poor transparency in all areas of designing and 
enforcing transfer control policy.

Domestic possession and use: Whilst legislation regulating civilian possession exists, 
enforcement is too often poor. During 2005 - 2006, only Bulgaria and Kosovo reported 
amendments to their legislation and regulations in this area, though the Government of 
Macedonia is preparing for the introduction of new legislation in early January 2007.

SALW Destruction programmes and capacities: Destruction of SALW and ammunition 
has been most rapid during 2005 - 2006 in Albania and BiH. Although all countries in 
the region are committed under the UN PoA and OSCE Document on SALW to dispose of 
surplus SALW by destruction, it appears that in many cases surplus stocks are being held 
for long periods, often in the hope of sales to foreign buyers.

SALW Stockpile Management programmes and practices: An accidental detonation at 
an ammunition depot in Albania during the year served once again to highlight the need for 
improvements in this area. However, in 2005 - 2006 only Macedonia reported upgrades to 
stockpile management practices or standards.

Civil society involvement in SALW interventions: In many respects 2005 - 2006 has been 
the year of SEE civil society with respect to SALW control. While progress in so many other 
areas has been slight, the NGO sector has flourished. 

Cross-border SALW Control initiatives: The challenge of cross-border co-ordination 
against trafficking continues to be made more difficult by a lack of internal co-ordination 
between different ministries and departments responsible for border control and security. 
However, ongoing support by governments and donors for the establishment and operation 
of integrated border management systems in line with EU practice clearly points the way 
ahead.

SALW Management Information and exchange systems and protocols: Within established 
international fora such as the UN (UNDDA) and OSCE, information exchange by SEE states 
has been regular during 2005 - 2006. Outside these established channels, the situation 
differs markedly. As yet, no governments have full parliamentary oversight of SALW policy 
development and export licence decision-making, and there is an ongoing need for NGO 
and parliamentary lobbying for increased transparency on SALW issues.

Future Priorities

This third strategic assessment of SALW control activities undertaken in SEE suggests that 
during 2005 - 2006, far too little has been done by the states of the region to meet the 
full range of commitments made under the original 2001 Stability Pact RIP. Certainly the 
capacity of SEE governments and civil society organisations to work on SALW has improved 
over the five-year period, but progress has if anything slowed over the last year, with fewer 
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practical measures having been implemented. Although the resources available to fund 
SALW control initiatives could always be greater, a failure of political will is the most obvious 
explanation for states’ inertia. Given the outstanding challenges facing the governments of 
the region, it is imperative that they collectively refocus their attention on these immediate 
priorities:

n	 Destruction of surplus weapons and ammunition at the earliest opportunity, in 
accordance with commitments made under the OSCE and UN PoA documents;

n	 The establishment and adoption of mechanisms such as national commissions, 
strategies and action plans that enhance intra-governmental work on SALW control 
and provide a means to improve information exchange;

n	 Full participation in regional and international fora and processes related to SALW 
control, such as the UN PoA review process;

n	 Enhancements to governmental transparency in line with EU standards, in particular 
the publication of regular reports on arms surpluses and transfers;

n	 Development of the legislative and administrative basis necessary for upholding the 
highest regional and international standards with respect to arms transfer controls.

Considerable support and encouragement will clearly be needed from civil society and 
international actors such as the EU if the momentum needed to see through the required 
changes is to be generated. International actors should work collectively to convey to the 
governments of the region the message that they will be held to the commitments they have 
made to enhance SALW control. The international community should continue to support 
SALW control programmes in the region, but should require that any such programmes meet 
with the best international practices, represent a well-targeted response to problems, and 
are supported by a national SALW control strategy that has been prepared with substantial 
input from national governments. 

The increasing support of the EU for SALW control initiatives in the region during 2005 - 
2006 is one of the most important developments of the last year. Following the agreement 
by the Council of the EU of a ‘Strategy to combat illicit accumulation and trafficking of 
SALW and their ammunition’ in December 2005, the EU has taken a number of useful 
steps to support enhanced SALW control. For example, both from Brussels and in-country 
Delegation offices, EU/EC representatives have begun to reference SALW-related questions 
in their Justice and Home Affairs programmes and in political dialogues that occur within 
the framework of Stabilisation and Association Agreements. The EU should continue, 
and wherever possible, increase its attention on SALW issues in the future. However, the 
experience of previous years suggests that ‘a one-size fits all’ approach will not succeed 
in encouraging the governments of the region to take action. In both its political and 
programmatic work in the region on SALW therefore, the EU should look to provide support 
that is specifically tailored to the circumstances on the ground. 

It is also critical that the approach adopted by governments and international actors 
supporting SALW control in the region keeps pace with the process of transition, changing 
to match the challenges presented at any given point in time. Accordingly, in order to 
achieve greater future policy coherence and impact in SEE, it is critical that SALW control 
as a theme is effectively integrated into broader justice and security sector reform and 
development planning. 
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1  Introduction

� SALW problem in South Eastern Europe

The proliferation and illicit trafficking of small arms and light weapons (SALW) is a serious 
problem in many parts of the world, fuelling crime, generating insecurity and undermining 
conflict prevention and peace building efforts. The countries of South Eastern Europe (SEE), 
some of which have experienced violent conflict, and all of which remain in transition, have 
been faced with many of these problems in recent years.

To date, all SEE countries, whether for reasons associated with the outbreak of violent 
conflict, or because of the challenges associated with state-building and the transition 
from Communist to liberal-democratic systems of governance, have struggled to maintain 
adequate controls over SALW. In many countries, factors such as poor police performance, 
corruption and the growth of organised crime have contributed to the illicit possession and 
trafficking of SALW as well as to their misuse. Inadequate state regulation of international 
arms transfers has posed an additional concern, with weapons leaving the region for 
sensitive destinations, including to conflict zones without adequate safeguards on several 
occasions. Additional difficulties with co-operation and information exchange that continue 
to hamper progress both within countries at the departmental and ministerial level, as well 
as across the region, have also been evident.

2 SALW policy and practice in South Eastern Europe

Over the last five years, commitments made by SEE governments to a range of SALW-
related initiatives have encouraged action to better control the availability, use and trade in 
such weapons by providing policy frameworks and guidance for practical measures at the 
national level. These include, variously, the OSCE Documents on SALW and on Stockpiles 
of Conventional Ammunition; the UN Protocol Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and 
Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition and Other Related Materials (‘Firearms Protocol’); the 
UN Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in SALW in All 
Its Aspects; the European Union Code of Conduct on Arms Exports; and an agreement 
specifically tailored for the states of the region, the Stability Pact Regional Implementation 
Plan ‘Combating the Proliferation of SALW’.
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EU Code of Conduct on Arms 
Exports� 2003 2002 1998 2001 2004 2005 2005 1998 2005

OSCE Document on SALW6 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 NO 2000 2000

OSCE Document on Conventional 
Ammunition� 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 NO 2003 2003

OSCE Decision on MANPADS � 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 NO 2003 2003

OSCE Decision on EUC � 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 NO 2004 2004

OSCE Decision on Brokering �0 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 NO 2004 2004

SCSP Regional Implementation 
Plan�� 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001

UN Firearms Protocol�2 NO NO 2002 2004 (2005)�� 2006 NO 2004 2006

UN Programme of Action on SALW�� 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 NO 2001 2001

Wassenaar Arrangement 
(MANPADS)�� NO NO 2000 2005 NO �6 NO NO 2000 NO

�  Entered the Wassenaar Arrangement in 1996.

2  Entered the Wassenaar Arrangement in 2005.
�  Serbia is the successor state to the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro in terms of international agreements 
and treaties entered into. Montenegro has still to apply for membership of the UN and OSCE; when their membership 
is accepted they will then be able to accept their commitments under the various regional agreements. Montenegro 
will also have to formally ratify the UN Firearms Protocol as an independent member state, although it is bound by the 
SCSP Regional Implementation Plan, having played a role in Stability Pact regional meetings. 

�  Entered the Wassenaar Arrangement in 1996.

�  EU Code of Conduct for Arms Exports, 08 June 1998.

6  OSCE Document on Small Arms and Light Weapons, FSC.JOUR/314, 24 November 2000.

�  OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition, FSC.DOC/1/03, 19 November 2003.

�  OSCE Decision on Man-Portable Air Defence Systems, Decision No. 7/03, FSC.DEC/07/03, 23 July 2003.

�  OSCE Decision on Standard Elements of End User Certificates and Verification procedures for SALW Exports, 
Decision No. 5/04, FSC.DEC/5/04, 17 November 2004.

�0  OSCE Decision on Principles on the Control of Brokering in SALW, Decision No. 8/04, FSC.DEC/8/04, 24 
November 2004.

��  Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan – Combating the Proliferation of Small Arms and Light Weapons, 28 
November 2001, (Revised 15 May 2006).
�2  Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, their Parts and Components and 
Ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (the Firearms 
Protocol), entered into Force on 03 July 2005.

��  FYR Macedonia expressed an ‘Intent to Ratify’, but this has not yet happened.
��   United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light 
Weapons in All Its Aspects, UN Document A/CONF.192/15, July 2001.
��   Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, 
Elements for Export Controls of Man-Portable Air Defense Systems (MANPADS). Agreed at the WA Plenary, 01 
December 2000.
�6  FYR Macedonia expressed an ‘Interest’ in being invited to join the Wassenaar Arrangement, but have not yet been 
invited to join by the members.
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Wassenaar Arrangement 
(Brokering)�� NO NO 2003 2005 NO NO NO 2003 NO

Wassenaar Arrangement 
(Exports)�� NO NO 2003 2005 NO NO NO 2003 NO

Table 1: SEE Countries’ commitments to arms or SALW control agreements
����

Agreed by the South Eastern European Stability Pact states in November 2001, and 
subsequently revised in May 2006, the Regional Implementation Plan provides concrete 
mechanisms for assisting countries’ implementation of commitments and involving those 
governments in priority setting and decision-making on region-wide efforts. Eight South 
Eastern European countries have declared their support for the plan – Albania, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (BiH), Bulgaria, Croatia, FYR Macedonia, Moldova, Romania and Serbia 
and Montenegro. The newly independent Montenegro now makes this nine participating 
states. A Regional Steering Group (RSG) composed of representatives from all governments 
involved (National Focal Points), and observers from key organisations or agencies provides 
guidance on the Plan’s implementation and oversees the work of the ‘Clearinghouse’ that 
was set up to provide additional practical assistance for governments. The South Eastern 
Europe Clearinghouse for SALW Control (SEESAC) was established in May 2002 in order 
to facilitate and inform activities under the framework of the Plan. SEESAC, a joint project 
of the Stability Pact and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), is based in 
Belgrade and has the mandate to provide technical support, strategic guidance, develop 
best practice on the various areas of SALW control, and mobilise resources for projects in 
the region. The mandate of SEESAC was revised at the SCSP SALW Regional Steering Group 
meeting of 15 May 2006 to allow it to engage wider geographically and also in support of 
the demilitarisation and disposal of heavy weapons system within the region; it was re-titled 
the South Eastern and Eastern Europe Clearinghouse for SALW Control to reflect this, 
although the abbreviation SEESAC remains for administrative reasons.

As further described below, during 2005 - 2006, some states of the region (Croatia, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, FYR Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia) have belatedly begun 
to go beyond their declared alignment to international instruments such as the Regional 
Implementation Plan and have established national commissions for SALW control, or 
national strategies to guide such work. These steps have by and large been taken only 
after strong input from international actors, and the sustainability of structures and plans 
created at their behest remains in each case to be proven. Nevertheless, the prospect of 
enhanced co-ordination and planning on SALW control in those countries that have taken 
such steps is certainly to be welcomed. 

��  Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, 
Elements for Effective Legislation on Arms Brokering. Agreed at the WA Plenary, 2003.
��  Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, Best 
Practice Guidelines for Exports of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW). Adopted at the WA Plenary of 11-12 
December 2002.
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� Monitoring progress on combating SALW: SEE SALW 
Monitor 2006

The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of how the countries of South Eastern 
Europe have progressed towards fulfilling their commitments on SALW control, with 
particular reference to those made under the Regional Implementation Plan. The report 
does not represent a technical verification system or a formal inspection report – its 
purpose is to collect relevant information and to present it in an organised way in order 
to facilitate monitoring, discussion and assessment of progress on SALW control. As the 
region moves gradually closer towards full integration into European structures and the 
outstanding territorial and constitutional dilemmas in territories such as FYR Macedonia 
and the UN Administered Territory of Kosovo19 have come to be addressed, it becomes 
increasingly important to monitor states’ progress towards those regional and international 
norms on SALW control to which they are committed. In this context, wherever the declared 
policy of states diverges from practice, the difference becomes ever more stark, and the 
need for remedial action more urgent.

Funded by SEESAC, the research and writing of the report was undertaken by Saferworld, 
an independent non-governmental organisation based in London, together with a number 
of research partners from SEE. The contents therefore reflect an independent and objective 
presentation of factual information on SEE countries’ responses to SALW problems within 
the Regional Implementation Plan framework. The steps taken by the governments of the 
region to address these are described both below, and in the country-specific chapters 
that follow in more detail. Areas of progress as well as inaction are clearly highlighted. This 
third edition of the report builds on previous research carried out in 2003/4 and 2004/5, 
but has been compiled using information collected during fresh research from February to 
May 2006. Given that previous editions have sufficiently explored the existing regulatory 
arrangements of states in the region, this year’s report concentrates more heavily on 
identifying the unresolved problems facing SEE countries, and detailing any concrete SALW 
control measures taken since the 2004/5 edition. As in previous years, a variety of primary 
and secondary sources have been used, including those individual government officials 
designated as ‘National Focal Points’ by their governments. Saferworld and SEESAC 
acknowledge that this report will have inevitable shortcomings due to constraints such as 
inaccessible information and limited time for research and production. 

� Progress to date – a regional overview

Given the varied nature of the SALW problems facing individual SEE countries, 
implementation of the Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan must ultimately be 
judged on a country-by-country basis. Accordingly, Section two of this report covers the 
progress made by each SEE government in the region. A summary of progress across the 
region by thematic area is also however, provided below.

��  Referred to as Kosovo in the remainder of this Chapter.
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�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

Given the EU’s progressive role in international arms transfer control (the EU Code of 
Conduct on Arms Exports was agreed in 1998, while support for an international Arms 
Transfer Treaty (ATT) was declared in mid-2005) the introduction of robust regulation in this 
area should be one of the highest priorities for SEE states, most of whom aspire to join the 
organisation in the coming years. Yet, little or no progress has occurred in this area during 
2005/6, despite the support of international actors.20 Previous National SALW Surveys, 
coupled with ongoing research into the arms transfer regulations of Western Balkans states, 
highlight remaining gaps in policy, (e.g. no government has followed the EU lead to declare 
support for an ATT), administration and practice in all countries of the region despite the 
introduction of new legislation on transfers in previous years. Common challenges across 
the region include a lack of provision for end-use monitoring and verification of transfers; 
a failure to control brokers; a poor institutional basis for case-by-case risk assessment 
of arms transfer licence applications; and a failure to properly reference the EU Code of 
Conduct, or similar language, in national legislation. More sophisticated considerations, 
such as the licensed production of weapons, their transit, retransfer or transhipment are 
not taken into account in many cases. It also remains difficult to assess how well policy and 
practice match in this area since no SEE state has thus far produced public reports on its 
arms transfers on a regular basis, despite technical support having already been provided 
in this area.21

Domestic possession and use 

Legislation governing civilian weapons possession is now similar in all SEE countries 
with civilian possession of sporting, hunting and self-defence weapons being regulated 
using licences. The enforcement of civilian possession laws is too often poor however, 
and self-defence licences appear in many cases to be issued without the application of 
strict and objective assessments of the threats facing applicants. The countries of the 
Western Balkans are particularly troubled by high levels of illicit SALW possession, while 
poor licensing controls feature more widely in the region. During 2005/6, only Bulgaria and 
Kosovo have reported amendments to their legislation and supporting their regulations 
in this area, though the Government of FYR Macedonia has begun preparations for the 
introduction of new legislation in early January 2007.

�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities

With the exception of a two-week amnesty held within only one municipality in Kosovo, no 
voluntary SALW Collection programmes have been run in SEE during 2005/6. Instead, most 
states have relied on the seizure of unregistered weapons during policing operations.22

20  For example, ‘South Eastern Europe Regional Seminar: Towards NATO and EU Accession: Effective Export Control 
Legislation – Lessons Learned’, a SEESAC-sponsored seminar, 08 June 2005.

2�  A regional seminar in Belgrade on 08 - 09 February 2006 brought governmental representatives from across the 
region together to examine EU standards in this area, ‘Arms Exports Reporting Seminar’, SEESAC Activity Report 064, 
08 February 2006.

22  A partial exception to this is the Republic of Moldova, where a rolling amnesty arrangement allows those holding 
unregistered weapons to surrender them to police at any time without charge.
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�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

According to available information, destruction of weapons and ammunition has been most 
rapid during 2005/6 in Albania and BiH, both of which have sizeable surplus stocks and are 
reliant on outside support. Lesser, but still significant numbers of weapons and ammunition 
(mainly items seized from civilians) have also been reported destroyed in Croatia, FYR 
Macedonia, Moldova and Serbia. However, although all countries in the region are 
committed under the UN PoA and OSCE Document on SALW to dispose of surplus weapons 
by destruction, it appears that in many cases large surplus stocks remain stockpiled or are 
being sold to foreign buyers (BiH, Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia). Due to poor transparency, 
the situation as regards SALW Destruction in Kosovo remains unknown.

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and practices

Only FYR Macedonia has reported upgrades to stockpile management practices or standards 
during the previous year. Nevertheless, an accidental detonation at an ammunition storage 
depot in Albania during the year served to highlight once again the need for continued 
improvements in this area. 

�.� SALW Awareness activities

2005/6 has seen a drop-off in traditional forms of SALW Awareness initiatives, since 
those typically carried out to support SALW Collection initiatives have not occurred. Project 
and one-off activities have however taken place in Albania, BiH, Kosovo, FYR Macedonia, 
Montenegro and Serbia. For the most part, NGO activists associated with the South East 
European Network on Arms Control (SEENCA) have conducted these activities, working 
variously in schools (BiH) and through the media (Albania, BiH, FYR Macedonia, Kosovo 
and Serbia). Additional activities during the year include a SEESAC-supported regional 
campaign against the use of weapons during celebrations in four countries,2� and a one-day 
film festival, also organised by SEESAC in Belgrade. Further, an educational specialist has 
been hired by SEESAC to work with Ministries of Education across the region and examine 
the feasibility of including SALW Risk Education in national school curricula. In Kosovo, with 
the support of UNDP, SALW Awareness work is already underway in a number of schools.

�.6 SALW Survey activities

With the exception of Romania, SALW Surveys have now been carried out in all SEE states. 
During 2005/6, SALW Surveys were completed in Albania (Saferworld), Bulgaria (Centre 
for the Study of Democracy / Saferworld), Moldova (Institute for Public Policy / Saferworld) 
and Serbia (Saferworld). Similar research is now being conducted in Croatia by the Bonn 
International Center for Conversion, and Kosovo, by Saferworld. In addition, the past year 
has seen a renewed focus on related problem areas such as the phenomena of gun culture 
(examined by the Bulgaria-based Centre for the Study of Democracy); the privatisation of 
security (the subject of a SEESAC-commissioned study by International Alert and Saferworld 
‘SALW and Private Security Companies (PSC) in SEE: ‘A Cause or Effect of Insecurity?’); and 

2�  ‘SALW Film Festival, Republic of Serbia’, SEESAC Activity Report 067, 03 - 05 April 2006. This included the 
screening of a documentary produced in summer 2005 covering issues of illicit SALW possession and misuse in the 
Western Balkans ‘A Lethal Legacy’. 
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the administrative and legislative readiness of five Western Balkan states to comply with 
EU norms and standards on arms transfer control (Saferworld). 

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

In many respects 2005/6 has been the year of SEE civil society with respect to SALW 
control. While progress in so many other areas has been slight, the NGO sector in the 
region in particular has flourished. SEENCA members in particular, though few in number, 
have been active at the regional, national and community level on SALW issues. In contrast 
to previous years, substantial research and advocacy work has also been carried out by 
organisations based in the region, as well as the monitoring of SALW Destructions. All such 
work however, remains dependent on a narrow funding base, and appears to have no roots 
in broader civil society, with journalists and academics not having taken an active interest 
in SALW issues.

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

Most countries in the region continue to experience border management problems, and 
regional trafficking of SALW is known to have taken place on several occasions during 
the year. The challenge of cross-border co-ordination against trafficking continues to be 
made more difficult by a lack of internal co-ordination between different ministries and 
departments responsible for border control and security. However, ongoing support by 
governments and international donors for the establishment and operation of integrated 
border management systems in line with EU practice clearly points the way ahead.

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

Within established international fora such as the UN (UNDDA) and OSCE, information 
exchange by SEE states has been regular during 2005/6 (see Table 2 below) though as 
always, the quality and detail of information provided has varied. Outside these established 
channels, the situation differs markedly. For example, Saferworld’s analysis of the reports 
submitted by states participating in the SECI Centre’s Operation Safe Place, in which 
national law enforcement agencies from the region exchanged information on SALW 
seizures, showed significant variance in the depth and regularity of national reports.24 
As previously noted, no states have provided public reports on arms transfers during the 
last year and little additional public information has been provided. Moreover, as yet no 
governments have full parliamentary oversight on SALW policy development and export 
licence decision-making, and there is an ongoing need for NGO and parliamentary lobbying 
for increased transparency on SALW issues. 

With notable exceptions such as Albania, BiH and Bulgaria, whether for reasons of low 
capacity or political will, the designated National Focal Points of only a few countries 
provided information in a full and timely manner for the 2006 SALW Monitor report, clearly 
demonstrating that problems remain with the NFP system established under the Regional 
Implementation Plan. Despite the revision of the plan in May 2006, the poor attendance of 
countries such as Bulgaria and Romania at Regional Steering Group meetings as compared 

2�  The Southeast Europe Cooperative Initiative (SECI) Regional Centre for Combating Transborder Crime ran its 
second information exchange on SALW seizures, ‘Operation SafePlace’ from March until September 2005.
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with their neighbours underlines a growing divergence of approach between those states 
hopeful of integration into the EU within the near future, and those who are still keen to 
operate within a regional framework. It seems increasingly clear that tailored approaches 
are needed by international actors who deal with all states in the region, to more fully take 
account of the particular needs and conditions of each state.

COUNTRY UN PoA REPORT OSCE REPORT

ATTENdANCE AT RSG 
MEETINGS2�

NFP 26 REP 2�

Albania NO YES 0/5 3/5

BiH YES YES 1/5 4/5

Bulgaria YES YES 0/5 3/5

Croatia YES YES 2/5 3/5

FYRoM YES YES 3/5 2/5

Kosovo 2� - - 0/5 1/5

Moldova YES YES 1/5 1/5

Romania YES YES 0/5 3/5

SCG YES YES 3/5 1/5

2�262�2�Table 2: Information exchange during 2005/629

� Future priorities

This third assessment of SALW control activities undertaken in SEE suggests that during 
2005/6, far too little has been done by the states of the region to meet the full range of 
commitments made under the original 2001 Stability Pact RIP. Certainly the capacity of 
SEE governments and civil society organisations to work on SALW has improved over the 
five-year period, but progress has if anything slowed over the last year, with fewer practical 
measures having been implemented. Although the resources available to fund SALW 
control initiatives could always be greater, with the ongoing presence of SEESAC within the 
region, and donor funding for SALW control initiatives having been offered bilaterally, and 
through the EU, OSCE and UNDP, a failure of political will is the most obvious explanation 
for states’ inertia. Given the outstanding challenges facing the governments of the region, 
it is imperative that they collectively refocus their attention on these immediate priorities:

2�  From May 2003.

26  Nominated National Focal Point attended personally.

2�  Representative attended.

2�  The UN Administered Territory of Kosovo is shown separately for illustrative purposes in terms of the SALW 
situation within the territory.

2�  Information obtained via correspondence with Anton Martynyuk, OSCE Secretariat, 31 May 2006.
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n	 Destruction of surplus weapons and ammunition at the earliest opportunity, in 
accordance with commitments made under the OSCE and UN PoA documents;

n	 The establishment and adoption of mechanisms such as national commissions, 
strategies and action plans that enhance intra-governmental work on SALW control 
and provide a means to improve information exchange nationally and internationally;

n	 Full participation in international fora and processes related to SALW control, such as 
the UN PoA review process;

n	 Enhancements to governmental transparency in line with EU standards, in particular 
the publication of regular reports on arms surpluses and transfers; and

n	 Development of the legislative and administrative bases necessary for upholding the 
highest regional and international standards with respect to arms transfer controls.

Considerable support and encouragement will clearly be needed from civil society and 
international actors such as the EU and UNDP if the momentum needed to see through 
the required changes to national SALW control policy and practice is to be achieved in the 
near future. For their part, international actors should work collectively to convey to the 
governments of the region the message that they will be held to the commitments they have 
made to enhance SALW controls, and that with adequate technical and financial support 
now on hand from donors, significant criticism will follow inaction where it can be attributed 
to failures of political will. Action by civil society groups to encourage governmental action 
may also prove vital in moving the SALW agenda forward in the region. While the continued 
development of the skill and interest of non-governmental actors in this sphere is therefore 
greatly welcome, future support for the still fragile civil society constituency working on 
SALW issues in SEE is still necessary to allow the small number of active organisations to 
consolidate their position and reach out to a broader range of actors. 

The international community should clearly continue to support SALW control programmes 
in the region, but should require that any such programmes meet with international 
best practices, represent a well targeted response to problems, and are supported by a 
national SALW control strategy that has been prepared with substantial input from national 
governments. A commitment by all agencies that implement SALW control projects in the 
region to use existing best practice guidelines and build provisions for baseline research, 
monitoring and evaluation would provide a welcome boost to programme effectiveness and 
transparency. Given that the newly revised Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan, 
like its predecessor, does not include specific targets and benchmarks for success, these 
considerations are all the more important. 

The increasing support of the EU for SALW control initiatives in the region during 2005/6 
is one of the most important developments of the last year. Following the agreement by 
the Council of the EU of a ‘Strategy to combat illicit accumulation and trafficking of SALW 
and their ammunition’ in December 2005, the EU has taken a number of useful steps 
to support enhanced SALW control. This includes the commitment of nearly three million 
Euros to fund practical initiatives on the ground, including the assignment of three full-
time Chief Technical Advisers to support the work of national governments in Albania, 
Croatia and Kosovo. Further, both from Brussels and in-country Delegation offices, EU/
EC representatives have begun to reference SALW-related questions in their Justice and 
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Home Affairs programmes and in political dialogues that occur within the framework of 
Stabilisation and Association Agreements. 

The EU should continue, and wherever possible, increase its attention on SALW issues in the 
future. However, the experience of previous years suggests that a one-size fits all approach 
will not succeed in encouraging the governments of the region to take action. In both its 
political and programmatic work in the region on SALW therefore, the EU should look to 
provide support that is specifically tailored to the circumstances on the ground. Lessons 
should be drawn from the results of previous work in related areas, such as security, safety 
and access to justice programmes in designing these interventions, with a particular view 
to providing communities with adequate safety and security over the long-term, thereby 
reducing the underlying demand for SALW. 

International donors and implementing agencies should also give additional consideration 
to questions of sustainability and local capacity building, which have not featured 
prominently enough in the work of international actors to date. Fresh approaches to this 
challenge should be considered, such as basing international Chief Technical Advisers in 
the offices of governmental NFPs, or hiring indigenous ‘shadow’ Technical Advisers until 
sufficient capacity has been built. This will be particularly important given that one of the 
main agents for past action in the region, SEESAC, has now acquired the mandate to work 
beyond the SEE region. As new countries come to draw on SEESAC’s necessarily limited 
resources, the financial and technical support that the SEE region has been able to draw 
on in previous years may not now be available as consistently. 

It is also critical that the approach adopted by governments and international actors 
supporting SALW control in the region keeps pace with the process of transition, changing 
over time to match the challenges presented at any given point in time. Accordingly, in order 
to achieve greater future policy coherence and impact in SEE, it is critical that SALW control 
as a theme is effectively integrated into broader security and justice sector reform and 
development planning. This is the responsibility of governments but also of international 
agencies that provide support in these areas. The inclusion of SALW control into EU 
dialogue in Albania, Croatia, FYR Macedonia and Kosovo are good examples that should be 
replicated across the region. 
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2  Country assessments

This report presents progress towards the Regional Implementation Plan by country. Each 
country sub-section includes two background sections: ‘SALW problem’, which details the 
SALW-related problems in each country, and ‘SALW policy and practice’, which gives an 
overview of current policy and practice on SALW. 

These two sections are followed by a third section ‘SALW progress’, which gives a detailed 
assessment of progress made to date. In order to facilitate analysis of the wide-ranging 
areas in which progress towards the RIP and combating SALW proliferation has been made, 
a number of sub-sections have been used to categorise and present information on each 
country’s progress so far (largely based on the functional areas defined by SEESAC). These 
sub-sections of SALW control activities are as follows: 

n Legislative and Regulatory Issues – this section details countries’ current 
legislative and regulatory control measures and progress made in the context of 
other agreements on arms control, such as the 2000 OSCE Document on Small 
Arms, 2001 UN Programme of Action, etc. (For more detail, please see Annex 
4.3).

n SALW Collection programmes and capacities – this section provides an overview 
of SALW Collection initiatives in each country.

n SALW Destruction programmes and capacities – this section provides details of 
SALW and SALW ammunition destruction projects in each country.

n SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities – this section 
provides an overview of the stockpile security and management situation in each 
country.

n SALW Awareness activities – this section presents the awareness raising 
activities and public information campaigns implemented in each country. 
(Seminars, conferences and other meetings are not generally included in this 
section, which focuses more on direct SALW Awareness raising or information 
campaigns).

n SALW Survey activities – this section presents the results of any SALW or related 
survey conducted in each country. (Research reports, policy reports, needs 
assessments, small-scale surveys, opinion polls, etc., have not been included in 
this section as they do not fully correspond with a ‘SALW Survey’ as defined by 
SEESAC’s regional standards).

n Civil society involvement in SALW interventions – this section provides an 
overview of civil society and NGO activities on SALW in each country, including a 
brief note on overall capacity.

n Cross-border SALW control initiatives – this section provides an overview of 
the situation in terms of border control and cross-border co-operation on SALW 
trafficking in each country.

n SALW Management Information and exchange systems and protocols –this 
section provides an overview of SALW-relevant information systems, both public 
and confidential; it should be noted that it is not possible to make any assessment 
of the value and efficacy of confidential information exchange mechanisms.
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n Additional SALW related activities – this section presents any additional 
activities that may be relevant to countries’ efforts to combat SALW, for example, 
community-based policing initiatives or the development of national SALW action 
plans.
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Albania

� SALW problem

Given the dramatic looting of state-owned arms depots that took place in Albania from 
March - June 1997 as a result of the then economic and political chaos, a varying priority 
has been placed on the collection of those looted weapons still in the hands of civilians. 
Good progress has been made in this area in recent years, and around 223,000 weapons 
have been recovered during sequential weapons collection programmes since 1998. This 
however leaves a minimum of 209,000 illicit weapons still in the hands of civilians,� which 
in combination with registered weapons (around 60,000), means that per capita ownership 
of SALW is still extremely high in Albania.

The 2006 National SALW Survey of Albania, ‘Turning the Page’,2 researched by Saferworld 
with the active collaboration of Albanian Government officials, provides a comprehensive 
overview both of progress made to date in addressing SALW proliferation, and of remaining 
challenges. Key findings include the fact that ongoing attempts to improve law enforcement 
in Albania are made more problematic by the ready availability of SALW, particularly in 
rural areas where, in combination with a low police presence, the rule of law is poor. In 
fact, the failure of Albania’s law enforcement institutions to consistently enforce the laws 
on firearms possession, due either to a lack of capacity or lack of political will, remains a 
serious concern. Although plans are underway to improve the situation, Albania’s legislative 
framework for the domestic control of SALW does not, in the opinion of police officials 
previously charged with the task of weapons collection, provide an adequate means to deal 
with remaining weapons in civilian hands.�

The current legislative and regulatory framework for the control of international arms 
transfers is also problematic, falling well short of EU norms. Key weaknesses in the present 
control system include the fact that the legal basis for arms and dual use goods transfers is 
provided by a number of governmental decrees rather than parliamentary legislation. Other 
weaknesses include inadequate institutional arrangements for considering and issuing 
arms transfer licences on a case-by-case basis (only limited consultation occurs at present 
between the Ministry of Defence (MOD) and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)) and 
assessing the risk associated with transfers in line with the EU Code of Conduct. Further, 

�  Saferworld–CPDE, Turning the Page: Small Arms and Light Weapons in Albania, 2005, pp. 39, 48, 
114.
2  Ibid, Section 6.3. 
�  Interview, Ministry of Interior official, 08 - 09 March 2006.
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there is also no legal basis for regulating the brokerage or shipping of arms transfers; 
no established mechanisms for end-use monitoring or verification and no legal basis for 
application of the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports� or military and dual use goods list. 
Finally, with no legal requirements for dissemination of information on arms transfers to 
parliament or the public, or for parliamentary scrutiny of the licensing process, transparency 
within the system is greatly lacking. Although many governmental institutions and officials 
show great willingness to co-operate on these issues, reaching EU standards in this area 
will therefore require considerable adjustments, beginning with the introduction of the 
primary legislation that is lacking in this area. This has already been acknowledged by 
the MFA and MOD, who have collaborated to draft appropriate legislation now planned for 
introduction in 2006.

Albania also faces problems with the storage and disposal of huge surpluses of ageing 
weapons and ammunition stocks, a high proportion of which pose a significant risk to 
public health.� Although security, storage conditions and record-keeping at military depots 
has improved markedly in recent years, many depots are overstocked and most rely only 
on barbed wire, padlocks for wooden doors, barred windows and some exterior lighting as 
the main security measures against theft.6 Unfortunately, serious capacity gaps limit the 
ability of the Albanian Armed Forces to destroy the surplus items contained in depots within 
the near future. 

A final key concern is the apparent lack of direction displayed at the highest political levels 
in Albania with respect to SALW control. Despite the good progress made in previous 
years, particularly in the area of weapons collection, co-ordination between the various 
government ministries and agencies that should collectively work to solve the above 
problems has recently been poor. At the present time no strategy or structure (e.g. a 
national SALW commission) exists to facilitate co-operation between government agencies 
in addressing Albania’s remaining SALW control problems. Unfortunately, weak engagement 
by civil society on this issue, ranging from NGOs to academics and journalists means that 
there is no significant driver for this type of initiative from within Albania itself. It is however 
hoped that recent support provided by the EC/UNDP/SEESAC partnership to work with the 
Albanian Government to facilitate the creation of a co-ordination body and related strategy 
(see below) will soon bear fruit.

2 SALW policy and practice

Although Albania’s main policy focus in previous years has been to initiate and support 
amnesty and collection efforts and to fight illicit SALW trafficking, commitments have 
been made over the last decade to regional and international initiatives for SALW control 
such as the Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan, the UN Programme of Action on 

�  Albania has declared its intention to comply with the EU Code – see below.

�  On 06 May 2006, one soldier was killed and four injured in a series of blasts at six military depots in southern 
Albania, according to regional media reports, ’One dead, four injured after reported blasts at military depots in 
Albania’, South East European Times, 07 May 2006. At the time of writing the cause of the blasts was under 
investigation.

6  Source: Report on the Implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and 
Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects, 2004. Available at http://disarmament.
un.org/cab/nationalreports/2003/Albania.pdf, accessed 26 May 2006. Data collected during visit to Mirak 
ammunition depot, 27 July 2005.

Albania South Eastern Europe SALW Monitor 2006
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SALW, the OSCE Documents on SALW and Conventional Ammunition, as well as a voluntary 
declaration of alignment to the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports. 

Newer initiatives on SALW include a failed attempt during 2003/2004 to prepare a 
national strategy for SALW control, which was never passed by the National Parliament. 
However, following the parliamentary elections of mid-2005, the Democratic Party that had 
previously led Albania during the crisis years of the 1990s was re-elected, foreshadowing 
renewed interest in the question of SALW control by key officials within the administration. 
In January 2006, at the launch of the first National SALW Survey of Albania, and in response 
to requests from a number of international organisations, both the MOD and Ministry 
of Interior (MOI) made declaratory statements supporting the development of a new 
National SALW Strategy, and in the case of the MOD, the establishment of an inter-agency 
commission to oversee its implementation.� Finally, in the run-up to the Review Conference 
on the UN Programme of Action on SALW, the Albanian MFA submitted a proposal for the 
elaboration of existing sections of the PoA text relating to arms transfer controls to the chair 
of the Review Conference for consideration at the meeting.�

ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENT ALbANIA’S COMMITMENTS

EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports August 2003

OSCE Document on SALW November 2000

OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition December 2003

OSCE Decision on MANPADS 2003

OSCE Decision on End User Certificates 2004

OSCE Decision on Brokering 2004

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Firearms Protocol No

UN Programme of Action on SALW 2001

Table 1: Albania’s commitments to conventional arms or SALW control agreements

�  Launch of the National SALW Survey - Turning the Page, 10 January 2006.

�  According to the MFA, the statement called for all states, ‘to exercise the highest degree of responsibility 
in the import, export, transfer and re-transfer of small arms and light weapons, according to the State’s existing 
responsibilities under relevant international law and including the use of authenticated end-user certificates, and to 
apply global guidelines for national controls governing transfers of SALW’. Correspondence, Sajmir Repishti, National 
Focal Point for SALW Control, MFA Albania, 04 May 2006.
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� SALW progress 200�–2006

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

Recognising the considerable gaps that exist in the transfer control system, Albanian 
officials are currently preparing a new import-export Law for arms and military goods for 
submission to the National Assembly.� The Albanian MOD has solicited advice from a 
number of actors in drafting the new legislation, including the UK and US Governments, 
the University of Georgia (USA) and Saferworld and it is consequently hoped that the 
new Law, (if successfully passed by parliament), will address many of the gaps left by the 
piecemeal collection of governmental Decisions currently used to regulate this area. That 
said, the introduction of more comprehensive legislation will surely pose new challenges 
with respect to implementation and enforcement, particularly given Albania’s long-standing 
struggle with rule of law and corruption issues.

Domestic possession and use

No amendments to the regulatory framework for the domestic use, production or 
possession of SALW are known to have occurred in this reporting period. It should, however, 
be noted that since the 2005 parliamentary elections, there is no legal basis for weapons 
surrender or voluntary collection. As such, the present situation is unsatisfactory both for 
law enforcement officials, (who are faced with a draconian law on weapons possession they 
cannot, or dare not enforce), and the populace. With this in mind the National SALW Survey 
of Albania and related submissions by Saferworld to the Government have recommended 
revisions to the legal framework in this area.�0��

FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK ALbANIA

NATIONAL

National Co-ordinating Agency No

National Point of Contact Yes

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Primary legislation No, governmental and ministerial Orders, Decisions and 
Regulations only

Production No

Export Yes

Import Yes��

�  ’Law On State Control of International Transfers of Goods Designated For Military Purposes and Dual-Use Goods’. 
Interview with Head of MOD Legal Directorate, Ndue Marko, 07 March 2006.

�0  Saferworld, SALW Survey of Albania – Recommendations to the Government of Albania, November 2005.
�� ‘The Ministry of Defence does not export and import SALW from countries that are under UN embargo and involved 
in regional conflicts.’ Further, ‘Import of great quantities of hunting weapons and ammunition for trade purpose shall 
be possible only with licence issued according to the instructions of the Ministry of Public Order. The physical and 
legal persons can sell them in special shops meeting the requirements for the firearms protection.’ Decision No. 
389, ‘On some Amendments to the Decision of Council of Ministers No. 275 of 25 June 1992 ‘On regulations of 
management and control of the firearms for physical and legal persons’’, 06 August 1993.
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FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK ALbANIA

Transit Apparently governed only by a Law on military 
administration�2

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk Yes (though not a legal requirement)

End User Certificate Yes��

Re-transfers Yes (regulated by ministerial decree)

Verification (pre/post) No (but parliamentary committee may undertake 
questioning of officials)

Brokering Controls No

DOMESTIC POSSESSION, MANUFACTURE, STOCKPILING AND TRADE

Manufacture NA (see ‘production’ above)

Marking and Tracing NA, in terms of production/manufacture��

Possession Yes��

Stockpiling No�6

Trade Yes��

�2�������6Table 2: Features of Albania’s legislative and regulatory framework��

�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities

As noted in previous reports, Albania has witnessed a series of weapons collection initiatives 
since the mass looting of 1997, resulting in the collection of over 230,000 weapons and 18 
million rounds of ammunition.�� In addition, routine police work results in periodic seizures 
of unregistered SALW. MOI officials state that with the end of the previous amnesty law in 

�2 Transferring of weapons within the country is performed according to the ‘Law for the administration and 
commanding authorities of strategic plans of the Armed Forces’, No. 8671, 26 October 2000.

�� End-user requirements are covered by Regulation No. 9603, ‘For the compilation and documentation of the 
military equipments import-export activity’, 18 September 2003. 

�� As noted above, there is no current production of SALW in Albania. Consequently, no marking systems are 
employed. There also seems to be no post-production marking of weapons in current circulation within the country.

�� Albanian law governs possession and use of firearms by state (including police and military) officials and private 
individuals; ‘Law on Firearms’, with Appendices, Decision No. 7591 (29 April 1991); ‘Law on Usage of Firearms’, 
Decision No. 8290 (24 February 1998); ‘Law for SALW Collection’ No. 8388, (05 August 1998); Council of Ministers’ 
Decision No. 275 ‘On Regulations of Management and Control of the Firearms for Physical and Legal Persons’ (25 
June 1992).

�6 There does not seem to be any legislation specifically governing stockpiles, although this is probably covered by 
military regulations.

�� Internal trade is regulated by the Ministry of Defence and its import-export agency: ‘Import of great quantities 
of hunting weapons and ammunition for trade purpose shall be possible only with licence issued according to the 
instructions of the Ministry of Public Order. The physical and legal persons can sell them in special shops meeting the 
requirements for the firearms protection.’ Decision No. 389, Op Cit.

��  Turning the Page, p. 114.
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mid-2005, weapons seizures rates are running at several hundred weapons per month, 
many dumped by ordinary civilians and a minority taken from ‘true’ criminals.��

�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

Significant surpluses of weapons and ammunition under the control of the Albanian Armed 
Forces remain to be destroyed. Destruction has been ongoing since 2000, following 
agreements with donors such as UNDP, NATO (NAMSA), and the Governments of the US, UK, 
Norway, and Germany. Current destruction capacities include an ammunition destruction 
facility at ULP Mjekes project managed by NAMSA,20 reverse-engineering capabilities at the 
Gramsch, Mjekes and Polican facilities, and the combined EOD capacities of the Albanian 
Armed Forces, the non-governmental organisation NDC (National Demilitarisation Centre) 
and a UK-based contractor Explosive Ordnance Demilitarization Solutions Limited. The 
table below contains the most recent estimates available on weapons and ammunition 
destruction in Albania for the reporting period.

EXECUTING AGENCY SALW AMMUNITION 
(TONNES) REMARKS

EOD Solutions - 2,100 UK/US funded.

Albanian Armed 
Forces2� - 11,390 Assorted types of surplus and 

seized SALW ammunition.

NAMSA22 - 1,200 NATO PfP Trust Fund Project 
(ongoing).

NDC2� 3,300 - Canadian/US funded.

NDC2� - 1,800 Loose ammunition.

NDC 3 - Ceremonial event (launch of 
National SALW Survey).

TOTAL �,�0� �6,��0

2�222�2�Table 3: Summary of SALW Destruction in Albania during 2005/2006

Unfortunately, these combined capacities are not equal to the scale of the task. Despite 
the above activities, at the current rate of progress Albania will still have at least 60,000 

��  Interview, Ministry of Interior official, 08 - 09 March 2006.

20  Correspondence, NAMSA official, 21 March 2006. The NAMSA-managed Explosive Waste Incinerator uses an 
armoured rotary kiln and went live in September 2005 after initial delays. It is capable of destroying ammunition up to 
and including 20 mm calibre rounds, as well as some explosive components and bulk explosives. The installation has 
a pollution abatement system, which is currently of the highest standard across the region. SEESAC, Clearing Guns, 
December 2005. Available at: http://www.seesac.org/Newsletter_December_2005.pdf, accessed 11 May 2006.

2� Correspondence, Lt Col. S Neziri, MOD, 17 May 2006. In addition, 3,300 rounds of seized small arms ammunition 
have been destroyed during early 2006.

22 SEESAC, Clearing Guns, April 2006. Available at: http://www.seesac.org/Newsletter_April_2006.pdf, accessed 11 
May 2006. Also, correspondence with Arben Kotobelli, NAMSA Project Supervisor, 06 May 2006.

2� Ibid.

2� Ibid.
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Tonnes of surplus ammunition to destroy after current projects end in 2006.2� Considerable 
technical challenges also remain, particularly since destruction efforts to date have often 
disposed of less problematic items, leaving larger calibre or more difficult to destroy stocks 
such as sea mines for a later date. Unfortunately, in Spring 2006 the technical procedures 
used by the Albanian Armed Forces were also put into question by an unplanned detonation 
at a depot in the Tepelena region of the country which led to one fatality, five injuries and 
the evacuation of a nearby village.26 Meanwhile, Albania continues to depend on further 
donor support and expertise in order to fully demilitarize remaining surplus weapons and 
ammunition.2�

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

As previously noted, the Albanian Armed Forces continue to struggle in the face 
of overstocked depots containing outdated ammunition. No upgrades to stockpile 
management capacities or amendments to storage procedures are known to have taken 
place during this reporting period. Overall, Albania is working to acquire NATO-compatible 
stockpile management standards but it seems clear that much additional support from the 
international community is still required.

�.� SALW Awareness activities

At the present time there are no long-running SALW Awareness initiatives underway in 
Albania. Two short-term initiatives have taken place during this reporting period however. 
Firstly, as part of a regional campaign against celebratory fire over the 2005/6 New Year, 
SEESAC funded radio and TV transmissions from 15 December 2005 until 15 January 
2006 highlighting the danger of using weapons during celebrations. In addition, 2,500 
posters were given to the Albanian State Police authorities in the regional directorates 
and police commissariats for distribution.2� Secondly, the occasion of the launch of the 
National SALW Survey ‘Turning the Page’ on 10 January 2006 was used by the organisers 
Saferworld and the Center for Peace, Democracy and Education (CPDE) to bring the topic 
of SALW control into the media spotlight once again. A ceremonial destruction of surplus 
Albanian Armed Forces weapons carried out by NDC, together with speeches by government 
Ministers, secured heavy media coverage for the launch event.

�.6 SALW Survey activities

Although a number of short research reports have been prepared on different aspects 
of SALW control in Albania in previous years, Saferworld and CPDE conducted the first 
comprehensive National SALW Survey of Albania in 2005.2� Backing from both the 
Governments of the Socialist party (pre-July 2005) and the Democratic Party (post-

2�  Turning the Page, p. 76. However, SEESAC consider that this is an underestimate, and hold that the true figure 
could be in the region of 100,000 Tonnes.

26 ’One dead, four injured after reported blasts at military depots in Albania’, South East European Times, 07 May 
2006. At the time of writing the cause of the blasts was under investigation.

2�  Correspondence, NAMSA official, 21 March 2006.

2�  Clearing Guns, April 2006. 

2�  Turning the Page, Op Cit. 
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July 2005) was received for this work and funding provided by the UK’s Global Conflict 
Prevention Pool. 

In keeping with previous studies conducted in the region, the SALW Survey examined 
the human impact of SALW proliferation in Albania, the societal distribution of weapons 
and public perceptions on the issue, as well as the capacities of state agencies for SALW 
control. Given that successive governments in Albania had professed a desire to design 
and implement a national strategy for SALW control, it was envisaged that the Survey 
would inform the wider process of strategy development. The public launch of the report in 
January 2006 secured high-level support from the Albanian Government, with the Ministers 
of Defence and Interior and the then Chief of Police attending (statements supporting the 
importance of renewed SALW control measures were made by both Ministers, with backing 
also coming from the EU Justice and Home Affairs Coordinator). Accordingly, the final text 
of the SALW Survey, and the related recommendations submitted to the Government by 
the research team at an inter-ministerial roundtable in October 2005 provides key data to 
assist the Government in re-working its draft National SALW Strategy on SALW Control and 
establishing a national commission structure to implement it.

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

Although in previous years Albanian NGOs were active in supporting the efforts of both 
central Government and UNDP during weapons collections, interest and funding has 
declined significantly with the end of these projects. NGO groups have therefore found it 
difficult to sustain their activities and during this reporting period, only two NGOs are known 
to have been active in this area. CPDE, previously involved in awareness-raising within 
schools, �0 cooperated with Saferworld on the research and outreach for the 2006 National 
SALW Survey. CPDE is also the only NGO from Albania currently active within the regional 
NGO network on SALW, the South Eastern Europe Network on Control of Arms (SEENCA). As 
a network member, the organisation has taken part in regional advocacy work, submitting 
letters and briefing notes to the Albanian Government throughout 2005 in connection 
both with the UN PoA review process and the international campaign for an Arms Transfer 
Treaty. A submission was also made following the publication of the 2005 South Eastern 
Europe SALW Monitor report. A second ‘NGO’, the National Demilitarization Centre (NDC) 
utilises retired Albanian military personnel to provide services relating to demilitarization, 
including training and EOD. NDC was established in January 2003, and acts primarily as a 
limited EOD support contractor (particularly for NAMSA), although its close linkages to, and 
support from, the MoD have led to questions about its NGO status. Details of destruction 
work undertaken by NDC are provided above.

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

Reform of Albania’s border management systems has been ongoing for some time with 
agencies such as the Border Police cooperating with several international organisations, 
including UNHCR, EUMM, IOM, ICITAP and PAMECA.�� The Border Police also cooperate with 
their equivalent structures in neighbouring countries under a number of different protocols, 

�0  Interview, NGO representative, 08 February 2005.

��  See Turning the Page, pp. 99–105 for further details. See also Albanian Government website, http://www.mpo.
gov.al, accessed 03 February 2006.
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memoranda and agreements,�2 and in recent years there have also been a number of 
inter-ministerial and inter-agency MoUs signed in relation to co-operation on anti-trafficking 
and border management.�� The most prominent and far-reaching example of these is 
the Strategy on Border Control and its Integrated Management, which was approved by 
the Council of Ministers in February 2003 and is to be implemented between 2003 and 
2006. 

In 2002/3 and 2004/5 respectively, Albania acted as the proposing country for two SALW-
specific Task Forces established by the SECI Regional Centre for Combating Trans-border 
Crime: ‘Operation Ploughshares’ and ‘Operation Safe Place’. At least three successful 
interceptions of cross-border SALW trafficking shipments were accomplished as a result.

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

Albania has made commitments to various international and regional information exchange 
systems, such as the UN Programme of Action, OSCE and INTERPOL mechanisms. 
Accordingly, Albania has submitted information exchange material to the OSCE and reports 
to the UN Register of Conventional Arms as well as on the implementation of the UN PoA 
to UNDDA, in 2005 and previous years, albeit with varying frequency. In April 2006, a 
representative from the MFA was appointed to the position of overall ’National Focal Point 
for SALW’, replacing the previous MOD contact in a move that is likely to prove conducive 
for regional and international information exchange on this issue.��

�2  Ibid. Albania and Macedonia signed a bilateral agreement on fighting organised crime and terrorism in June 2004, 
‘Albania and Macedonia Step-up Joint Border Controls’, RFE, 17 August 2004.

��  MoUs have been signed between the General Directorate of Customs the MOD, MOI, National Intelligence Service, 
agriculture, business agencies, and other organisations that need to deal with Customs. Source: interview, Customs 
official, 04 May 2005.

��  Correspondence, Sajmir Repishti, Op Cit.
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE ANd PROTOCOLS ALbANIA

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of Action (PoA) 2004

Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional Arms 2005 (submitted in 2006)

Reporting to the Wassenaar Arrangement NA

INTERPOL/EUROPOL Yes

REGIONAL

Information exchange with OSCE Yes

Information exchange with EU Yes, regarding SAA

SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes (though involvement limited 
in 2005/6)

NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and decision-
making Yes, but limited

Publication of national reports on arms/SALW transfers Yes, but very limited circulation

Publication of SALW national strategy Under consideration

Table 4: Information exchange and protocols

�.�0 Additional SALW related activities

In February 2006 an EUSAC Chief Technical Adviser (CTA) was appointed by UNDP to work 
with the Albanian Government in the field of SALW Control under the EU’s ‘Western Balkans 
SALW Control Support Plan’. The position forms the key component of the EU Small Arms 
Control (EUSAC) Albania project. The primary focus of the project’s work in the coming 
months will be to assist the Government in re-working its draft national strategy for SALW 
control in the light of the recent National SALW Survey of Albania, and support for this 
is currently being sought from the Office of the Prime Minister. Furthermore, in order to 
encourage and monitor progress in this area, the delegation of the European Commission 
to Albania has included the topic of SALW into its political dialogue mechanism with the 
Albanian Government within the framework of Albania’s Stabilisation and Association 
Agreement with the European Union. Finally, a draft import-export law on strategic goods 
and military equipment is currently being developed by the Albanian MOD in collaboration 
with international experts.
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Bosnia and Herzegovina

� SALW problem

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) faces a number of important challenges related to SALW 
control at the present time. These include the ready availability of illicit SALW; some 
difficulties with inter-agency co-ordination at the state level; inconsistent legislation 
governing civilian weapons possession; and ongoing problems with the management of 
large surplus stocks of weaponry and ammunition. In addition, the national system for arms 
transfer control is currently under development, and some gaps in capacity, legislation and 
practice still remain.

According to recent research, a significant proportion of Bosnians possess firearms, many 
of which (perhaps three quarters) are unregistered.� The widespread availability of SALW 
in BiH is obviously of significant concern, given their destabilising potential. Further, both 
organised crime and an unregulated private security industry continue to pose a threat to 
both the rule of law and to human security. 

The highly complex constitutional arrangement of BiH has undermined SALW control in the 
country in a number of ways.2 For example, although the production of SALW is regulated in 
BiH at state level by the Law on Production of Arms and Military Equipment,� civilian firearms 
possession is regulated differently in the entity of Republika Srpska (RS), the Federation of 
BiH (FBiH), and within the district of Brcko. Accordingly, there is currently a desire within BiH 
for the introduction of state-level legislation to harmonise civilian possession rules across 
all cantons and entities.� Similarly, the array of actors who play a role in the regulation 
of international arms transfers to, and from, BiH creates potential for confusion. For 
example, national, entity, cantonal and international institutions, including the Ministries 

�  Bonn International Centre for Conversion, Small Arms and Light Weapons Survey Bosnia and Herzegovina, (BICC, 
July 2004), pp. 19-23 (hereafter SALW Survey BiH).

2  As a result of the Dayton Accord, BiH is divided into two entities, the mainly Bosniak-Croat Federation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (FBiH) and the Serb dominated Republika Srpska (RS). There is a three-person Presidency at the 
state level and an international governance structure, headed by the Office of the High Representative (OHR), which 
maintains overall control over the country. However, in late 2005, a consensus was reached to achieve agreement on 
key constitutional changes during 2006.

�  Official Gazette of BiH No. 09/04, 29 March 2004.

�  Reporting and the Implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate 
the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) in All Its Aspects, (2005) (hereafter PoA Report 2005). 
Available at: http://disarmament.un.org/cab/nationalreports/2005/Bosnia%20and%20Herzegovina.pdf accessed 
18 May 2006.

BiH
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of Security, Defence and Foreign Affairs, and the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic 
Affairs (MOFTER), take responsibility for various elements of the authorisation, sale and 
shipment of arms transfers. Ownership of these processes by national actors is naturally 
diminished by the fact that EUFOR maintains ultimate control in many areas. In addition, 
the relationships between the state of BiH and its two entities are especially complicated 
with regard to SALW transfers, as each level shares responsibility for all elements of SALW 
transfer. 

Further, although the criteria of the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports have been 
included in various pieces of national legislation, there are indications that the various 
mechanisms contained within it are neither fully understood nor substantively implemented. 
Key problems in this regard include a lack of inter-agency consultation when considering 
arms transfer licence applications (which though not a Code requirement, forms part of 
EU Best Practice); inadequate referencing of the EU Code’s export criteria in key pieces of 
legislation; and a lack of clarity in the application of the Code with respect to transfers of 
dual-use goods and technology in both law and practice. Ministry of Security (MoS) officials 
have also raised concerns that current border controls with respect to SALW transfers 
are not satisfactory due to a lack of trained customs officials, which results in arbitrary 
implementation of current legislation. The MoS has therefore expressed a desire to reduce 
the total number of border crossings at which transfer of SALW is permissible to only five, 
with an added requirement that any intended transfer be pre-registered.� 

Recently however, transfers of SALW to destinations that are unstable or present a 
significant diversion risk have proved highly controversial. According to recent reports, 
between July 2004 and August 2005, around 290,000 weapons and 64 million rounds 
of ammunition were exported by the BiH MoD, many of them to arm the new security 
forces in Afghanistan and Iraq.6 Given the ongoing violence in both countries, and growing 
evidence that some Iraqi police and army recruits have collaborated with militias and rebel 
groups, concerns have been voiced that these SALW may have been diverted and misused. 
Unfortunately, without provision having been made by EUFOR or the BiH MoD to physically 
verify and monitor the end-use of these shipments, this possibility cannot be ruled out. 
Concerns have also been raised by SEESAC and UNDP Bosnia about a lack of transparency 
on the part of the BiH MoD during 2004 - 2005, since the above transfers ran completely 
counter to agreements brokered between the MoD and UNDP Bosnia to destroy the bulk 
of the Bosnian armed forces’ surplus SALW.� The Bosnian Government published reports 
on national arms transfer practices for both 2003 and 2004 early in the following year. 
Unfortunately, the report for 2005 is as yet unpublished, though it is understood that one 
will eventually be produced. 

In addition to the significant concerns surrounding SALW transfers, the ongoing need 
for Bosnia’s armed forces to ensure the security of large, and in some cases unstable 

�  Interview, Ministry of Security representative, 25 April 2006. 

6  More recently, in May 2006, a request was made by the US Administration for the MoD of BiH to give 8,500 AK-
47s and 39 mm cartridges to Afghanistan. Interviews with several representatives from international organisations, 
April 2006.

�  According to reports by Amnesty International and BBC Radio 4, these exports were arranged at the behest of 
the US Government, without the knowledge and support of UNDP and SEESAC, and against the wishes of the Office 
of the High Representative (OHR). See BBC Radio Four, ‘File on 4’ report, 23 May 2006. Available at: http://news.
bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/file_on_4/5006196.stm, accessed 25 May 2006 and Amnesty International, Dead on 
Time – arms transportation, brokering and the threat to human rights, 10 May 2006. Available at: http://web.
amnesty.org/library/pdf/ACT300082006ENGLISH/$File/ACT3000806.pdf, accessed 24 May 2006.
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ammunition stocks, presents safety and security challenges. Storage standards remain 
below those used by NATO countries, largely as a result of the design of the depots and the 
lack of professionally trained staff.� Some storage sites are also physically inadequate, and 
problems such as water leakage, have led to a situation in which ammunition may have 
become unstable.� Security is also less than perfect, largely due to insufficient financial 
resources.�0 This issue is of particular concern considering the theft of 5,000 explosive 
detonators from the Jahorinski Potok site in October 2005,�� items that are of particular 
interest to organised crime and terrorist groups for use in improvised explosive devices 
(IED). Unfortunately, much-needed ammunition destruction programmes in BiH are also 
hampered by the country’s constitutional setup, since the true extent of BiH’s ammunition 
stockpiles and surpluses cannot be determined until politically difficult reforms of the 
country’s armed forces is complete.�2

2 SALW policy and practice 

Over recent years, the Government of BiH has shown a degree of commitment towards 
international arms control, acceding to a number of documents and initiatives (see Table 1). 
As discussed above, difficulties arising from the complicated political system in BiH continue 
to present a challenge for those attempting to address the issue of SALW proliferation in 
the country. However, in October 2005, the previously informal Coordinating Body for SALW 
was endorsed and made operational as the Coordination Board for Control of SALW (CB).�� 
Composed of representatives from the BiH MoS, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), Ministry 
of Defence (MoD), MOFTER, Tax Authority, and the Entity level Ministries of Defence and 
Interior, the CB meets on an ad hoc, but regular basis, and has made significant progress 
since its inception, most notably in developing a National Strategy for SALW Control that 
was subsequently approved by the Council of Ministers in May 2006.��

�  Interview with EUFOR personnel: J Botelho; Captain Sinconi (Carabinieri) and Colonel Ozuak, Sarajevo, 27 April 
2006.

�  It is estimated that between 30 and 40 Tonnes of ammunition is unstable due to this problem. Interview with 
EUFOR personnel, Op Cit.

�0  SALW Survey BiH, p. 52.

��  However, it should be noted that the stolen items were recovered within days of their theft. Interview with EUFOR 
personnel: J Botelho; Captain Sinconi (Carabinieri) and Colonel Ozuak, Sarajevo, 27 April 2006.

�2  Interview with EUFOR personnel: J Botelho; Captain Sinconi (Carabinieri) and Colonel Ozuak, Sarajevo, 27 April 
2006.

��  ‘Decision on Naming the National Coordinating Agency for SALW’, Official Gazette of BiH, No. 72/05, (17 October 
2005), p. 5536.

��  Correspondence with Svetozar Miletic, SALW NFP.
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ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENT bIH’S COMMITMENTS

EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports 2002

OSCE Document on SALW November 2000

OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition November 2003

OSCE Decision on MANPADS 2003

OSCE Decision on End User Certificates 2004

OSCE Decision on Brokering 2004

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Firearms Protocol No

UN Programme of Action on SALW 2001

UN Register of Conventional Arms Submitted returns since 1999 
(with the exception of 2003)

Table 1: Bosnia and Herzegovina’s commitments to arms or SALW control agreements

�. SALW progress 200�–2006 

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

In July 2005, following large shipments of surplus SALW in 2004 - 2005 (see above), a 
legal moratorium on the export of surplus SALW eventually entered into force.�� Six months 
later, in January 2006, the EU lifted the embargo on arms exports to BiH, thus legalising 
such transfers from EU member states. The underlying legal foundation for arms transfers 
to, and from, BiH, is the Law on Import and Export of Arms and Military Equipment, which 
was amended in 2005�6 and incorporates the EC Dual-Use Regulation.�� This is reinforced 
by a series of ‘Instructions’ and a ‘Direction’ enacted in July 2005, which seek to better 
regulate transfers of arms and military equipment, and assist the Customs authorities in the 
execution of their duties.�� Among the most important of the regulatory changes introduced 
in 2005 is the requirement for end-user certificates to be presented by applicants wishing 

��  ‘Instruction on the definition and obligation to comply with deadlines on the prohibition of trade of small arms and 
light weapons of the Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina’, declared pursuant to Article 99 paragraph 3 of the 
‘Law on Administration’, Official Gazette BiH No. 32/02 and Articles 14 f), 16 a), 40 c) and g) and 80 of the ‘Law on 
Defence of Bosnia and Herzegovina’, Official Gazette BiH No. 43/03.

�6  Official Gazette BiH, No. 05/03, 33/03, 14/05. 

��  ‘Council Regulation 1334/2000 of 22 June 2000 setting up a Community regime for the control of exports of 
dual-use items and technology’. Official Journal L 159, 30 June 2000 p. 0001 – 0215. Available at: http://eur-lex.
europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32000R1334:EN:HTML accessed 22 May 2006.

��  ‘Instruction Regulating the Procedures of Export, Import and Transit in the trade of Dual Use Items and 
Technologies’, No. 01-1-02-8706/05, (05 July 2005); ‘Instruction on the Methodology and Procedure of Regulating 
the Temporary Import, Temporary Export and Transit of Sports and Hunting Weapons and Ammunition’, No. 01-01-02-
8705/05, (05 July 2005); ‘Instruction on Regulating Export, Import, Transit and Mediation in Trade of Armaments and 
Military Equipment’, No. 01-1-02-8703/05, (05 July 2005); ‘Instruction on the Obligations of Customs Authorities in 
the Implementation of the Law on Import and Export of Arms and Military Equipment and the Control of Export and 
Import of Dual Use Items’, No. 01-1-02-8702/05, (05 July 2005); ‘Direction on the Obligations to Obtain the EUFOR 
Permit for Export, Import, Transit and Mediation in the Arms and Military Equipment Trade’, No. 01-1-02-8704/05, 
(05 August 2005).
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to transfer arms, and an accompanying requirement for the Government of BiH to be 
informed of any re-transfer.�� 20

FEATURES OF bOSNIA ANd HERzEGOvINA’S 
LEGISLATIvE ANd REGULATORY FRAMEWORK bIH

NATIONAL

National Co-coordinating Agency Yes

National Point of Contact Yes, MFA

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, IMPORT, EXPORT AND TRANSIT

Legislation Yes

Production Yes

Export Yes

Import Yes

Transit Yes

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk Yes, MFA to assess

End User Certificate Yes

Verification (pre/post) Yes

Brokering Controls Yes

Verification (pre/post) Yes

DOMESTIC POSSESSION, STOCKPILING & TRADE

Manufacture

Federation

RS

Brcko District

Marking and Tracing 
Yes for ‘hand firearms’, e.g. rifles, handguns, 
revolvers20   

Possession 

Federation

RS

Brcko District

Stockpiling
No, there is only limited reference to safe 
storage of possessed weapons by civilians 
and trading entities in the possession 
legislation of the entities and Brcko District.

Trade

Federation

RS

Brcko District 

Table 2: Features of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s legislative and regulatory framework

��  Interview with Berin Kurspahic, MOFTER, 25 April 2006.

20 The ‘Law on Testing, Stamping and Marking Hand Fire Arms and Ammunition’ (Official Gazette of BiH, No.21/03) 
rules that all ‘hand firearms’, whether manufactured in BiH or imported from abroad, must be tested, stamped and 
marked according to its provisions (Article 1). Exceptions to this general rule are laid down in Article 4. 
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Domestic possession and use

There have been no reported changes to legislation or regulation in this area for the 2005 
period.  

�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities

Since 1999, there has been a continual amnesty, ‘Operation Harvest’, in force throughout 
the territory of BiH for those citizens who voluntarily surrender illicit SALW. Focusing largely 
on populous areas, ‘Operation Harvest’ is administered in conjunction with ‘Operation 
Harvest Plus’, a search and seizure programme designed to collect illegal SALW. According 
to EUFOR interviewees, collection mechanisms have recently begun to target rural areas 
as well. From 2005 to 2006, EUFOR reports that 2,500 weapons have been collected and 
destroyed as a result of Operation Harvest.2�

�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities 

BiH maintains destruction capabilities at several sites, including the Mittal Steel Zenica 
factory, Steel factory Jelsingrad Banja Luka (weapons) and the UNIS Prentis facility 
(ammunition). Current destruction programmes are mainly administered by UNDP, and 
funded by the British Government22 and the Government of the Netherlands.2� 

EUFOR are currently investigating opportunities for destruction programmes at new 
sites such as the BiH MoD’s ‘GOF 18’ factory, which would prove capable of destroying 
artillery shells and cartridges with some modifications,2� although this is contrary to the 
demilitarization plan developed by UNDP and the findings of a 2004 demilitarization 
feasibility study. As well as funding the operation of a mobile explosive waste incinerator 
(EWI),2� UNDP is also working to upgrade demolition grounds, such as those at BiH 
Kalinovik, Manjaca and Glamoc.26 

Despite previously noted difficulties, significant progress has been made with the destruction 
of surplus weapons and ammunition since mid-2005 (see Table 3). 

2�  Interview with EUFOR personnel: J Botelho; Captain Sinconi (Carabinieri) and Colonel Ozuak, Sarajevo, 27 April 
2006.

22  The UK Government has given US $ 955,000 to aid destruction efforts in BiH. http://europeandcis.undp.org/
?menu=p_article&ArticleID=216  accessed 18 May 2006.

2�  The Netherlands has provided € 440,000 for ammunition disposal. http://europeandcis.undp.org/?menu=p_
article&ArticleID=216 accessed 18 May 2006.

2�  Interview with EUFOR personnel: J Botelho; Captain Sinconi (Carabinieri) and Colonel Ozuak, 27 April 2006.

2�  Ibid. 

26  The Kalinovik upgrade is part of a project in which 88 Tonnes of unstable ammunition will eventually be destroyed. 
SEESAC, Clearing Guns, December 2005, p. 7 (hereafter Clearing Guns, December 2005). Available at: http://www.
seesac.org/Newsletter_December_2005.pdf, accessed 22 May 2006.
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EXECUTING 
AGENCY SALW AMMUNITION REMARKS

UNDP SACBiH 29,988 
(Army FBiH) 2� Observed by CSS, Sarajevo

UNDP SACBiH 53,300 
(Army RS) 2� Observed by CSS, Sarajevo

UNDP SACBiH 5,599 2� Destroyed in Mittal Steel 
Zenica.

UNDP SACBiH 132 Tonnes
(120 mm and 82 mm) Destroyed at UNIS Prentis

UNDP SACBiH 3,011 SALW collected through 
Operation Harvest

UNDP SACBiH 55 Tonnes of 
Nitrocellulose ammunition

UNDP SACBiH 
/ EUFOR 700 anti-tank mines �0 Destroyed at UNIS Prentis

Army of RS 4 Tonnes ��

Witnessed by EUFOR. Part 
of the Defence Reform 
Commission’s programme to 
reduce munitions.

TOTAL 91,898 191 Tonnes

2�2�2��0��Table 3: Summary of SALW Destruction in BiH during 2005–2006 �2

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

BiH currently maintains 24 storage depots for weapons and 30 for ammunition.�� The BiH 
MoD has also formulated a proposal, in co-operation with NATO, to reduce the number to 
just seven sites, but this is unachievable to acceptable safety standards whilst the current 
large stockpiles of ammunition and explosives exist. Since 2005, responsibility for the 
maintenance and security of military depots has been assumed by the Entity components 
of the BiH Armed Forces (the FBiH Army and the RS Army).�� From 01 January 2006, this 
responsibility has been assumed by the armed forces of BiH. The MoD and armed forces 
of BiH are currently undergoing restructuring and are expected to declare a surplus of 
around 35,000 Tonnes of ammunition in July 2006. Of these stocks, 250 million rounds 

2� Amna Berbic, UNDP BiH. 

2� Ibid.

2� Clearing Guns, December 2005, p. 7. 

�0 Ibid.

�� Amna Berbic, UNDP BiH. 

�2  Destruction figures were obtained from several organisations in BiH. Any discrepancies have been resolved by 
using data from the lead agency for SALW Destruction, UNDP.

��  Interview with EUFOR personnel, Op Cit.

��  Interview with Mr Mehmed Hrnjic, Chief of the Sector for the Infrastructure Management in the Department for 
Supplies and Logistics, Ministry of Defence BiH, Sarajevo, 15 February 2005.
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will likely be small arms ammunition.�� A surplus of around 250,000 weapons was also 
anticipated,�6 but this is very likely to be much reduced due to transfers to the USA.

As previously noted, weapon and ammunition storage depots do not meet minimum 
safety and security standards, let alone those of NATO. EUFOR reports that there has been 
progressive improvement in inventory management in recent years,�� though SEESAC 
remains concerned as neither EUFOR nor the AFBiH have been able to provide agreed 
stockpile statistics to UNDP for over a year.�� Stockpiles are currently managed according 
to national ‘instructions’, and NATO guidelines,�� and improvements have been facilitated 
by EUFOR-organised training programmes as well as ad hoc inspections. In October 2005, 
eleven officers and ten non-commissioned officers qualified as military site inspectors. No 
changes have been made to procedures regulating the safeguarding of stockpiles during 
the last year.

�.� SALW Awareness activities

SALW Awareness activities are conducted by both EUFOR (public information only) and 
civil society in BiH. For example, EUFOR public information campaigns are always carried 
out using the mass media prior to an Operation Harvest collection operation.�0 Within civil 
society, the EU and UK Government funded project ‘Challenging insecurity: engaging civil 
society in decision making on arms control and community safety’ has been implemented 
in BiH since early 2005. As part of the project, the NGO Centre for Security Studies (CSS) 
opened a resource centre in September 2005 at their office, which functions as an 
accessible source of material on SALW, arms control, SSR and wider security and conflict 
issues. The centre is regularly used by students at the University of Sarajevo and is also 
available on the CSS website. In addition to the ‘Challenging insecurity’ project, there has 
been significant civil society involvement in this area in 2005 (see Table 4). 

��  Interview with EUFOR personnel, Op Cit.

�6  SEESAC, Clearing Guns, April 2006, p. 6 (hereafter Clearing Guns April 2006). Available at: http://www.seesac.
org/Newsletter_April_2006.pdf, accessed 22 May 2006.

��  Interview with EUFOR personnel, Op Cit. 

��  Adrian Wilkinson, Head SEESAC, 02 June 2006.  SEESAC have made numerous requests for statistics on weapons 
exports and stockpile levels during 2005, and have been waiting for agreed statistics on ammunition stockpiles by 
Tonnes (All Up Weight) since September 2004.

��  ‘Instruction on Storing, Safekeeping and Maintenance of the Ammunition and Lethal Devices, and The NATO 
Handbook on Security Principles for the Storing of the Military Ammunition and Explosives’. UN PoA Report 2005, 
p. 6.

�0  Interview with EUFOR personnel, Op Cit.
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dATES ANd 
LOCATION ORGANISATION PROjECT TITLE TYPE OF PROjECT COMMENTS

Aug–Oct 
2005, Canton 
of Sarajevo 
and Eastern 
Sarajevo

CSS Increasing 
awareness of 
school children 
on the dangers 
related to the 
possession and 
handling of SALW

Awareness raising 
project/art 
workshop

Approximately 1,500 
children were involved. 
The project was 
financed by the Swiss 
Embassy, Sarajevo.

Dec 2005–
Jan 2006

CSS ‘Campaign against 
Celebratory 
Gunfire’

Campaign to 
decrease the 
incidents of such 
gunfire over the 
holiday period 
and thus reduce 
casualties

Funded by UNDP. 
This campaign 
succeeded in reducing 
celebratory gunfire 
casualties from 14 in 
2004/2005 to only 
two in 2005/2006.��

Ongoing Handicap 
International 
in co-operation 
with the 
Ministries of 
Education

SALW Risk 
Education 
Curriculum for 
Schools

Project to develop 
and implement 
an education 
curriculum for 
school children on 
the risks associated 
with SALW and 
landmines

Ongoing UNDP (SACBiH) ‘Small Arms, 
Light Weapons 
and Ammunition 
Control and 
Destruction’: 
‘Sensitise the BiH 
population’

Grassroots 
awareness-
raising campaign 
to increase 
understanding 
among citizens 
with respect to the 
dangers posed by 
SALW

Table 4: Summary of SALW Awareness activities, 2005/2006��

�.6 SALW Survey activities

The only research on SALW issues known to have been carried out during 2005- 2006 is 
a national analysis of legislation and practice in the field of arms exports and transfers, 
currently being undertaken by Saferworld in line with the European Commission (EC) 
developed ‘Western Balkans Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) Control Support Plan’. 
This study, due to be published in mid 2006, will include a series of recommendations 
designed to ensure that the legislative framework is compliant with the EU Code of Conduct 
on Arms Exports.

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

As noted above, there has been significant involvement from civil society on SALW issues 
over the last few years, most notably by CSS. As part of CSS’s involvement in SEENCA, 
the South Eastern Europe Network for the Control of Arms, staff from the organisation 
have attended the UN Programme of Action Biennial Meeting of States and Preparatory 
Conference in New York in July 2005 and January 2006, working alongside other NGOs to 

�� Clearing Guns April 2006, p. 16. 
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lobby government delegations for the development and elaboration of the PoA document.  
In August 2005, CSS lobbied the BiH Authorities for the signing and ratification of the UN 
Firearms Protocol, and in January 2006, the organisation petitioned the MFA to support 
the international campaign for an Arms Transfer Treaty (ATT) and to work for more detailed 
provisions on the control of international arms transfers within the scope of the UN PoA. 
Further, since the inception of the CB, CSS has held the status of ‘observer’, and has 
provided comments on Bosnia’s National SALW Strategy. The organisation has also 
observed UNDP administered weapons destruction during 2005.

As part of the ‘Challenging insecurity’ project, CSS has also founded a National Arms Control 
Working Group (NAWCG), which currently has five members; CSS, Handicap International, 
the Red Cross BiH, Genesis (Banja Luka) and the Campaign for Conscientious Objection 
(Sarajevo). Regular communication and meetings allow the members to co-ordinate their 
activities and jointly monitor governmental policy and practice. In contrast to the work of 
the NGO sector, however, Bosnian academics and journalists are not typically active in this 
field.

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

BiH has displayed an ongoing commitment to co-operative partnerships aimed at controlling 
illegal trafficking and organised crime. In addition to a number of bilateral agreements 
in this area,�2 an ‘Instruction’ pertaining to Customs activities in the implementation of 
transfer legislation was passed by the Government in 2005.�� 

�.�  SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

According to the Bosnian National Focal Point (NFP) for SALW, in the past year BiH has 
exchanged SALW-related information internationally with the EU, OSCE, and UN DDA, as well 
as with key partners within the region.�� Further, reporting mechanisms on arms exports 
are now being improved. Following their attendance at a regional Arms Export Reporting 
Seminar in February 2006, BiH officials agreed to produce future annual reports on arms 
exports in a manner consistent with the EU Code of Conduct. If fulfilled, this commitment 
will, as a result of improved reporting procedures, increase the levels of transparency 
relating to this issue.�� 

�2  For example, with Hungary, Turkey, and Croatia. UN PoA Report 2005, p. 15.

��  ‘Instruction on the obligations of customs authorities in the implementation of the Law on Import and Export on 
Arms and Military Equipment and the Control of Export and Import of Dual Use Items’, Official Gazette BiH, No. 01-
1-02-8702/05, (05 July 2005).

��  Correspondence with Svetozar Miletic, SALW NFP. 

��  Correspondence with Adrian Wilkinson, Head SEESAC.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS ANd PROTOCOLS biH

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of 
Action (PoA) 2005

Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional 
Arms 2004 (submitted in 2005)

Reporting to the Wassenaar Arrangement NA. BiH is not a member, but claims to respect 
the Best Practice Guidelines for Exports.

INTERPOL/EUROPOL Yes/Yes 

REGIONAL

OSCE Document on SALW Yes

Information exchange with EU -

SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes 

Other states Yes

NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and 
decision-making

Yes. All legislation published in the Official 
Gazette of BiH.

Publication of national reports on arms/SALW 
transfers Yes. Report produced by MOFTER.

Publication of SALW national strategy Yes, limited strategy detailed in UN PoA Report.

Table 5: Information systems and protocols

�.�0 Additional SALW related activities

UNDP has recently developed a SALW Control and Reduction Project (SACBiH), which is 
designed to promote and assist in various areas of SALW reduction and control. Endorsed by 
the CB, this four-year plan also has a capacity-building element, with state-level institutions 
as the intended beneficiaries.�6

�6  UN PoA Report 2005, p. 3. 
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Bulgaria

� SALW problem

Bulgaria currently faces a number of important SALW control challenges. These include 
securing and destroying large surplus stocks of weapons and ammunition; ensuring effective 
control over a significant SALW production and export industry; ensuring full compliance 
with EU transfer control norms by enhancing institutional capacity and practice; increasing 
transparency over arms transfer licensing decisions; combating illicit firearm ownership, 
production and firearm-related crime; regulation of the large domestic private security 
industry; continued border management difficulties, and; poor inter-agency co-operation. 
The Bulgarian Government has to a large extent demonstrated an inability to successfully 
grapple with these problems in the period 2005/2006, contributing to the EU’s decision to 
delay its judgement on whether to admit Bulgaria to the union as early as January 2007. 

Ongoing reform of Bulgaria’s large standing army has resulted in significant increases in 
surplus weapons and ammunition, estimated at around 200,000 surplus weapons and 
21,000 tonnes of surplus SALW ammunition in 2005.� The Bulgarian Government has 
declared a preference for the sale rather than destruction of surplus weapons, despite 
its alignment with the OSCE Document on SALW and UN PoA. As a result of this national 
policy no comprehensive national strategy for the destruction of surplus SALW has been 
adopted.2 Until such a strategy is adopted the Government is obliged to make substantial 
physical and financial investments to ensure that adequate stockpile security standards are 
in place. However, periodic thefts from military bases and active units show that stockpile 
security remains a problem. 

While the contemporary Bulgarian arms transfer control regime is a considerable 
improvement on that of the 1990s, when the country was identified as the source of a 

�  S. Rynn et al, SALW Survey of Bulgaria - Taming the Arsenal, SEESAC/UNDP, 2005, pp. 10, 99, 100. As Bulgaria 
continues to sell rather than destroy SALW, it is probable that the number of stockpiled SALW has reduced. However, 
as transfer information is presently classified, it is difficult to judge to what degree this figure is still accurate.  

2  A limited programme is being developed to destroy surplus ammunition only. In 2005, the Council of Ministers 
approved a MoD document entitled ‘The National Programme for Recycling and Destruction of Surplus Ammunition 
on the Territory of Republic of Bulgaria.’ The document sets out a national plan for the destruction of around 50% of 
surplus ammunition stocks on grounds of age or a possible safety hazard.
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series of arms transfers to sensitive destinations,� much still needs to be done to bring 
Bulgaria in line with international best practice and ensure that licensing decisions comply 
with the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports. In particular, the Bulgarian Government still 
exhibits a low level of transparency with respect to the arms trade and licensing decisions. 
Access to information on SALW transfers and licensing decisions is constrained by the 
‘Law on Protection of Classified Information’. Partly as a consequence of this, while the 
Bulgarian Government had made several commitments to publishing the country’s first 
arms export-import report during 2005, it remains unpublished. The lack of transparency 
regarding arms transfers undermines democratic scrutiny in this area. 

In addition, a number of types of weapons that are not considered to be for military use 
are not controlled by the present arms control framework. Uncontrolled types of firearms 
include smoothbore hunting and sports rifles, small arms for training purposes (that cannot 
use military ammunition) and ‘weapons that use military ammunition with non-central 
ignition and which are not automatic’.�  

A final issue of concern regarding the arms transfer control system is the incomplete 
implementation of the law’s requirement for companies transporting arms and dual-
use goods, or providing financial or consulting services to other firms to obtain a trading 
licence.� In early 2005 only a small number of transport companies involved in the arms 
trade were registered to do so. Key transport companies, such as Bulgaria Air, Bulgarian 
Maritime Company and Bulgaria State Railways had not been officially licensed, although 
they were known to transport arms. Other omissions apparently include road haulage firms 
and forwarding, financial and consulting companies since no licences had been issued 
for these activities at that time. It is not known what percentage of such companies are 
operating without a licence at the present time.

Bulgaria’s slow movement towards implementation of a rigorous transfer control system 
might in part be due to low capacity within the responsible agencies. For example, while the 
US Government has provided Bulgaria with an export control software package, ‘Tracker’, 
designed to assist the agency and other relevant ministries in making licensing decisions, 
this system has not yet been utilised due to its complexity.6 This is in spite of the fact that 
Ministry of Economy staff have received training in the use of this package.

Bulgaria’s continued inability to get to grips with illegal firearm ownership and organised 
crime associated with firearms is a further SALW control problem for the country. While a 
recent National SALW Survey has estimated that between 93,000 and 259,000 SALW are 
illegal owned in Bulgaria, the Bulgarian Government has not implemented any measures 

�  These included conflict zones such Rwanda, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Sierra Leone, Burundi and 
most significantly Angola. See: ‘Letter dated 10 March 2000 from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee 
established pursuant to resolution 864 (1993) concerning the situation in Angola addressed to the President of the 
Security Council (S/2000/203)’; ‘Final Report of the Monitoring Mechanism on Angola Sanctions’, S/2000/1225, 
http://www.globalpolicy.org/security/sanction/angola/0012rprt.htm. More recently Bulgarian weaponry has been 
delivered to Iraq between 2002 and 2004: Iraq Survey Group report, pp. 114, 137 and 138.

�  Correspondence with Philip Gounev, Research Fellow, Centre for the Study of Democracy. 

�  Op Cit, S. Rynn et al, p. 35.

6  Ivelina Bahchevanova, Military Economic Co-operation and Internationally Controlled Trade Directorate, Ministry 
of Economy of Bulgaria. Comments at seminar ‘Towards NATO and EU Accession: Effective Export Control Legislation 
– Lessons Learned’, 21-22 June 2006. The system makes it much easier for staff from different departments to 
share information and allows officials in one country to directly consult with experts in others.  
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during the last year to collect these weapons, other than through routine police seizures.� 
The presence of a large amount of illegal firearms in society has had a direct effect on 
human security and the rule of law. In the period 2000-2006, approximately 101 people 
have been killed in contract killings using firearms (approximately one third of all firearm 
homicides are contract killings).� In total in 2005 there were 7.5 firearm-related crimes 
and 0.34 firearm related murders per 100,000 citizens.� In this regard, the European 
Commission’s May 2006 Monitoring Report on Bulgaria’s possible accession to the EU 
concluded that, ‘The frequent contract killings of people linked to organised crime groups 
seldom give rise to successful investigations and prosecutions and continue to represent 
a challenge to the rule of law in the country’, and that, ‘the illegal possession of firearms 
remains a problem ... [and] … only very limited progress was made [in the fight against 
organised crime] despite the fact that urgent action was requested in October 2005.’�0 As 
a result, in January 2006, the EC report requested ‘clear evidence of results in investigating 
and prosecuting organised crime networks’ as a condition of Bulgaria’s accession to the 
EU.�� 

While improved, there is still some concern over the regulation of Bulgaria’s substantial 
private security market, which employs up to 135,000 guards (nearly 10% of all working 
males).�2 Although new legislation in 2004 introduced mandatory licensing and training 
courses for private security guards, the enforcement of these laws remains difficult, due 
to the large size of the industry.�� According to a recent report, unlicensed operators 
can still be found in the industry, there is no legal requirement for background checks 
of individual PSC employees, private guards are permitted to use weapons licensed for 
personal protection and competition between the police and the private security industry 
remains.�� In addition, the majority of private security guards are employed in ‘Internal 
Security Divisions’ (ISDs – armed units within other businesses). The regulation of ISDs is 
much weaker than that of ordinary private security companies and therefore represents a 

�  This figure represents an estimate of all unregistered firearms in the country and includes the MoI estimate of 
40,000 units entering the black market over the past five years. Op Cit, S. Rynn et al, p. 16.

�  National Investigation Service Date, Ministry of Interior: 10 people were killed in 2000; 15 in 2001; 11 in 2002; 
26 in 2003; 21 in 2004; 18 in 2005. Other sources have put the figure at closer to 150 contract killings. ‘Bulgaria 
mafia turf wars to hit EU’, Sunday Times, 21 May 2006; ‘EC urges Bulgaria to step up fight against organised crime, 
corruption’, Sofia Morning News, 14 March 2006. SALW related murders and injuries in Bulgaria in the period 
2005/2006 include: wounding of two men (25/27) in Burges in January (‘Seaside shootout hurts two in Bulgaria’, 
Sofia Morning News, 16 January 2006); shooting of a 19 year old student in December 2005 (‘Young man shot 
in Sofia’s Student’s town’, Sofia Morning News, 04 December 2005); assassination of the banker Emil Kyulev in 
October 2005; (‘Bulgarian top banker shot dead in Sofia’, Sofia Morning News, 27 October 2005); murder of Martin 
Hassan Doychev, 39, in September 2005 (‘Downtown Sofia shaken by murder’, SEESAC Media Monitoring Service, 
08 September 2005); accidental shooting of 14 year old girl in August 2005 (‘Teen girl shot in central Bulgarian 
Town’, Sofia Morning News, 22 August 2005). 

�  Ibid. Rate calculations based on National Statistical Institute population data.

�0  Bulgaria: May 2006 Monitoring Report, Commission Staff Working Document, Commission of the European 
Communities, Brussels, 16 May 2006, pp. 35–38, http://ec.europa.eu/comm/enlargement/report_2006/pdf/
monitoring_report_bg_en.pdf, accessed 26 May 2006. 

��  Ibid, p. 41.

�2  Presentation: ‘Bulgaria’s Private Security Industry: Risks and Realities’, Philip Gounev, ‘Guns ‘n’gates: The role of 
private security actors in armed action 25 working group’, Bonn, 09 - 10 February 2006.

��  Op Cit, ‘Private Security Industry: Risks and Realities.’

��  M. Page et al, SALW and Private Security Companies in South Eastern Europe: A Cause or Effect of Insecurity?, 
SEESAC, August 2005. 
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loophole in the law that enables, ‘some small de-facto PSCs ... [to] ... set up a company 
that consists only of an ISD and has practically no other business activity, or by organised 
crime figures to hire multiple bodyguards’.�� 

Despite significant improvements in border management in the past three years, corruption 
and a lack of equipment have left Bulgaria susceptible to cross-border SALW smuggling. 
Although the numbers of SALW being trafficked through Bulgaria’s borders are comparatively 
low (far more stolen cars and drug consignments are intercepted), illicit shipments of SALW 
are continually intercepted at all crossing points.�6 The recent EC report has also indicated 
that the Customs Agency remains ‘very vulnerable to corruption and improper behaviour’.�� 
Indeed, during 2005 the Customs Agency sacked 37 customs officers for various violations, 
while a total of 63 customs officers have received disciplinary punishments in the same 
period.�� Previous reports into the incidence of corruption amongst some customs officials 
and border guards indicate that this might also contribute to an environment where SALW 
can be illegally trafficked.��

Finally, SALW control in Bulgaria has been undermined by low inter-agency co-operation 
and the absence of a clear structure (e.g. a national commission) or strategy to facilitate co-
operation between government agencies in addressing Bulgaria’s remaining SALW control 
problems. While there is co-ordination on transfer controls and limited co-ordination within 
the Ministry of Interior on domestic SALW control, agencies remain reticent in exchanging 
information and engaging in joint planning. For example, one of the main impediments to 
fighting organised crime, including that related to firearms use, has been the five year delay 
in introducing a system to co-ordinate the activities of the police, prosecution, courts and 
military in countering criminality.20 

2 SALW policy and practice

The domestic and international dimensions of arms control in Bulgaria have evolved along 
two different trajectories over the last decade. The laws on civilian firearms possession 
have been gradually liberalised since the early 1990s, leaving some 305,624 registered 
weapons in the hands of 249,882 civilians across Bulgaria as of 2003.2� At the same time, 
the country has moved from a relatively permissive arms and dual-use goods transfer control 
regime, which allowed arms transfers to reach highly sensitive destinations throughout the 
1990s, to a policy framework that is broadly consistent with EU and international norms. In 
the period 1998-2003, Bulgaria has aligned itself with international mechanisms for SALW 

��  Op Cit, ‘Private Security Industry: Risks and Realities’.

�6  In 2005, Bulgarian customs officers seized 56,000 pieces of firearms and ammunitions: ‘37 Customs Officers 
sacked in Bulgaria in 2005’, Sofia Morning News, 26 January 2006. In addition, 23 tonnes of munitions were 
discovered in a transit cargo, which did not have the correct paperwork, in Burgas is October 2005: ‘Munitions-loaded 
British truck seized near Burgas’, Sofia Morning News, 20 October 2005. 

��  Op Cit, Bulgaria: May 2006 Monitoring Report, Commission Staff Working Document, p. 36. 

��  Ibid. 

��  See: US Department of State, http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2003/27830.htm, accessed 23 May 2005.

20  Some commentators have attributed this delay to the fear that information exchange might undermine lucrative 
corrupt practices. 

2�  Op Cit, S. Rynn et al, 2005, p. 5.
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control such as the EU Code of Conduct, the OSCE Documents on SALW and Conventional 
Ammunition and the UN Programme of Action on SALW. 

ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENT bULGARIA’S COMMITMENTS

EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports August 1998

OSCE Document on SALW February 2001

OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition December 2003

OSCE Decision on MANPADS 2003

OSCE Decision on End User Certificates 2003

OSCE Decision on Brokering 2004

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Firearms Protocol June 2002

UN Programme of Action on SALW July 2001

UN Register of Conventional Arms Submitted returns since 1998

Wassenaar Arrangement July 1996

Table 1: Bulgaria’s commitments to conventional arms or SALW control agreements

� SALW progress 200�–2006

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

The legal foundation for Bulgaria’s arms and dual-use goods transfer control system 
is the 1995 ‘Law on Control of Foreign Trade Activity in Arms and Dual-Use Goods and 
Technologies’ (LCFTADGT). In 2005, the Bulgarian Government approved a new list of arms 
and dual-use goods22 as well as a ‘black list’ of restricted countries and organisations, to 
which Bulgarian companies and state agencies cannot export.2� The new list of arms has 
freed additional weapon types and related components from legal control by the LCFTADGT. 
In addition, the import, export, and transit of commercial explosive is no longer regulated by 
the ‘Law of Control over Arms Exports’, but instead requires only a permit from the Mol.2� 
The Bulgarian Government is also presently preparing new laws on arms transfer controls. 
The principal change will be the introduction of two distinct pieces of legislation governing 
arms and dual-use goods separately, to jointly supersede the LCFTADGT. It is expected that 
the new laws will be adopted within the year.2� 

22  Government Decision No.59, 21 March 2006. 

2�  Government Decision No.220, 17 October 2005. 

2�  SG/38, 09 May 2006, Article 19. 

2�  According to representatives from the Bulgarian Government this is being done in liaison with EC representatives. 
Interviews, 09/10 May 2006, Luchezara Stoeva, Senior Expert, International Security Directorate, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs; Plamen Bonchev, Head of Department, International Security Directorate, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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Domestic possession and use

Weapons production, acquisition, possession, use and the domestic trade in weapons 
are regulated by the 1999 ‘Law on the Control of Explosive Substances, Firearms and 
Ammunition’ (LCESFA). The LCESFA was amended five times during 2005/6.26 Principal 
amendments included changes to the administrative procedure code, a more precise 
definition of state employees that are able to acquire firearms upon retirement, the 
requirements for being issued a European Firearms Passport, addition of information 
on European Firearms Passports to the current firearm database, refusal/revocation of 
licences to trade, produce, own/run a guns store or carry firearms and ammunition for 
anyone that has been arrested twice for drunken behaviour in the last three years. 

In addition two changes to the regulatory framework, although not directly concerning 
SALW, should indirectly assist by improving inter-agency co-operation. Firstly, a new Law 
regulating the operations of the Ministry of Interior was adopted in February 2006. The 
law is intended to improve inter-agency co-operation between the various law enforcement 
agencies fighting crime. Secondly, a new anti-crime database was introduced in March 
2006, containing information on each registered crime, its investigation and resultant 
criminal proceedings. As such, the database includes information related to the activities 
of customs officers, investigators, prosecutors and other law enforcement services.2� 2�

FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE & 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK bULGARIA

NATIONAL

National Co-ordinating Agency Partial (coordination of arms transfers only)2� 

National Point of Contact Yes. (The Director of the NATO and International Security 
Directorate at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) 

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Primary legislation Yes

Production Yes

Export Yes

Import Yes

Transit Yes

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk Yes

End User Certificate Yes

Re-transfers Yes

26  State Gazette (SG) 102, Art. 1.2, 20 December 2005; SG 105, 29 December 2005; SG 17, 24 February 2006; 
SG 30, 11 April 2006; SG 38 09 May 2006.

2�  ‘Organised crime in Bulgaria brought to light’, Sofia Morning News, 08 March 2006. 

2� All relevant institutions have designated an authorised point of contact, thus creating a network of experts 
competent on different aspects of SALW, such as export control, customs control, stockpile management, the 
destruction of surplus and control over manufacture and record keeping. Reply of the Republic of Bulgaria to 
operative paragraphs 5 and 6 of UN General Assembly resolution 57/72 entitled ‘The Illicit Trade in Small Arms and 
Light Weapons in all its Aspects’. The police also co-ordinates firearms registration, enforcement and illegal firearm 
control initiatives through the Office for the Control of Hazardous Substances. However, the Office only co-ordinates 
activities within the Ministry of Interior and does not facilitate inter-agency co-ordination.
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FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE & 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK bULGARIA

Verification (pre/post) Yes, post-shipment2�

Brokering Controls Yes

DOMESTIC POSSESSION, TRADE AND STOCKPILING

Manufacture Yes

Marking and Tracing Yes�0

Possession Yes 

Stockpiling Yes

Trade Yes 

Table 2: Features of Bulgaria’s legislative and regulatory framework2��0

�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities

No SALW Collection campaigns have been conducted in Bulgaria in 2005–6, with the last 
initiative taking place in 1994. 

�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

As noted above, Bulgaria has sizeable stocks of surplus weapons and ammunition, held 
primarily by the army. However, no national programme for SALW Destruction presently 
exists, and no destruction of military weapons or ammunition is known to have occurred 
during 2005/6. Similarly, no reports have been received of destruction of police stocks or 
seized civilian items. 

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

Although reserve and surplus weapons are stored at seventeen depots across the country, 
current army policy is to move all weapon surpluses to the 137th Central Storage and 
Technical Maintenance Base (CSTMB), under the supervision of the General Staff’s Logistic 
Command in the city of Veliko Tarnovo. It is recognised that stockpile security at the CSTMB 
is better than at the regional warehouses. The Army General Staff has been overseeing 
the introduction of ‘Integrated Alarm Systems’ in arms warehouses and stores since 1997 
and hopes to have all stores electronically monitored by 2007. Apart from the ongoing 
introduction of alarms systems, no other upgrades to stockpile management capacities or 
amendments to storage procedures are known to have taken place during 2005–6. 

2� The Bulgarian Commission authorising arms transfers requires a delivery verification certificate to confirm that 
each delivery has taken place. The certificate is issued by the respective authority of the end-user country. When 
considered necessary, the commission is authorised to do on-the-spot delivery verifications in the end-user country. 
Such inspections are rarely carried out due to limited resources.

�0 Civilian and military SALW produced in Bulgaria are marked according to OSCE requirements. The markings 
provide information indicating the year of manufacture, country of manufacture, manufacturer’s name and a serial 
number. In compliance with Bulgaria’s NATO compatibility requirements, all arms and ammunition of the Bulgarian 
armed forces need to bear the standard marking for NATO armaments. 
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�.� SALW Awareness activities

During 2005, the Centre for the Study of Democracy (CSD) published a Bulgarian language 
quarterly bulletin on small arms issues – ‘Control on Arms Trade’ – as part of a programme 
to monitor changes to national SALW control policy and practice following the 2005 National 
SALW Survey of Bulgaria.�� These bulletins have covered international and regional news 
relating to SALW control, development towards an international Arms Transfer Treaty (ATT), 
activities by SEESAC as well as details of arms seizures. 

�.6 SALW Survey activities

No known SALW Survey activities have taken place since the 2005 National SALW Survey 
of Bulgaria, Taming the Arsenal - SALW Control in Bulgaria.�2  

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

While a number of Bulgarian NGOs now have an established track record in researching 
SALW related issues, raising awareness and advocating policy change, the most prominent 
of these is the Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD). During the reporting period, CSD 
conducted a nine-month programme to pursue key issues arising from the 2005 National 
SALW Survey.�� This included issuing policy briefings for government officials on SALW control 
and the publication of a quarterly SALW bulletin (see above). CSD has also researched a 
SEESAC-funded study on gun culture in South Eastern Europe (forthcoming) and hosted 
and co-organised with SIPRI, the University of Bradford and Saferworld, a meeting of the 
European Commission COST (European co-operation in the field of scientific and technical 
research) research group on SALW on 05-06 December 2005.�� On 23 November 2005, 
CSD became an associated member of the South Eastern European Network on Control 
of Arms (SEENCA) and a CSD representative attended the July 2005 Biennial Meeting of  
States for the UN PoA. As a network member, the organisation has taken part in regional 
advocacy work, sending letters and briefing notes to the Bulgarian Government throughout 
2005 in connection both with the UN PoA review process and the international campaign 
for an Arms Trade Treaty. A submission was also made following the publication of the 
2005 SEE SALW Monitor report, calling for action by the Bulgarian Government in light of 
the report’s findings.

CSD has worked closely with the Bulgarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs to organise and run 
three international seminars on arms export controls during the last year. The first, titled 
‘Towards NATO and EU Accession: Effective Export Control Legislation, Lessons Learned’, 
was held on 21-22 June 2005 in Sofia with the purpose of sharing Bulgaria’s and Romania’s 
experiences in developing their arms export control systems with other countries from the 
SEE Stability Pact.�� The second seminar, titled ‘Export Control of Dual Use Items and 
Arms: Industry Outreach’, was held on 21-23 May 2006 to provide training and assistance 

��  See: http://www.csd.bg/bg/euro/fileSrc.php?id=1374, accessed 23 May 2006. 

�2  Op cit, S. Rynn et al.

��  Op Cit, S. Rynn et al. See: http://www.saferworld.co.uk/publications.php?id=22, accessed 23 May 2006.

��  See: http://www.csd.bg/artShow.php?id=7158, accessed 23 May 2006. An introduction to cost can be found at 
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/showPage.asp?id=253&lang=EN&mode=g, accessed 23 May 2006. 

��  See: http://www.csd.bg/en/euro/artShow.php?id=6095, accessed 23 May 2006. 
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to Western Balkan countries on arms export control.�6 In addition CSD also organised a 
training seminar for border and customs officers from five countries in the Western Balkans 
on improving customs controls of shipments of dual-use goods and technologies.��

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

Bulgarian border controls has been improved by the approval of an integrated border 
management strategy by the Council of Ministers in January 2006 and an Action Plan 
in April 2006.�� Bulgarian law enforcement and border control agencies participate in a 
number of regional initiatives with a border control dimension (see below) and a number of 
specific programmes are under way to enhance the country’s capacity in this area. Since 
2000, the Customs Agency’s Investigations Directorate has been gradually introducing 
an ‘Integrated Bulgarian Customs Information System’, to facilitate faster information 
exchanges and risk analysis. In addition, Bulgaria has signed agreements to co-operate in 
combating the illegal arms trade (among other things) with the Netherlands and Romania 
during the reporting period.��

Bulgaria has also received significant international assistance to improve its border 
management during the reporting period. The Bulgarian Ministry of Interior received two 
Campbell Security Equipment Company (CSECO) Contraband Detection Kits from the US 
Embassy in Sofia in February 2006 as part of the US Government-funded Export Control 
and Border Security Programme. Since 2003, Bulgaria has received US$ 1.5 million worth 
of equipment and trained over 400 Bulgarian officers under this programme.�0 The World 
Bank has also provided Bulgaria with a US$ 76.5 million loan to strengthen capacity and 
security at Bulgaria’s international checkpoints.�� 

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

Bulgaria participates in various regional and international information exchange systems, 
such as the Wassenaar Arrangement, the OSCE SALW mechanisms, EUROPOL, the 
Southeast Europe Cooperative Initiative (SECI) Centre for Combating Trans-Border Crime 
and that required under the UN Programme of Action on SALW. In 2006, Bulgaria assumed 
chairmanship of the OSCE Forum for Security Co-operation. During 2005/2006, Bulgaria has 
also begun participation in the EU Council working group on conventional arms (COARM).�2 
The Bulgarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs also now reportedly exchanges information on 
SALW exports from the last three years through the EU inter-state information exchange 

�6  See: http://www.csd.bg/artShow.php?id=7578, accessed 23 May 2006.

��  See: http://www.csd.bg/en/euro/artShow.php?id=6473, accessed 23 May 2006. 

��  Op Cit, Bulgaria: May 2006 Monitoring Report, Commission Staff Working Document.

��  ‘Bulgarian interior minister arrives on one-day visit to Netherlands’, BBC Monitoring Service, 25 January 2006; 
‘Bulgaria, Romania boost police co-operation’, Sofia Morning News, 07 January 2006. 

�0  ‘US donates equipment to Bulgaria’s Interior Ministry’, Sofia Morning News, 28 February 2006.

��  ‘Bulgarian Borders get redressed with EUR 60 M’, BBC Monitoring Service, 25 January 2006.

�2  Interviews conducted on 09/10 May 2006 with: Luchezara Stoeva, Senior Expert, International Security 
Directorate, Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Plamen Bonchev, Head of Department, International Security Directorate, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
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system, COREU, thereby contributing to Bulgaria’s ability to implement the provisions of the 
Code of Conduct.  

INFORMATION EXCHANGE ANd PROTOCOLS bULGARIA

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of Action (PoA) Yes
Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional Arms Yes
Reporting to the Wassenaar Arrangement Yes
INTERPOL/EUROPOL Yes/ Yes
REGIONAL
Information exchange with OSCE Yes
Information exchange with EU Yes, COARM/COREU 
SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes
NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and decision-making No
Publication of national reports on arms/SALW transfers No
Publication of SALW national strategy No

Table 3: Information exchange and protocols

�.�0 Additional SALW related activities

As well as being a recipient of international assistance designed to enhance national SALW 
control, Bulgaria has made its own financial contributions to regional and international 
SALW control initiatives during the reporting period. In December 2005, following a request 
by SEESAC, the Bulgarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs financed a project to destroy illegal 
SALW confiscated from the civil population in Montenegro. The Ministry provided US$ 7,588 
to destroy approximately 2,000 weapons in February 2006. Bulgaria also contributes to 
Partnership for Peace (PfP) Trust Funds earmarked for the destruction of SALW and dual-
use goods. According to government representatives, its financial contribution to these 
activities totalled approximately US$ 26,000 during 2005/2006.��

��  Interviews, 09/10 May 2006, Luchezara Stoeva, Senior Expert, International Security Directorate, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs; Plamen Bonchev, Head of Department, International Security Directorate, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs.
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Croatia

� SALW problem

Having been granted the formal status of an EU candidate country in June 2004, Croatia has 
its sights firmly set on EU membership and is working towards meeting a range of outstanding 
requirements across different sectors. Several important SALW control problems, some of 
them related to EU priorities, still remain to be addressed. The widespread availability of 
SALW in Croatian society, both illegal and registered weapons and ammunition, presents 
dangers to public health, safety and security. The illegal possession, use and trafficking of 
weapons by criminal groups, presents additional problems for law enforcement and border 
control. These are compounded by other challenges which include a regulatory system 
governing arms transfer control that still falls short of EU standards in certain important 
respects; inadequate inter-agency planning and co-operation; and low transparency and 
accountability to both parliament and the general public on SALW control issues.

According to Ministry of Interior (MoI) records, as of early 2005 there are approximately 
376,000 registered firearms,� suggesting that close to twenty percent of Croatian 
households have legal weapons. In combination with illegal holdings, this makes Croatia 
one of the most heavily armed countries of South Eastern Europe.2 Both civil society groups 
and government officials consistently express concerns about this issue, noting the regular 
occurrence of accidents and armed crime.�

An associated and potentially more serious problem is the illicit cross-border trade in 
SALW, a topic that featured regularly in Croatia’s media during 2005/6, with some stories 
alleging the involvement of registered SALW producers and law enforcement officers in 
trafficking on more than one occasion. For example, in late 2005, owners of the firm HS 
Produkt, Ivan Žapčić and Marko Vuković were brought before a Croatian court along with 
a Customs Officer, Pero Antunović, accused of having co-operated to smuggle 3,810 units 
of HS-2000 small arms to overseas buyers.� Light weapons have also been intercepted 
during anti-trafficking operations. In July 2005, 13 persons were imprisoned for dealing in 
Soviet-made, hand held anti-tank rockets, 11 of which were seized by police. The weapons 

�  Correspondence, Mr. Zlatko Mehun, MoI official, 18 March 2005.

2  The level of illicit societal possession will be the subject of the upcoming 2006 National SALW Survey of Croatia.

�  See for example ‘Loose Gun License Control a Problem’, Vecernji List, Zagreb, HRT, 06 April 2005. Correspondence, 
Mr. Zlatko Mehun, Op Cit.; Correspondence, Mr. Col. Mirko Kukolj, MoD official, 21 February 2005. 

�  ‘MoI in business with suspects for smuggling of 3810 guns’, Večernji list, 09 October, 2005.

CROATIA
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were believed to be destined for the Italian and German market.� Moreover, illicit arms 
trafficking is not confined to the smuggling of SALW; in Spring 2005, four Montenegrins 
were arrested for smuggling 208 tonnes of gunpowder into Rijeka harbour.6 Also in July 
2005, 5,100 128mm rockets were found to be missing from military stores. A subsequent 
police investigation revealed that the weapons had been shipped to FYR Macedonia from 
Pula airport by a Ukrainian aircraft some years previously.� Unfortunately, cases such as 
these have continued to feature in the Croatian media from the 1990s onwards. Even 
allowing for the occasional inaccuracy of media reports, the repetitive occurrence of such 
stories serves to indicate that trafficking rings established during the wars of the 1990s 
remain operational.� As recently as April 2006, Croatian police uncovered a sizeable cross-
border trafficking ring with contacts in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Slovenia.�

Croatia faces multiple challenges to effective border control because of its long and 
geographically varied Adriatic coastline to the South, and difficult terrain along its eastern 
border with Bosnia and Herzegovina. Interviewees from border control agencies report 
ongoing difficulties with at least some of the country’s 189 crossing points. Shortages of 
personnel, skills, technology and equipment are at the root of these problems. According 
to the Croatian Customs Service, many crossing points are not adequately equipped and 
search equipment such as radiation detectors and X-ray vehicles for cargo scanning are 
particularly lacking. Further, although Customs officers receive regular training, procedures 
for checks of military goods shipments and related documentation are not adequately 
covered as part of the training process.�0

Current regulation and practice with respect to international arms transfers adheres more 
closely than in the past to international and European norms. However, despite a public 
commitment by the Croatian Government in May 2005 to apply the criteria and principles 
of the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports, the Code’s criteria are not as yet incorporated 
into domestic legislation. Officials also admit that difficulties remain with their ability to 
determine what is an acceptable export and also to monitor the end-use of transferred 
items.�� Croatia is also working towards the introduction of a military list that is compatible 

�  ‘POA and police discovered Zolya’, Vecernji list, 14 December 2005, Available at: http://www.vecernji-list.hr/
newsroom/news/croatia/417686/index.do, accessed 01 June 2006.

6  ‘Croatia – illegal arms dealers’ paradise’, T-Portal, 31 November 2005, available at:  http://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/
hrvatska/page/2005/05/30/0344006.html, accessed 02 June 2006.

� According to news reports, Ministerial approval was said to have been given for the transfer. See for 
example ’Jozo, where are the rockets’, Iskon.hr, 21 January 2006, available at: http://www.iskon.hr/vijesti/
page/2006/01/21/0007006.html, accessed 01 June 2006.

�  SEESAC, South Eastern Europe SALW Monitor 2005, Belgrade, 2005, pp. 67-86.

�  A ‘large’ amount of arms, together with radio and telecommunication equipment was seized in Sisak, Split, 
Virovitica and Osijek. The smuggled goods were believed to have crossed the border with Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
‘Croatian Police Busts Arms Trafficking Channel’, FOCUS News Agency, 02 April 2006. Available at: http://www.focus-
fen.net/index.php?catid=129&newsid=85618&ch=0, accessed 01 June 2006.

�0  Correspondence with P Simunovic, Assistant Minister, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration, 
February 2006.

��  During interviews, MoE representatives expressed a desire for the introduction of detailed guidelines on the 
application of the EU Code of Conduct export criteria. Interviews and subsequent correspondence with Ms. Vesna 
Focht, MoE official, 21 February 2006, and Drazen Hrastic, National Focal Point for SALW, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
16 September 2005. 
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with that of the EU.�2 Crucially, the Croatian arms transfer control system distinguishes 
between commercial and state-authorised transactions: state-to-state transfers, or imports 
for use by the Croatian army and police, undergo a less rigorous assessment process.�� 
Commercial licensing is more thorough however, with approval required by an inter-
ministerial commission composed of representatives from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(MFA), Ministry of Economy (MoE), Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the MoI.�� The transit of 
SALW is also regulated by lower standards of control and administered by the MoI only.��

Lack of transparency over the arms transfer licensing process, and in particular, the role of 
the state-owned arms manufacturing company RH Alan, are also causes for concern. The 
Alan Agency is reported to process all arms transfer licence applications prior to submission 
to the inter-agency group that formally authorises applications, the ‘National Commission 
for Issuing Permits for Export and Import of Arms for Commercial Purposes’.�6 There are 
also no provisions in the regulatory system either for parliamentary scrutiny of arms transfer 
decision-making, or for the publication of reports on this subject by the Government.

A final challenge that Croatia must still overcome is that of poor inter-agency planning and 
co-ordination, a recurrent problem in most sectors of government that is compounded by 
undue secrecy and competitiveness between institutions.�� For example, all indications are 
that Croatia’s National SALW Control Commission, though created in early 2005, having 
barely met since then, is not yet fully functional.�� The existence of a second commission 
for weapons of mass destruction (WMD) is thought by some observers to add a degree 
of confusion.�� Withholding of information by key ministries such as the MoD and MoI 
(e.g. the level of surplus SALW stocks) is also said to be commonplace, undermining intra-
governmental attempts at co-operation.20

�2  Ibid.

��  When importing weapons for their own use, the MoI and MoD issue their own licences. State-to-state deals are 
generally exempt from any form of licensing. Article 4, ‘Decree on Goods Subject to Import and Export Licensing’. 
Report of the Republic of Croatia on Implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, 
Combat and Eradicate Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects, 2003, pp. 2–6. Available at: http://
disarmament.un.org/cab/nationalreports/2002/Croatia.pdf, accessed 01 June 2006. See also Grillot, S., ‘Small 
Arms Control in Central and Eastern Europe’, Eurasia Series No 1, International Alert, June 2003, p. 13.

��  Correspondence, Ms. Vesna Focht, MoE Op Cit.; UN PoA Report 2003, Op Cit., pp. 2–6.

��  UN PoA Report, 2003 Op Cit.; Report of the Republic of Croatia on Implementation of the United Nations 
Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in all its Aspects, 
2004. Available at, http://disarmament.un.org/cab/nationalreports/Croatia04.pdf, accessed 01 June 2006.

�6  An accompanying commission for ‘Issuing Permits for Exporting Dual Purpose Goods’ also exists. Presentation, 
Mihaela Baric, Regional Steering Group meeting, Belgrade, 16 May 2006. 

��  Interview with international consultant seconded to Croatian MUP, 08 March 2006.

��  Some confusion is also believed to exist among members about their roles within it. Commission members 
are as follows: MoI, MoD, Customs and MoE, some of which are also represented on RH Alan’s Board of Directors. 
Interviews, February 2006.

��  Interviews, foreign embassy officials, February 2006.

20  Interview, international consultant, Op Cit.
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2 SALW policy and practice

As part of Croatia’s broader efforts towards Euro-Atlantic integration, the country is 
committed to regional and international agreements such as the UN Programme of Action 
(PoA), the OSCE Document on SALW, the UN Firearms Protocol2� and the Stability Pact 
Regional Implementation Plan. During 2005, Croatia also became party to the Wassenaar 
Arrangement. 

On 31 March 2005 Croatia established a comprehensive National SALW Control 
Commission.22 According to the commission’s terms of reference, it is composed of assistant 
ministers from the MFA, MoI, MoD, MoE, Ministry of Finance/Customs Administration 
and Ministry of Justice, as well as representatives from the National Intelligence Agency, 
Counterintelligence Agency and the arms production/licensing agency RH Alan. Although, as 
noted above, this body is not yet fully functional, the commission is mandated to develop a 
national strategy and action plan for combating problems related to arms and ammunition, 
and to co-ordinate the activities envisaged by the action plan.2� 

ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENTS CROATIA’S COMMITMENTS

EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports August 2002

OSCE Document on SALW November 2000

OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition December 2003

OSCE Decision on MANPADS 2003

OSCE Decision on End User Certificates 2004

OSCE Decision on Brokering 2004

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Firearms Protocol November 2004

UN Programme of Action on SALW July 2001

UN Register of Conventional Arms Submitted returns since 1992
(with the exception of 1995)

Wassenaar Arrangement Since 2005 

Table 1: Croatia’s commitments to conventional arms or SALW control agreements

2�  Correspondence, Mr. Col. Mirko Kukolj, Op Cit.

22  ‘National Commission for Arms and Ammunition’, Decision of the Government of the Republic of Croatia, 31 
March 2005.

2�  Ibid.
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� SALW progress 200�–2006

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

The military industry in Croatia, and the trade of SALW, is regulated by the Law on Production, 
Overhaul and Trade in Arms and Military Equipment, adopted on 25 March 2002.2� As 
previously noted, a dual licensing system operates for transfers, with different standards 
of scrutiny for commercial and state transactions. In 2005, the MoE reported that it was 
working on a new draft law on Trade in Arms and Military Equipment, which would (among 
other things) introduce a list of arms and military equipment subject to import-export 
licensing along the lines of the EU Common military list and introduce brokering controls 
in line with the EU Common Position on Brokering.2� No progress has been reported in this 
area since.

Domestic possession and use

Civilian possession of SALW in Croatia is governed primarily by the Law on Weapons including 
various amendments under which citizens are allowed to possess and carry firearms for 
reasons of self-protection, hunting or sport.26 Although a new Law on Weapons is currently 
being prepared collaboratively by the MoI and MFA, and is expected to reach the Parliament 
sometime in 2006, no amendments have been reported so far for 2005/6.2�2�2��0

FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK CROATIA

NATIONAL

National Co-ordinating Agency Yes

National Point of Contact Yes (MFA as a whole)2�

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Primary legislation Yes2�

Production Yes2�

Export Yes�0

2�  Official Gazette 33/2002.

2�  Interview and subsequent correspondence with MoE, Op Cit. See also UN PoA Report, 2003 Op Cit., pp. 2–6.

26  ‘Law on Weapons’, Official Gazette 46/97; Amendments: Official Gazette 27/99, 12/01, 19/02. UN PoA Report, 
2004, Op Cit., p. 5.

2� UN PoA Reports, 2003 and 2004, Op Cit.

2� ‘Law on the Production, Overhaul and Trade in Arms and Military Equipment’, adopted 25 March 2002 (Official 
Gazette 33/2002).

2� Also, the ‘Regulation on Special Measures for Securing and Protecting the Production, Overhaul and Trade in Arms 
and Military Equipment’, Official Gazette 5/2003, and the ‘Regulation on Special Conditions for Defense Equipment 
Development’, Official Gazette 67/2003, which governs the application of safety measures in the production of 
military equipment.

�0 ‘Law on Production’, 2002; also ‘Decree on Goods Subject to Import and Export Licensing’, Official Gazette 67/03, 
which specifies the commodities subject to import and export licensing in addition to customs tariff numbers: Articles 
15-21, ‘Law on Production’.
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FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK CROATIA

Import Yes��

Transit Licensing by MoI only (after consultation with MoD)�2

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk No

End User Certificate Yes��

Re-transfers No

Verification (pre/post) No

Brokering Controls No

DOMESTIC POSSESSION, MANUFACTURE, STOCKPILING AND TRADE

Manufacture Yes��

Marking and Tracing Yes��

Possession Yes�6

Stockpiling Yes��

Trade Yes��

���2����Table 2: Features of Croatia’s legislative and regulatory framework���6����

�.2  SALW Collection programmes and capacities
A succession of weapons collection programmes were organised in Croatia between 
1992 and 2003, resulting in the collection or seizure of 33,598 weapons as well as large 
numbers of landmines, explosive items and ammunition rounds.�� Since the last amnesty 
period ended in December 2003, seizures by police have been ongoing. In 2004, a total of 
4,179 weapons were confiscated, but no up-to-date figures have been provided on seizures 
during 2005/6.�0

�� Ibid.

�2 Arms consignments must use only international border crossings ‘unless otherwise provided under interstate 
agreement’: Article 20, ‘Law on Production’; The ‘Law on Weapons’ also contains provisions on the transport of 
weapons within the country, for which permission must be obtained from the police for more than 12 firearms or 500 
pieces of ammunition. For transport across state borders, the Law states that permission from the MoI is required 
(Articles 63 - 65).

�� See: ‘Decree Specifying Goods Subjected to Export and Import Licences’.

�� The ‘Law on Weapons’ (Articles 55 - 58).

�� The ‘Firearms Protocol’ has been incorporated into national law. The ‘Law on Weapons’ does not stipulate the 
marking of weapons, but licenses should be withheld if the origin of a weapon cannot be determined: ‘Law on 
Weapons’ (Article 30).

�6 ‘Law on Weapons’ (Articles 11, 14, 18 - 23, 27 - 30, 36 and 37).

�� Article 97 of the ‘Law on Weapons’ states that ‘Rule Book’ provisions on storage conditions should be followed.

�� ‘Law on Production’ (Article 16), ‘Law on Weapons’ (Articles 59–72), ‘Law on the Production, Overhaul and Trade 
in Arms and Military Equipment’.

��  2006 draft SALW Action Plan provided by MFA. See also UN PoA Reports, 2003 and 2004, Op Cit.

�0  Correspondence, Mr. Zlatko Mehun, Op Cit.
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�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

According to Croatia’s 2004 report to UNDDA, SALW are destroyed in maintenance facilities 
and then melted down in steel plants, with ammunition destroyed at military testing 
grounds.�� Encouragement for the destruction of surplus SALW has been provided by a 
German programme known as ‘New for Old’, in which the German Embassy has provided 
firearms to the MoD from 2004 onwards.�2 According to data provided by the MoD, 1,905 
weapons were destroyed in 2005.�� However, no information has been provided on whether 
plans suggested in 2005 to use industrial facilities owned by the private sector to increase 
ammunition destruction capacities have come to fruition, or on how much ammunition was 
destroyed during the last year.��

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

Reserve and surplus weapons under the control of the MoI are reported to be stored at 
four locations across the country, under close police supervision and subject to accurate 
record keeping.�� In contrast, according to information from the MoD, surplus military 
weapons and ammunition are stored at a central location.�6 According to MoD regulations, 
military stockpiles are to be checked every month, and a detailed inventory carried out 
annually. Technical inspection of ammunition is apparently conducted on an annual basis, 
on a required percentage for different types of ammunition.�� Because required facilities 
were lacking, prior to 2005 weapons in the possession of the Customs Service were held 
in stores belonging to firearm producers. During 2004/5 however, these weapons were 
transferred to MoI depots. �� No further changes to stockpile management procedures or 
technical upgrades to facilities have been reported for 2005/6.��

�.� SALW Awareness activities

Awareness-raising activities and public information campaigns were part of Croatia’s 
amnesty and collection efforts up until 2003, during which the mass media and civil society 
organisations such as the Croatian Red Cross, veterans’ and women’s groups as well as 
hunters’ associations joined government-led initiatives.�0 A SALW Awareness campaign for 
school children has also been run in past years by the DELTA Shooting Club and a war 

��  UN PoA Reports, 2003 and 2004, Op Cit.

�2  Interview, Dr. Larids Holscher, Deputy Head of Mission, German Embassy, Zagreb, Croatia, 14 February 2006.

��  Correspondence, BICC, 25 April 2006.

��  These plans were originally discussed in correspondence with Col. Mirko Kukolj, Deputy Head of Directorate for 
Development, Acquisition and Modernization, MoD, 21 February 2005.

��  Correspondence, Mr. Zlatko Mehun, Op Cit.

�6  The security and accounting methods used in military stores are set out in the ‘Manual on Storing, Keeping and 
Maintaining of Ammunition and Explosive Ordnance’. Correspondence, Mr. Col. Mirko Kukolj, Op Cit.

��  UN PoA Report, 2004, Op Cit.

��  Ibid.

��  UN PoA Report, 2004, Op Cit.

�0  See: Presentation by Lav Kalda, MoI official, Almaty 2002.
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veterans’ association. Part-funded by the Croatian Government and positively evaluated by 
the Ministry of Education, the project has apparently reached around 10,000 children.��

�.6 SALW Survey activities 

The first comprehensive National SALW Survey of Croatia is currently underway. Due for 
publication in mid-2006, the study is being conducted by the Bonn International Center for 
Conversion (BICC). It is hoped that the Survey’s findings will be used by Croatia’s National 
SALW Commission to plan SALW control activities in the coming years.

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

As noted above, Croatian NGOs and the mass media previously played a significant role in 
raising awareness for SALW issues during the country’s amnesty and collection periods, 
also participating in the Weapons Collection Co-ordinating Committee. At the present time 
however, there appears to be little engagement by civil society actors on SALW issues in 
Croatia. Moreover, although according to the terms of reference of Croatia’s new SALW 
Commission, NGOs and independent experts may participate in its meetings; this is not 
thought to have taken place so far.�2 

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

Because of Croatia’s long Adriatic coastline and the difficult terrain along its eastern border, 
considerable effort has been invested in border control during recent years. Working to 
achieve EU standards, Croatia developed a National Border Management Information 
System under the EU CARDS programme�� in 2002 to enhance co-operation between 
border control agencies. Considerable financial and technical support has since been 
forthcoming from key governments such as Austria (e.g. provision of TARIC software under 
a twinning arrangement) and the US (equipment such as telescopes and Sea Interdiction 
training for 50-60 Customs Officers��) to assist Croatia in implementing an Integrated 
Border Management programme. ��

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

In recent years, Croatia has reported regularly to UNDDA (UN Register of Conventional 
Weapons and as required by the UNPoA) as well as to the OSCE under the OSCE Document 
on SALW.�6 Information is also exchanged actively within EUROPOL and INTERPOL, with 

��  Correspondence, Tobias Pietz, Bonn International Centre for Conversion, 07 June 2006.

�2  Decision of the Government of Croatia, 31 March 2005.

��  Ibid.

��  Interview, Darko Kihalic, Head of Department, Ministry of Finance, Customs Directorate HQ, 14 February 2006.

��  Correspondence with Pjer Simunovic, Op Cit.

�6  UN PoA Report, 2004, Op Cit.; Correspondence with Anton Martynyuk, OSCE Secretariat, 31 May 2006.
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the MoI having established a dedicated INTERPOL unit.�� Croatian law enforcement bodies 
have also participated in the Southeast European Co-operative Initiative (SECI) Regional 
Centre for Combating Trans-border Crime’s Taskforces on SALW, exchanging information 
with participating states of ‘Operation Ploughshares’ and ‘Safe Place’ in 2002, 2004 and 
2005.��

INFORMATION EXCHANGE ANd PROTOCOLS CROATIA

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of Action (PoA) Yes, 2005

Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional Arms Yes, 2005

Reporting to the Wassenaar Arrangement Yes��

INTERPOL/EUROPOL Yes

REGIONAL

Information exchange with OSCE Yes, 2005

Information exchange with EU -

SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes

NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and decision-making No

Publication of national reports on arms/SALW transfers No

Publication of SALW national strategy Under consideration

Table 3: Information exchange and protocols

�.�0 Additional SALW related activities

Since the beginning of 2006, UNDP, in partnership with the EU, has employed an EUSAC 
Chief Technical Adviser, based full-time in Croatia, to assist the Government in co-ordinating 
SALW control activities and drafting a National SALW Control Strategy. At the present time 
this work is ongoing, and results are anticipated in late 2006.

��  UN PoA Report, 2004, Op Cit.

��  Ibid.
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FYR Macedonia1

� SALW problem

According to the Government ‘the proliferation and widespread illicit use of SALW remains 
an important security concern in FYR Macedonia despite the continued efforts of the 
FYR Macedonian Government during the last three years’.2 Large quantities of SALW are 
thought to have entered FYR Macedonia in previous years to arm rebel groups, mainly from 
Kosovo, but also directly from Albania following the mass looting of government stockpiles 
there in 1997.� A National SALW Survey of FYR Macedonia in 2004 estimated that there 
were between 100,000 and 450,000 illegal SALW in the country.� The easy availability 
of these weapons has certainly contributed to instability and exacerbated inter-ethnic 
tensions in recent years, contributing to the outbreak of violent conflict in 2001.� Since 
the end of the 2001 conflict however, FYR Macedonia has become increasingly stable with 
official statistics showing a long-term decline in armed crime.6 Nonetheless, according to 
surveys conducted for UNDP in 2005 and early 2006, Macedonians continue to perceive 
weapons proliferation as the second greatest threat to their personal security.� 

In an attempt to address the question of societal possession and use of SALW, a new Law on 
Weapons was submitted to the Parliament for the first time in January 2005. Unfortunately 
the law was subsequently withdrawn, and will not now come into force until January 2007, 
leaving flawed legislation dating from 1972 in force until that time. The legislative and 
regulatory framework governing international arms transfers is also problematic in some 
respects, falling short of European and international norms. At the present time, FYR 
Macedonia operates two parallel systems for regulating arms transfers, each grounded in 

�  Due to the name dispute between the country under the examination in this chapter and Greece, the UN refers to 
the country as the ’Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.’ For the purposes of this report ’FYR Macedonia’ will be 
used throughout the text.

2  FYR Macedonia UNPoA Report, May 2005. Available at: http://disarmament.un.org/cab/salw-nationalreports.
html, accessed 30 May 2006.

�  Saferworld-CPDE, Turning the Page: Small Arms and Light Weapons in Albania, 2005, pp. 40–41.

�  BICC-SEESAC, A Fragile Peace: Guns and Security in post-conflict Macedonia, 2004. 

�  c.f. Saferworld-BICC, Macedonia: Guns, policing and ethnic division, 2003, A Fragile Peace Op Cit. pp. 13, 23, 
29, 32.

6  Interview with Alain Lapon, UNDP PCSS, Project Manager, 30 March 2006.

� UNDP Early Warning Report, December 2005, p. 45. Available at: http://www.undp.org.mk/datacenter/
publications/documents/EWREngDec05.pdf, accessed 01 June 2006.

FYR MACEDONIA
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different legislation and controlled by different Ministries without significant inter-agency 
co-ordination.� Gaps in the transfer controls legislation include the lack of a legally defined 
standard for end-user certificates; no legal basis for the control of brokering activities; a 
lack of provision for the control of re-transfers; and the fact that the military and dual-use 
control lists currently in use are not to EU standard. Given that exports of SALW from FYR 
Macedonia are currently negligible, underdeveloped transfer control legislation does not 
raise immediate concerns. However, the fact that FYR Macedonia is committed to abide by 
the provisions of the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports, together with the Government’s 
plans to increase its capacity for arms production, import and export in the future, 
necessitate the development of legislation and enforcement frameworks in this area. 

Aside from arms transfer controls, some problems remain in areas such as government 
transparency and accountability, border control, stockpile management, and consolidating 
recent steps towards inter-agency co-operation on SALW control. As transfers of arms and 
military equipment are designated as ‘secret’ under the Law on Public Procurement and 
no legal requirements exist for the dissemination of information on arms transfers to the 
Parliament, transparency within the system is significantly lacking. Ongoing difficulties 
with border management, particularly in the west and north-west of the country where 
the smuggling of SALW and other contraband are known to occur with some frequency, 
are also of concern. The security, management and provision of public information on 
government stockpiles have all been identified as areas of concern in the past, and appear 
to some degree to remain so.� Lastly, FYR Macedonia’s National SALW Control Commission, 
although established in 2005, has not yet formally met, highlighting the challenges that the 
country faces in ensuring effective cross-agency co-operation on this issue.

2 SALW policy and practice

The Government of FYR Macedonia maintains that SALW control is an issue of high priority.�0 
Steps taken by the Government during 2005 suggest that this declared commitment is also 
being translated into action. On 16 June 2005, the Government adopted its first National 
Strategy on SALW Control. The Strategy is divided into several functional areas: cross-
border management; legislative and regulatory measures; Management Information and 
SALW Survey; SALW Awareness and Communications strategy; SALW Collection (weapons 
and ammunition); SALW Destruction (weapons and ammunition); stockpile management; 
and security sector reform.��

The main focus of the Strategy for the current period has been the development and 
implementation of the national legislative framework, the gathering of Management 
Information, public awareness-raising and police reform.�2 The Strategy foresees the 

�  Exports of military equipment are controlled by the Ministry of Defence, in line with the ‘Law on Production and 
Trade in Arms and Military Equipment’, while the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Economy control commercial 
exports of weapons in line with the ‘Law on Foreign Trade’.

�  According to FYR Macedonia’s 2005 Report to UNDDA, ‘there is no centralized system of monitoring [of stockpiles] 
in place’ currently. UN PoA Report 2005, Op Cit., p. 11. See also A Fragile Peace, Op Cit.

�0  For example in the UN PoA Report, 2005, Op Cit.

�� UNDP’s SACIM website: http://www.safecommunities.org.mk/detail.asp?Article_ID=10&lnk=15, accessed 22 
May 2006.

�2  Correspondence, Alain Lapon, UNDP PCSS, Project Manager, 15 March 2006.
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establishment of a National Commission on SALW; and ministerial representatives have 
already been selected, with the Ministry of Interior (MoI) having been appointed to the 
presidency of the Commission.�� At the present moment, the National Commission is still 
an ad hoc body composed of representatives from the Ministries of Interior, Foreign Affairs, 
Defence, Finance (Customs administration), Justice and Education, who may, where needed, 
invite representatives from the Ministries of Economy, Local Government and Agriculture 
to attend meetings. Civil society and international organisations’ representatives have 
been given observer status.�� While the Commission has not yet formally met, parts of the 
agreed National SALW Strategy are already being implemented by a working group within 
the MoI and by specially appointed sub-commissions, each focusing on a different area of 
the Strategy, such as legislation, export controls, SALW Destruction or dual-use goods.��

Further developments in this reporting period include public endorsements by the FYR 
Macedonian Government June 2005 of two EU instruments by which it intends to abide: 
the EU Joint Action on SALW and the EU Common Position on Brokering. Finally, FYR 
Macedonia’s adoption of the National SALW Control Strategy has been driven, in part, by an 
overriding policy goal of Euro-Atlantic integration. This in turn also spurred the development 
of new legislation in 2005 relating to both the possession and use of weapons by civilians 
(the Law on Weapons) and on the transfers of dual-use goods and technologies (see 
Section 3.1 below). 

ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENT FYR MACEdONIA’S COMMITMENTS

EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports November 2004

OSCE Document on SALW November 2000

OSCE Document on Conventional Ammunition December 2003

OSCE Decision on MANPADS 2003

OSCE Decision on End User Certificates 2004

OSCE Decision on Brokering 2004

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Firearms Protocol 
No, but intention to sign declared in an official 
statement at the Biennial Meeting of States on 
the PoA in July 2005.

UN Programme of Action on SALW July 2001

Table 1: FYR Macedonia’s commitments to conventional arms or SALW Control agreements

��  Government of FYR Macedonia presentation at the RIP Steering Group meeting, Belgrade, 16 May 2006.

��  Correspondence, Alain Lapon, Op Cit.

��  Government of FYR Macedonia presentation at the RIP Steering Group meeting, Op Cit.
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� SALW progress 200�–2006

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

In 2004, FYR Macedonia unilaterally aligned itself with the EU Code of Conduct on Arms 
Exports, a move that indicated a willingness to improve the country’s transfer controls 
procedures. However, the Code’s provisions (e.g. on brokering, re-transfers and end-user 
certificates) are not yet incorporated into the national regulatory framework. The single 
most significant development in the field of transfer controls in this reporting period 
has been the October 2005 adoption of the Law for Controlling Export of Goods and 
Technologies with Dual Use. The Law established a commission to oversee the export of 
goods and technologies with dual use (as distinct from the over-arching National SALW 
Control Commission) presided over by the Ministry of Defence (MoD) and including, among 
others, representatives from the Ministries of Interior, Economy and Foreign Affairs and the 
Customs Agency.�6

Domestic possession and use

Preparations for upgrading the legislative framework governing civilian possession of 
weapons and ammunition in FYR Macedonia begun in January 2005 with the submission 
of a new Law on Weapons to Parliament.�� As previously noted however, the Law, which 
amongst other things, bans carrying weapons in public places by civilians, will not now 
be implemented until January 2007 when supporting provisions such as new secondary 
legislation are ready.�� A working group to oversee the implementation of the Law on 
Weapons has been formed, and is tasked with drafting Directives on technical security 
measures for civilian shooting ranges and on procedures for the cross-border transfer of 
civilian weapons.��

Further, in January 2005, the MoI established a special unit within its Organised Crime 
Sector designed to combat the illegal trade and possession of SALW and explosive 
materials.20 New software being developed by the Government of FYR Macedonia and 
UNDP FYR Macedonia is also expected to enhance implementation of the new Law when 
it comes into force. When operational, the software will be used to store information on all 
civilian weapons licences, replacing existing systems. According to the MoI, this will help to 
reduce the numbers of SALW currently entering the illegal market.2�

�6  Article 4, Paragraph 1.

��  The law will regulate the acquisition, ownership and handling of weapons and ammunition, the termination of 
weapon licences as well as the import, export, transit, brokering, marking, stockpiling and domestic retail of weapons 
for civilian and private use. Available at: http://www.safecommunities.org.mk/detail.asp?Article_ID=58&lnk=60, 
accessed 30 May 2006.

��  Government of FYR Macedonia presentation at the RIP Steering Group meeting, Op Cit. For a more detailed 
analysis of this legislation, see SEESAC, South Eastern Europe SALW Monitor 2005, Belgrade, 2005, pp. 91–93. The 
following are to be regulated by secondary legislation: a national catalogue of weapons and ammunition, and training 
standards and minimum security guidelines for legal entities, trading firms and hunting organisations. Details of 
secondary legislation under development in FYR Macedonia’s 2004 PoA report.

��  Government of FYR Macedonia presentation, Op Cit.

20  FYR Macedonia’s 2005 UN PoA Report, p. 10. Available at: http://disarmament.un.org/cab/nationalreports/
Macedonia%20revised.pdf, accessed 02 June 2006.

2�  ‘Development of a Weapons registration and stockpile management software’, 17 March 2006. Available at: 
http://www.safecommunities.org.mk/detail.asp?Article_ID=54&lnk=34, accessed 01 June 2006.
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FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE 
ANd REGULATORY 

FRAMEWORK
FYR MACEdONIA

NATIONAL

National Co-ordinating Agency Being developed (though a commission to regulate commercial 
arms transfers already exists)

National Point of Contact Yes

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Primary legislation Yes22 

Production Yes, although little detail available

Export Yes

Import Yes

Transit Yes

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk Yes. Through adoption of EU Code of Conduct

End User Certificate Yes (EUC’s required, but no standardised format described in 
law)

Re-transfers No

Verification (pre/post) No

Brokering Controls No

DOMESTIC POSSESSION, MANUFACTURE, STOCKPILING AND TRADE

Manufacture Yes2� 

Marking and Tracing Yes2� 

Possession Yes2� 

Stockpiling Yes26

Trade Yes2�

Table 2: Features of FYR Macedonia’s legislative and regulatory framework222�2�2�262�

22 The 1985 ‘Law on Manufacture and Trade in Weapons and Military Equipment’, Official Gazette No. 30/85, 6/89, 
53/91 and 54/2002, covers manufacture and transport. The October 2005 ‘Law for Controlling Export of Goods 
and Technologies with Dual Use’ is the primary legislation on commercial arms transfers, though the ‘Law on Arms’ 
Official Gazette 07/05 also covers some aspects of production, export, import and transit. 

2� Section V of the ‘Law on Arms’ – Manufacture and Repair of Weapons and Ammunition. The MoI is primarily 
responsible for authorisation of manufacturers, upon received advice of the MoD and previous authorisation from 
the Ministry of Economy.

2� Section VI of ‘Law on Arms’ – Trade with Weapons, Ammunition and Parts of Weapons. MoI has primary 
responsibility.

2� Section II of ‘Law on Arms’ – Acquisition and Ownership of Weapons and Ammunition. Also, Section III – Handling 
Weapons and Ammunition. Also, Section IV – Terminating and Deprivation of the Weapon Licence, Licence for 
Possessing and Licence for Carrying a Weapon.

26 Section III of ‘Law on Arms’ – Handling Weapons and Ammunition. Also Section VI, Article 54.

2� Section VI of ‘Law on Arms’ – Trade with Weapons, Ammunition and parts of Weapons.
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�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities

Though national SALW Collections were previously run in FYR Macedonia in both 2001 and 
2003, no such initiatives have taken place in 2005/6. Smaller-scale seizures of SALW are 
reported to take place periodically through intelligence-based police operations, resulting 
in the recovery of 1,611 weapons in 2005.2�  

�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

In 2005, the Government developed a Directive on the handling of confiscated and 
collected weapons, which stipulates that all such weapons are to be destroyed annually.2� 
In the course of 2005, over 5,000 confiscated weapons were publicly destroyed,�0 and 
more recently, on 15 February 2006, a further 2,262 weapons were destroyed.�� If the 
planned destruction of 1,500 weapons takes place on 09 July 2006, the total number 
of weapons destroyed in FYR Macedonia in the past five years will exceed 15,000.�2 No 
information on any destruction of surplus military or police stocks was made available 
during this reporting period.

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

Although as previously noted, stockpile management in FYR Macedonia has historically 
posed problems; depots controlled by the FYR Macedonian armed forces and police service 
are reported by staff from the UNDP FYR Macedonia SACIM/PCSS project to be inventoried 
on a regular basis.�� However, in 2005, a central site for the storage of all seized and 
collected weapons was upgraded in order to improve the management and security of 
stocks.�� Moreover, following an agreement with UNDP FYR Macedonia in March 2006 on 
the development of new weapons management software to support the implementation of 
the Law on Weapons, the Government hopes to address many of its stockpile management 
problems (see Section 3.1 above).�� 

2�  Seizure figures for previous years are as follows: 1,003 (2002), 1,134 (2003), 1,314 (2004). Correspondence 
with Alain Lapon, 02 June 2006.

2�  Government of FYR Macedonia presentation, Op Cit.

�0  Ibid.

��  Interview, Alain Lapon, Op Cit.

�2  Government of FYR Macedonia presentation, Op Cit.

��  The police service’s central storage depot is reported to be reviewed annually and service weapons held in police 
stations checked once a month. The MoD is also reported to review its stocks monthly. Correspondence, Alain Lapon, 
Op Cit.

��  Ibid.

��  ‘Development of a Weapons registration and stockpile management software’, 17 March 2006. Available at: 
http://www.safecommunities.org.mk/detail.asp?Article_ID=54&lnk=34, accessed 29 May 2006. This initiative has 
been developed as part of the European Western Balkans Plan, and if proven to be successful, will be used by 
SEESAC as a template for similar activities in other countries. Government of FYR Macedonia presentation at the RIP 
Steering Group meeting, Op Cit.
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�.� SALW Awareness activities

SALW Awareness-raising activities in FYR Macedonia are regularly implemented by the MoI 
in co-operation with UNDP, and are geared primarily towards reducing the occurrence of 
celebratory fire during festive periods (December - January, July - August). Most recently, 
they ran a campaign aimed at delivering the message ‘Bullets are not Greeting Cards’ 
between 08 December 2005 and 15 January 2006.�6 

Numerous SALW Awareness activities have also been carried out by civil society 
organisations, concentrating mainly on raising public awareness of the dangers associated 
with SALW possession and use. Information campaigns (e.g. ‘Say No to Weapons’) and 
educational craft workshops carried out as part of the ‘Arts Against Arms’ initiative were 
delivered by the NGO CIVIL during 2005 and are notable examples. More recently, CIVIL 
ran a series of public events in collaboration with other NGOs during the ‘International 
Week of Action on Small Arms’ (IWASA) in May 2006.�� Lastly, the EU and UK Government 
funded project ‘Challenging insecurity: engaging civil society in decision making on arms 
control and community safety’ has been implemented in FYR Macedonia since early 2005. 
As part of the project, CIVIL opened a resource centre within their offices in September 
2005, which functions as an accessible source of material on SALW, arms control, SSR 
and wider security and conflict issues. This is regularly used by members of other NGOs 
and by journalists.

�.6 SALW Survey activities

In March 2006, a nationwide SALW demand survey, entitled ‘Assessing demand and supply 
of SALW in FYR Macedonia’ was published by SEESAC and UNDP FYR Macedonia.�� The 
results of the demand survey will be used to inform UNDP’s ‘safer communities’ programme 
in FYR Macedonia.�� An analysis of FYR Macedonian legislation and practice in the field of 
arms exports and transfers is currently being undertaken by Saferworld in line with the 
European Commission (EC) developed ‘Western Balkans SALW Control Support Plan’. This 
study, due to be published in 2006, will include a series of recommendations designed to 
ensure that FYR Macedonia’s legislative framework is in compliance with the EU Code of 
Conduct on Arms Exports.

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

Whilst levels of academic involvement in SALW issues are limited, NGO participation is 
high. As noted above, those members of FYR Macedonian civil society who have been 
actively involved in SALW control work have tended to focus their efforts on raising societal 
awareness of the dangers of weapons possession and misuse. More recently however, 
FYR Macedonian NGOs provided input into discussions about the content of the Law on 
Weapons while it was being developed.�0 Representatives of FYR Macedonian civil society 
have also been active at the regional level; in the period 2005/2006, CIVIL hosted an 

�6  http://www.safecommunities.org.mk/detail.asp?Article_ID=45&lnk=34, accessed 30 May 2006.

��  Civil Press Release, ‘Thousands of people rallied against weapons’, 25 May 2006.

��  The report can be accessed from SEESAC’s website at http://www.seesac.org/reports/Survey_FYRoM_06.PDF.

��  http://www.safecommunities.org.mk/detail.asp?Article_ID=44&lnk=34, accessed 30 May 2006.

�0  Interview, Alain Lapon, Op Cit.
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Annual General Meeting of the South East European Network on Control of Arms (SEENCA), 
and two meetings of the Network’s Board. Further, as a member of SEENCA, CIVIL has taken 
part in regional advocacy work, submitting letters and briefing notes to the Government of 
FYR Macedonia in connection with the UN Programme of Action (PoA) review process and 
the international campaign for the adoption of an international Arms Trade Treaty. The NGO 
‘Journalists for Children and Women’s Rights and the Environment’ also attended the UN 
Biennial Meeting of States in July 2005 to revise implementation of the UN PoA, working 
alongside other NGOs to lobby governments. Further, CIVIL prepared a submission to the 
FYR Macedonian Government following the publication of the 2005 SEE SALW Monitor 
which commended the positive steps undertaken by the Government and detailed some 
priority SALW control areas. 

Further, with the support of CIVIL, a National Arms Control Working Group (NACWG) has 
been established in FYR Macedonia, with members from NGOs based in Lipkovo, Struga, 
Bitola, Tetovo and Prilep. The NACWG carries out joint activities designed to increase 
awareness of SALW issues, and members have participated both in the International Day 
of Peace in 2005 and the 2006 IWASA. During the latter, a protest rally was held in Skopje 
and campaign material was disseminated in several cities across FYR Macedonia, all of 
which attracted significant media interest.

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

FYR Macedonia has been both a destination and transit point for weapons trafficking in 
the past, and the need to maintain and where possible, improve border controls, remains 
obvious. During this reporting period, the Government of FYR Macedonia has taken several 
steps to increase its capacity to fight illegal weapons trafficking. Firstly, it has synchronised 
the new integrated border management strategy adopted in October 2005 (covering the 
operational procedures at the border crossings and the handover from the army border 
guards to the border police) with the National SALW Strategy.�� Secondly, as previously 
mentioned, a unit for the fight against illegal trade and possession of SALW was established 
in January 2005 within the MIA Organised Crime Sector. Thirdly, FYR Macedonia has 
increased its involvement with the SECI Centre and Interpol.�2 Finally, in March 2006, the 
FYR Macedonian Public Prosecutor’s office and the Slovenian State Prosecutor’s office 
signed a memorandum of understanding on co-operation in the fight against serious 
criminal offences, including organised crime and weapons trafficking.�� 

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

The FYR Macedonian Government was reported to be compiling its first ever report on arms 
exports in early 2006, a move which will provide a welcome boost to transparency. Externally, 
FYR Macedonia is party to a number of international and regional information exchange 
systems, such as the ones existing within the UN PoA framework, OSCE and INTERPOL. The 

��  Government of FYR Macedonia presentation at the RIP Steering Group meeting, Op Cit.

�2  Ibid.

��  ‘FYR Macedonia, Slovenia sign agreement on combating crime’, STA News Agency, 30 March 2006. Available at: 
http://www.seesac.org/wms2006/2006-03-31.htm#Macedonia,_Slovenia_sign_agreement_on_combating_crime,   
accessed 01 June 2006.
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Government of FYR Macedonia submitted relatively good reports to the UNDDA in 2003, 
2004 and 2005 on its policy and practice with regard to the implementation of the UN 
PoA, and it also submits an annual report to the OSCE as part of the information-exchange 
mechanism established by the OSCE Document on SALW. Although no information was 
provided to the research team in response to information requests submitted via the FYR 
Macedonian National Focal Point for SALW in spring 2006 as part of the research for this 
report, government officials from the MoI were willing to provide information related to 
arms transfer control during face-to-face meetings.

INFORMATION EXCHANGE ANd PROTOCOLS FYR MACEdONIA

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of Action (PoA) Yes

Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional Arms Yes

Reporting to the Wassenaar Arrangement -

INTERPOL/EUROPOL Yes

REGIONAL

Information exchange with OSCE Yes

Information exchange with EU Yes, regarding SAA

SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes

NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and decision-making No

Publication of national reports on arms/SALW transfers No

Publication of SALW national strategy Yes

Table 3: Information exchange and protocols

�.�0 Additional SALW related activities

The current UNDP project, the Partnership for Community Safety and Security (PCSS), which 
replaced SACIM is assisting the FYR Macedonian Government in the implementation of the 
National SALW Control Strategy. A second strand of the UNDP project however, concerns 
‘safer community development’. By building partnerships between various sectors of 
society, UNDP FYR Macedonia is working to develop safer community plans (SCPs) in nine 
locations. While not directly concerned with SALW, by increasing levels of security UNDP 
hopes to reduce demand for firearms in these areas. Early indications of reduced crime 
rates and increased perceptions of safety in targeted areas are considered promising in 
this regard.��

��  Interview, Alain Lapon, Op Cit.
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Republic of Moldova

� SALW problem

Moldova’s small arms problems are to a large degree associated with the ‘frozen’ conflict 
that has left the separatist region in Transdniestria, the Dniestrian Moldovan Republic 
(DMR), outside the administrative control of the internationally recognised Moldovan 
Government in Chişinău. A recent National SALW Survey of Moldova found that the inability 
of the Moldovan Government and the DMR to resolve the conflict has meant that Moldova 
continues to be highly militarised, with a range of military units armed with SALW operating 
on both sides of the River Dniestr. In total it was found that there are more than 289,000 
weapons, including at least 53,000 unregistered firearms, in a country with a population 
of less than five million.� 

Apart from contributing to the large numbers of weapons in society, the unresolved 
nature of the conflict has also created problems for SALW control initiatives. While the 
Moldovan Government in Chişinău has legal responsibility for SALW control across the 
entire internationally recognised territory of Moldova, there are in effect two parallel 
administrations in Chişinău and Tiraspol co-ordinating SALW policy on the territories 
under their control. Co-ordination on SALW issues between these administrations and 
other international actors operating in Moldova (Russian Forces, OSCE) is currently low. 
Continued tensions and low levels of human security in the jointly administered Security 
Zone, which separates the conflicting parties, provide the most significant manifestation of 
the low levels of co-operation between the DMR and the Moldovan Government. In addition, 
concerns have also been raised that weapons are produced in, and trafficked from, the 
Transdniestrian region, which controls a 435 km stretch of the Ukraine-Moldova border. 
While the 2006 SALW Survey has diminished these concerns, anxieties remain over border 
controls and the remaining weapons and ammunition stockpiled in the region.2 

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the ongoing political standoff between the DMR 
and the Moldovan Government has meant that SALW control remains a heavily politicised 
issue. Military structures on both sides of the River Dniestr are reticent regarding their 
military SALW holdings, in identifying and destroying surplus SALW and in providing 
information on past SALW transfers. The sensitivity of SALW issues has also hampered the 

�  Saferworld-SEESAC, National SALW Survey of Moldova, 2006, (hereafter SALW Survey of Moldova).

2  According to the SALW Survey of Moldova, SALW production in Transdniestria is likely to have occurred prior to 
2001, but there is no reliable evidence to show that it still takes place. The same is thought to hold true for trafficking 
of SALW from the region.

MOLDOVA
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withdrawal of the remaining Russian ammunition stocks in Transdniestria.� Engagement 
on SALW and wider security issues by civil society is also consequently low, especially in 
the Transdniestrian region. Low transparency on SALW issues has in turn ensured that an 
unnecessary amount of old and ageing weapons and ammunition remain in Moldova and 
that there is no information on those SALW surpluses held by each side that are in need 
of destruction. 

Apart from problems related to the internal conflict, the current Moldovan legislative 
and regulatory framework for the control of domestic possession and international arms 
transfers is also problematic, falling far short of EU norms in many areas. The domestic 
control system is weak or too liberal in a number of areas: there is a lack of clarity regarding 
the types of firearms that citizens may possess and the situations in which they can be 
used; at present there is no waiting time to purchase a weapon; there is no need for 
applicants to present proof that they are under threat in order to justify the ownership of a 
self-defence firearm; there is no mandatory training in firearm use; sanctions for weapon 
offences are weak, and it is difficult for the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) to withdraw 
weapons, and revoke ownership and carrying permits.� In addition, legislation passed in 
2003 to control the work of private security companies does not regulate the operations of 
‘internal security divisions’ (armed units within other businesses). This presents a problem 
for domestic SALW control, as the vast majority of weapons registered to legal entities are 
in the hands of internal security divisions. It should also be noted that until the adoption of 
a new general amnesty, there is no legal basis for the present practice of not prosecuting 
those who surrender weapons voluntarily.

Key weaknesses in the arms transfer control system include inadequate provisions covering 
transhipment, licensed production and all forms of brokering. As no public information 
is available on the criteria by which Moldovan state agencies assess arms transfer 
applications, it is also difficult to judge to what degree these decisions correspond with 
international best practice, such as the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports. Further, since 
the arms transfer control system has no mechanism to provide Parliament and the general 
public with meaningful opportunities to independently scrutinise government policy and 
practice in this area, such as the publication of an annual arms export report, independent 
oversight of licensing decisions is extremely low. 

Poor control and oversight of international transfers may have enabled Moldova to transfer 
SALW to a number of sensitive destinations in the past. Indeed, a Moldovan parliamentary 
report has admitted that, ‘since Moldova became independent in August 1991, it has sold 
significant amounts of Kalashnikov rifles and ammunition. Legislation has been violated 
in all these deals’.� Moldova’s previously poor reputation with respect to international 
arms transfer control was further damaged in early 2006 by the involvement of Jet Line 
International, an air-shipping firm previously registered in Moldova as Aerocom (until it had 
its air operating certificate withdrawn on 08 August 2004), in controversial transfers of 
more than 200,000 weapons (including Kalashnikov assault rifles) and 64 million rounds of 

�  The DMR views the presence of Russian stocks as a security guarantee against Moldovan aggression; the Russian 
Federation has made their withdrawal dependent on resolution of the conflict. 

�  National SALW Survey of Moldova.

�  Small Arms Survey, Small Arms Survey 2003, (Oxford University Press, 2003), p. 109.
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ammunition from Bosnia to Iraq and Afghanistan.6 This particular movement contravened 
all international aviation legislative instruments as Aerocom were permitted to operate 
in contravention of their air operating certificate by NATO military forces in Bosnia. In 
addition, during consultations for the 2006 SALW Survey of Moldova officials admitted that 
significant data on officially sanctioned transfers of SALW from Moldovan territory in 2004 
and 2005 had been withheld by the Moldovan Government and not reported internationally 
on grounds of state secrecy.� Further, information on companies licensed to transfer arms, 
dual-use goods and technologies and components is not publicly available. A lack of overall 
transparency on the part of the Government of Moldova with respect to arms transfers, 
coupled with valid concerns about past practice, has left international observers uncertain 
as to whether Moldova is able to implement and enforce its rhetorical commitments to 
SALW transfer control.

A key final concern is the apparent lack of direction displayed at the highest political levels 
in Moldova with respect to SALW control. Co-ordination between the various government 
ministries and agencies that should collectively work to solve the above problems has been 
consistently poor. At the present time, no strategy or structure (e.g. a national commission) 
exists to facilitate co-operation between government agencies in addressing Moldova’s 
remaining SALW control problems. Unfortunately, weak engagement by civil society on this 
issue means that there is no significant driver for this type of initiative from within Moldova 
itself. It is, however, hoped that the recent 2006 SALW Survey of Moldova will provide the 
basis for developing such an initiative.

2 SALW policy and practice

The Moldovan Government is committed to a number of regional and international arms 
control regimes related to SALW such as the Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan, 
the UN Programme of Action (PoA), the UN Firearms Protocol, and the OSCE Documents on 
SALW and on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition. The Government has also publicly 
supported the EU Council’s position on a potential Arms Trade Treaty (ATT).� However, while 
Moldova has stated a willingness to align practices with the EU Code of Conduct on Arms 
Exports, and hence the EU Common Position on Brokering and the EU Joint Action on SALW, 
no firm commitment to this effect has yet been made. For their part, although the DMR 
authorities in Transdniestria maintain a functioning government, their unrecognised status 
precludes them from entering into international agreements of this type. 

6  Traynor, I., ‘US in secret gun deal: Small arms shipped from Bosnia to Iraq ‘go missing’ as Pentagon uses dealers’, 
The Guardian, 12 May 2006.

�  It was stated that these transfers did not pass through Transdniestrian controlled territory and cannot, consequently 
be attributed to poor control of the section of the Ukraine–Moldova border controlled by the Transdniestrian 
authorities. 

�  Declaration at Workshop on Global Principles for International Arms Transfers: Developing the UN Programme of 
Action and an Arms Trade Treaty, Helsinki, 10 - 11 November 2005.
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ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENTS MOLdOvA’S COMMITMENTS

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Programme of Action July 2001

UN Firearms Protocol October 2005

OSCE Document on Small Arms November 2000

OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition December 2003

EU Code of Conduct No

EU Joint Action on SALW No

Wassenaar Arrangement No

Table 1: Moldova’s commitments to arms or SALW control agreements

� SALW progress 200� – 2006

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

No amendments to the Moldovan regulatory framework for transfer controls are known 
to have occurred in this reporting period. However, during consultations for the 2006 
SALW Survey, the Moldovan Government recognised that a number of weaknesses exist in 
national control legislation. As a result, the Government has committed itself to harmonising 
legislation on brokering with EU standards and the EU Code of Conduct during 2006.� While 
a positive development, the introduction of more comprehensive legislation will present 
new challenges with respect to implementation and enforcement given the limited physical 
and financial resources available for transfer controls at present. 

While the DMR has limited provisions regarding international arms transfers, these have 
not been considered in the present report, as under international law the Moldovan 
Government is responsible for all transfers into and from its internationally recognised 
territory. 

Domestic possession and use

No amendments to the Moldovan regulatory framework for the domestic use, production 
or possession of SALW are known to have occurred in this reporting period. However, in 
response to weaknesses highlighted by the 2006 SALW Survey of Moldova, the Moldovan 
Government has committed itself to improving domestic SALW control by introducing a new 
draft of the Law on Individual Arms, a new Government Decision on a six-month voluntary 
surrender campaign and a new Government Decision to withdraw worn out, deteriorated or 
illegally modified weapons.�0 The MIA has also committed itself to modifying and upgrading 
the present law on private security companies to include provisions covering internal 

�  SALW Survey of Moldova, p. 95. 

�0  Ibid., p. 81.
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security divisions. While such commitments are positive, previous commitments during the 
last reporting period to improve existing legislation have not yet been fulfilled.��

The DMR have also developed legislation to regulate domestic SALW possession, use and 
production. No amendments to the Transdniestrian regulatory framework are known to 
have occurred during this reporting period.

FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE & REGULATORY FRAMEWORK MOLdOvA

NATIONAL

National Co-ordinating Agency Yes (certain transfers only)

National Point of Contact Yes

LAWS & PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Legislation Yes

Production Yes (does not cover licensed 
production)�2

Export Yes

Import Yes

Transit Yes (no specific provisions 
covering transhipment)��

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk Yes

End User Certificate Yes (on demand only)

Re-transfers No

Verification (pre/post) No (on demand only)

Brokering Controls Yes��

DOMESTIC POSSESSION STOCKPILING & TRADE

Manufacture Yes

Marking and Tracing No

Possession Yes

Stockpiling Yes

Trade Yes

Table 2: Features of Moldova’s legislative and regulatory framework�2����

��  SEESAC, South Eastern Europe SALW Monitor 2005, (Belgrade, 2005), (hereafter 2005 Monitor) p. 110.

�2 SALW Survey of Moldova, p. 6.

�� Ibid.

�� The Export Control Law is applicable to persons conducting exports of strategic goods through operations that do 
not entail physical contact with the territory of Moldova. There are however no specifics in the legislation covering 
questions such as extra-territorial control of brokers or third country actors: SEESAC Export Control Analysis – 
Moldova, 26 November 2002.
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�.2  SALW Collection programmes and capacities

According to research conducted for the 2006 SALW Survey of Moldova, during 2005 
the Moldovan Government seized 3,627 weapons for exceeding the registration period, 
1,633 weapons for violating legislation on holding, purchasing and transportation, and 56 
weapons for breaking trade regulations.�� Since 2002 and the last official amnesty period, 
police have accepted voluntarily surrendered weapons without prosecuting their owners, 
despite the absence of an official amnesty. As a result, 382 firearms have been voluntarily 
surrendered since 2002, though it is not clear what proportion of these weapons were 
surrendered during the reporting period. The Moldovan MIA has drafted a Government 
Decision for an additional official six-month amnesty period.

Amnesties have also previously taken place in the Gagauz Yeri autonomous territory 
following the conclusion of an agreement on autonomy in 1994 (this included a buy-
back scheme), and in the Security Zone since following the 1992 ceasefire agreement. 
No detailed information on the types and numbers of weapons collected during these 
campaigns is publicly available. 

According to research conducted for the recent SALW Survey of Moldova, 18 rifled and 
49 smooth bore weapons were seized by the DMR on the territory under their control in 
2005.�6 Although voluntarily surrendered weapons are also accepted in Transdniestria 
without prosecution, no proactive collection initiatives have been held in Transdniestria 
since the buy-back scheme that ran between 1994 and 1998. 

AdMINISTRATION NUMbER OF 
WEAPONS

Moldovan Government 5,316

Transdniestrian authorities 67

TOTAL �,���

Table 3: Summary of weapons seized in Moldova during 2005

�.�  SALW destruction programmes and capacities

Military reform currently being undertaken by the Moldovan Government should result in a 
number of surplus military weapons and ammunition that could be destroyed. Reference 
to present destruction needs have been made in the Moldovan submission to the UN PoA 
2005 Biennial Meeting of States. This submission declares that the Moldovan Government 
is facing difficulties destroying SALW surpluses due to the lack of expertise and financial 
resources. However, without greater transparency on this issue, it is unclear what level 
of international assistance is required to dispose of Moldova’s surplus SALW stocks. 
Nevertheless, during the past five years international assistance has been received for 
SALW Destruction programmes in Moldova from donors such as NATO (NAMSA), the Swiss 

��  SALW Survey of Moldova, p. 102.

�6  Ibid., p. 131.
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Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and Defence, SEESAC and the UK Government.�� The 
only known destruction of weapons in 2005 was conducted by UNDP/SEESAC in conjunction 
with the Swiss Government and resulted in the destruction of 1,687 weapons and 1,810 
weapon components that had been seized by the MIA from the general population.�� There 
was no known destruction of military weapons or ammunition during the reporting period.  

Within Transdniestria, the Operational Group of Russian Forces (OGRF) reports that, to 
date, it has destroyed several thousand of the estimated 42,000 tonnes of ammunition 
stockpiled there, including 70 MANPADS.�� However, as independent observers have 
not witnessed destructions of OGRF stocks, it is impossible to verify that they took place. 
Although according to the Transdniestrian authorities, a further 1,089 units of SALW and 
54,076 cartridges have been destroyed by them up until 2004,20 no information is available 
on any SALW Destruction during this reporting period. However, Ukraine is apparently 
planning to hold talks with the European Union and the US on the provision of ammunition 
destruction equipment to the Transdniestrian authorities.2�

EXECUTING AGENCY WEAPON WEAPON 
COMPONENTS REMARKS

UNDP 1,687 1,810 Swiss Government funded 
destruction of seized weapons

TOTAL �,6�� �,��0

Table 4: Summary of SALW Destruction in Moldova during 2005

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

Information on security at Moldovan Government, DMR and OGRF controlled stockpiles is 
not publicly available. Neither is any detailed information available on the number and types 
of stored SALW or their condition. In response to a prominent theft in 2004, the Moldovan 
Ministry of Defence (MoD) claims to have conducted a full inventory of all Moldovan SALW 
stocks. According to the Moldovan military prosecutor, in November and December 2005 
additional inspections indicated that almost all problems regarding storage standards have 
been resolved.22 However, due to commonly cited budgetary constraints, technical security 
upgrades such as video cameras have not yet been introduced at National Army stockpiles 
and storage facilities, which therefore bring these statements regarding storage standards 
into question.2�

��  NAMSA signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the destruction of liquid propellant oxidizer, anti-personnel 
land mines and surplus munitions in July 2001. NATO Update, ‘Week of 25 June – 01 July 2001. Available at: http://
www.nato.int/docu/update/2001/0625/e0628a.htm, accessed 08 November 2005.

��  SALW Survey of Moldova, p. 117.

��  Ibid., p. 156.

20  Ibid., p. 159.

2�  ‘Ukraine to help Moldova’s rebel region get rid of old munitions’, Interfax, 19 July 2005.

22  An investigation was launched by the Office of the Military Prosecutor, following the theft from a brigade store in 
2004 of 200 grenades, 31 grenade-launchers and more than 90,000 rounds of ammunition. Both the thieves and 
the personnel responsible have been convicted. SALW Survey of Moldova, p. 110.

2�  Ibid., p. 109.
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Within Transdniestria, separate stores are held by the OGRF in Colbasna (ammunition) 
and at Tiraspol airport (weapons), and by the Transdniestrian authorities in Colbasna. The 
OGRF military command in Tiraspol maintains that information on Russian SALW stocks 
and their condition is shared with relevant states and international organisations through 
the Department of International Military Co-operation in Moscow. 

�.� SALW Awareness activities

Although awareness-raising campaigns, supported by the Hunting and Fishing Association, 
have previously been conducted to support Moldovan Government amnesties in 2000 and 
2002, no such action has been carried out in this reporting period. Similarly, there are no 
reports of this type of activity from the DMR authorities.

�.6 SALW Survey activities

A SEESAC funded National SALW Survey of Moldova, including the separatist region of 
Transdniestria, was conducted between September 2005 and January 2006. The report 
was researched by the London-based NGO Saferworld and the Chişinău-based Institute 
of Public Policy in accordance with the SALW Survey Protocols. The SALW Survey provides 
the first comprehensive study of the SALW situation in Moldova and, having been written 
in close consultation with government officials, provides a good basis on which to base 
future SALW interventions. The SALW Survey will be launched in July 20062� and it is hoped 
that the SALW Survey will lead to the formal development of a National SALW Commission 
and the development and implementation of a National SALW Strategy, backed up by an 
effective SALW Action Plan.

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

The level of NGO, media and academic engagement in SALW and wider security sector issues 
in Moldova is particularly low. While this is partly due to a lack of funding and a perception 
that SALW issues do not represent a priority for the country, it is also due to the continued 
sensitivity of SALW and security issues.2� This is especially true in Transdniestria, where 
close monitoring and in some cases, harassment of NGOs, acts as a strong deterrent for 
civil society groups interested in the issue. An exception to this general pattern however is 
the continuous research on SALW-related issues that has been conducted by the Chişinău-
based Institute for Public Policy (IPP). In 2005 as in previous years, IPP has contributed to 
periodic studies by the Biting the Bullet Coalition on implementation of the UN PoA, the 
SEE SALW Monitor and, during 2005/2006, to the National SALW Survey of Moldova.26 No 
Moldovan NGOs are presently members of the regional NGO network on SALW, the South 
East European Network on Control of Arms (SEENCA). Further, there are no other known 
cases of civil society involvement in SALW interventions during the reporting period. 

2�  July 2006 has been selected purely because of issues regarding translation, time for government comments and 
the concurrent UN PoA Review Conference.

2�  Interviews, SEESAC-Saferworld event, ‘SALW Control in South Eastern Europe’, 17 May 2004; see also SALW 
Survey of Moldova.

26  The resolution was implemented on 03 March 2006.
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�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

While reform of Moldova’s border services has been underway since independence, the 
Moldovan Government has found it difficult to establish an effective border management 
system in the post-Soviet period. This is mostly due to the fact that the DMR controls a 
435 km stretch of the Ukraine-Moldova border. Cross-border SALW control has, however, 
been enhanced dramatically during the reporting period by several events. Firstly, co-
operation between the Moldovan and Ukrainian border services has improved. Joint 
Ukrainian-Moldovan border controls were re-established at five border crossings in 
July – August 2005.2� Further, on 30 December 2005, Ukraine and Moldova signed a 
customs agreement, which resulted in a Ukrainian resolution banning Transdniestrian 
imports that had not received Moldovan customs documents.2� Secondly, a ‘National Co-
ordination Committee’, comprised of the US, EU, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), Border 
Guard Service and Customs Service, has been established to manage financial aid and 
assistance to the Moldovan Border Services. Thirdly, the EU Border Assistance Mission to 
Moldova and Ukraine (EUBAM) began its operations on 01 December 2005. The Mission 
is mandated to assist in the prevention of cross-border crime through monitoring and 
capacity building of the Moldovan and Ukrainian Border and Customs Services.2� During 
its operational period, EUBAM has been able to provide impartial information on the real 
level of cross-border smuggling. For example, according to the Deputy Head of EUBAM, no 
significant contraband involving weapons or ammunition had been recovered or seized by 
the Ukrainian and Moldova border forces during EUBAM’s operations.�0  

In addition Moldova has fully engaged in a number of cross-border control forums. These 
include the South Eastern Europe Co-operative Initiative (SECI) Regional Centre for 
Combating Trans-border Crime, the Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe (SCSP), the 
Black Sea Economic Co-operation Organisation (BSEC) and the Central European Initiative 
(CEI). The government in Chişinău has also been an active participant in the SECI Centre’s 
Operation ‘Ploughshares’ (2003) and Operation ‘Safe Place’ (2005). 

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

According to information received from a number of sources, including the Moldovan SALW 
NFP, Moldova has provided information since 1994 on SALW transfers to the UN Register 
of Conventional Arms, and has reported information to UN DDA on the implementation of 
the PoA in 2003 and 2005. Moldova has also provided information to the OSCE on SALW 

2�  The Institute for Public Policy has also conducted independent research on security sector reform and border 
management, including a detailed assessment of border management along the Ukraine-Moldova border in 2005. 
Institute for Public Policy, Establishing Joint Border Checkpoints on the Transdniestrian Sector of the Moldova-
Ukraine Border, 2005.

2�  These border points are: Criva – Mamaliga; Britcheny – Rossoshany; Larga – Kelimentsy; Medveja – Zelionaya 
(all of which are in the Northern Section); and Giurgiuleshty – Reny in the Southern Section. More joint border 
controls will follow at different crossings. Dmitro Tkach, Special Representative to the Moldova-DMR conflict, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine.

2�  See EUBAM website: http://www.eubam.org/index.php?action=welcome&sid=dfq2kitcyvhzwwr7ko7q6tpx2z06
on6s, accessed 23 May 2006. 

�0  Lobjakas, A., ‘Transdniester: EU Monitors Detect Only ‘Minor’ Smuggling’, Radio Free Europe, 08 April 2006, 
http://www.rferl.org/featuresarticle/2006/4/3C0FE58F-5CA6-4E0C-9D28-50BCD3E1A03A.html, accessed 23 May 
2006.  
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transfers within the OSCE region. The Moldovan Government co-operates with INTERPOL, 
although the information exchange is not fully developed.�� Co-operation with SEESAC, 
together with regular reports to BSEC, CEI and the SECI Regional Centre for Combating 
Trans-border Crime is also maintained. 

Laws, regulations and procedures related to the production and trade in SALW are published 
in the ‘Official Monitor’ of the Republic of Moldova.�2 However, information on state SALW 
holdings, SALW Collection, destruction and illegal transfers together with the possession 
and manufacturing of firearms is not publicly available.

In Transdniestria, detailed information on SALW issues is generally not available to the 
public, although good co-operation during research for the 2006 SALW Survey of Moldova 
indicates that transparency may possibly be improving.

INFORMATION EXCHANGE ANd PROTOCOLS MOLdOvA

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of Action (PoA) 2005

Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional Arms 2004 (submitted in 2005)

Reporting to the Wassenaar Arrangement NA

INTERPOL/EUROPOL Yes (though not fully utilised)/NA

REGIONAL

Information exchange with OSCE Yes

Information exchange with EU -

SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes

NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and decision-making No

Publication of national reports on arms / SALW transfers No

Publication of SALW National Strategy No

Table 5: Information exchange and protocols

�.�0 Additional SALW related activities

As has been previously considered, a key weakness in Moldova’s SALW control policy 
and practice is the absence of a strategy or institutional structure to develop and co-
ordinate operational activities. This is especially acute in terms of co-operation between 
the Moldovan Government and the DMR. However, a package of ‘Confidence and Security 
Building Measures’ (CSBM), re-submitted by OSCE Moldova in 2005, provides a vehicle 
through which joint policy could be developed. The CSBM includes three protocols that 
are directly relevant to SALW control: ‘SALW’, ‘Ammunition destruction and ammunition 

��  SALW Survey of Moldova, p. 5.

�2  ‘Monitorul Oficial al Republicii Moldova’.
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stockpile management’ and ‘weapons manufacturing facilities’. The protocols were designed 
on the basis of the OSCE Document on SALW, the OSCE SALW Best Practice Guide and 
the SEE RMDS/G. They suggest a range of measures to co-ordinate SALW policy between 
Moldova and Transdniestria on combating illicit trafficking, licensing and regulating arms 
producers and brokers, SALW storage and security standards, information exchange and 
controls over the manufacture of SALW. The protocols also include measures to combat the 
proliferation of SALW in society through weapons collection and joint civilian and military 
destruction. However, the Moldovan Government and Transdniestrian authorities have not 
as yet adopted this particular CSBM.
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Montenegro

� SALW problem

Following the results of the 21 May 2006 referendum on independence in the Republic 
of Montenegro, independence from the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro (SCG) 
was declared by the Montenegrin Parliament on 03 June 2006. It is to be hoped that 
the separation of Montenegro, though the result of a closely-fought political battle, will 
bring a welcome end to the institutional paralysis that has hampered the working of SCG’s 
Federal level institutions in recent years. Past attempts to co-ordinate SALW control policy 
across SCG’s two constituent republics did not succeed in the face of such difficulties, 
with material progress at the Federal level being seemingly impossible. Though a National 
Strategy for SALW control in SCG and the individual republics was drafted in December 
2004,� neither the State Union nor the Republic of Serbia had ratified the State Union level 
strategy by May 2006, causing considerable delay to the implementation of much needed 
SALW control measures. 

The division of the State Union into two independent republics will now create new SALW 
control challenges for both Serbia and Montenegro. The State Union had responsibility for 
controlling SCG military SALW stocks and for regulating international SALW transfers. With 
the dissolution of the SCG, the Union’s significant SALW stocks will be divided between the 
two successor states. This division presents obvious difficulties. It also remains unclear at 
the present time how international arms transfers from the country’s constituent republics, 
as well as SALW production within the separate republics, will be regulated in the future. As 
the successor state to the State Union, Serbia will, at the very least, be required to adopt 
the current SCG legislation. In Montenegro it is more likely that new primary and secondary 
legislation will have to be created. Further, in keeping with regional and international norms, 
Montenegro will be expected to align itself with a number of regional and international 
agreements on SALW control and information exchange, especially those to which SCG was 
a party. However, Montenegro’s capacity to fulfil any such commitments is not yet clear. 

The 2004 National SALW Survey of Montenegro found that ‘the widespread availability 
and misuse of small arms continues to threaten the safety and stability of Montenegro.’ 
According to this research, the common estimate of one weapon per household is ‘a 
realistic upper threshold’ for small arms possession, with Montenegro appearing to be ‘one 
of the most heavily armed territories in the region.’ According to data from the Montenegrin 
MoI, the total number of registered weapons in Montenegro in 2004 was 101,889, of 

�  The State Union of Serbia and Montenegro Strategy for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW), 
Belgrade, December 2004 (hereafter SCG SALW Strategy).
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which 86,000 were civilian-held weapons. This figure indicates that Montenegro has one of 
the highest rates of registered firearms per capita in the region. Although data on illegally 
held SALW is sparse, it has been estimated that there are between 40,000 and 89,000 
unregistered firearms in civilian possession, while the rapidly growing private security 
sector also appears to hold significant numbers of weapons.

Armed crime levels are relatively high in Montenegro compared to the rest of the region, 
particularly in smaller towns where handguns are the most common weapons used in 
assaults. Although incidents of armed violence have decreased since the mid-1990s, 
the level of armed murder in Montenegro remains unduly high. Montenegro also faces 
significant organised crime and trafficking problems, something which the weak law 
enforcement agencies have not been able to effectively address. This is particularly a result 
of corruption within state agencies, and the mountainous terrain that makes effective 
border control problematic.  

Whilst public transparency on SALW issues is low in Montenegro, it is thought that MoI 
holdings total approximately 16,000 weapons. Further, the 2004 National SALW Survey of 
Montenegro assessed the number of SALW under the control of the old SCG armed forces 
to be around 40,000. The future of these ex-SCG military weapons remains unclear at 
present, although it is likely that they will be transferred to a new Army of Montenegro.

2 SALW policy and practice

In December 2004, the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro (SCG) created a National 
Strategy for the control of SALW.2 Among other things, the strategy provided for the 
establishment of an inter-ministerial SALW commission to implement the Strategy and to 
monitor the implementation of an accompanying SALW action plan.� The Strategy contains 
three annexes: an Action Plan for the Control of SALW at the federal level (SCG), and two 
strategies for implementation of SALW control at the republic level. The Government of 
the Republic of Montenegro approved its republic-level National Strategy and Action Plan 
for SALW Control in August 2005.� An inter-ministerial SALW Commission was subsequently 
formed in January 2006.� The strategy now needs revision to take account of new 
responsibilities in terms of arms transfers that were previously at the State Union level.

Over recent years, the State Union became party to a number of international and regional 
SALW agreements (see Serbia chapter). As the Republic of Serbia has inherited the State 
Union’s responsibilities under these agreements, at this moment Montenegro has not 
committed itself to any of the following: the EU Code of Conduct; OSCE Document on Small 
Arms; OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition; OSCE Decision on End-
User Certificates; OSCE Decision on Brokering; OSCE Decision on MANPADS; Stability Pact 
Regional Implementation Plan; UN Programme of Action and UN Firearms Protocol. It is 
hoped that all necessary measures will be taken to ensure that Montenegro accedes to 
these agreements at the earliest possible opportunity.

2  The State Union of Serbia and Montenegro Strategy for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW), 
Belgrade, December 2004, (hereafter SCG SALW Strategy).

�  SCG SALW Strategy, pp. 19–20.

�  The Strategy was officially launched at a press conference in Podgorica in October 2005. SACISCG Interim Report, 
p. 4.

�  SACISCG Interim Report, p. 4.
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The Strategy designated the Republic’s MoI as the lead agency in most areas, including 
Legislative and Regulatory Issues, SALW Collection and destruction and stockpile 
management.6 

� SALW progress 200�–2006

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer controls

In SCG, military production and transfers were regulated at the State Union level, by the Law 
on Foreign Trade in Weapons, Military Equipment and Dual-Use Goods, February 2005.� 
Montenegro needs now to develop and implement legislation to a similar standard. 

Domestic possession and use

Civilian possession of SALW in Montenegro is regulated by the 2004 Law on Arms,� which 
covers the supply, production, possession, transport, repair and remaking of firearms. No 
changes to the legislation are known to have taken place in 2005/6. 

FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd REGULATORY FRAMEWORK MONTENEGRO

NATIONAL

National Co-ordinating Agency No 

National Point of Contact Yes

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Primary legislation Present basis for transfer 
control unclear

Production No

Export No

Import No

Transit No

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk No

End User Certificate No

Re-transfers No

Verification (pre/post) No

Brokering Controls No

DOMESTIC POSSESSION STOCKPILING AND TRADE

6  See: Ibid, Annex B.

�  See SEESAC, South Eastern Europe SALW Monitor 2005, Belgrade, 2005, hereafter 2005 Monitor, p. 149.

�  ‘Law on Arms’, Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro, 49/2004.
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FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd REGULATORY FRAMEWORK MONTENEGRO

Manufacture Yes

Marking and Tracing Yes

Possession Yes

Stockpiling No

Trade Yes

Table 1: Features of Montenegro’s legislative and regulatory framework

�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities

Prior to 2005, two SALW Collection programmes were implemented in Montenegro: the 
‘Farewell to Arms’ amnesty and collection initiative (2003) and the ‘Respect the Law – 
Don’t Carry Arms’ campaign between December 2004 and January 2005. No collection 
campaigns have taken place since. At the present time, Montenegro relies on police 
seizures during the normal course of their work to collect and recover SALW. The MoI 
reportedly plans to hold a voluntary SALW Collection in 2006 and is currently reviewing 
options for offering incentives to encourage the surrender of illegal weapons.�

�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

In accordance with Montenegro’s SALW Control Strategy, the MoI, supported by the UNDP 
SACISCG programme, destroyed 2,159 confiscated, surplus and recovered weapons in 
February 2006. The destruction, which was carried out at the Niksic Steel Factory, was 
financially supported by the Bulgarian MFA, with SEESAC providing technical assistance.�0 
The MoI also completed the destruction of 527,369 rounds of small arms ammunition 
during March 2006.��

IMPLEMENTER QUANTITY YEAR LOCATION SPONSOR

Montenegro MoI 2,159 weapons 2006 Niksić Republic of Bulgaria

Montenegro MoI 527,369 rounds of SAA 2006 Radovce Republic of Bulgaria

Table 2: SALW Destruction in Montenegro during 2005–6

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

No known changes to Montenegro’s stockpile management standards or procedures are 
known to have taken place during 2005–6.

�  SACISCG Interim Report, p. 7.

�0  SACISCG Activity Report, 02 March 2006.

��  SEESAC, Clearing Guns, April 2006, p. 12.
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�.� SALW Awareness activities

Several SALW Awareness activities were implemented in Montenegro during 2005–2006. 
In August 2005, Montenegrin filmmakers produced a documentary on SALW control 
that included information on the republic’s newly adopted National SALW Strategy. The 
documentary, which was aired on local TV in September 2005, has also been used by police 
during SALW Awareness activities. Between December 2005 and February 2006, the MoI 
and the Police delivered presentations in schools and universities around Montenegro to 
raise awareness of the risks of SALW misuse.�2

�.6 SALW Survey activities

No SALW Surveys have taken place in Montenegro since the publication in June 2004 of 
the report A house isn’t a home without a gun – Republic of Montenegro SALW Survey, 
researched by the Small Arms Survey.

�.�  Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

No information was available on SALW activities by Montenegrin civil society actors in 
2005–2006 other than those described in section 3.5 above. 

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

A counter-proliferation training course for Customs and Police officers from the Republics of 
Serbia and Montenegro was organised in December 2005 by the US Government.�� Apart 
from this course, no known improvements or changes to cross-border controls are known 
to have taken place in Montenegro during 2005–2006.

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

Once Montenegro is accepted for membership in the various international organizations, it 
will become committed to a number of international instruments that require information 
exchange. Mechanisms will also have to be developed to ensure information exchange 
between Montenegro and Serbia.�� 

�2  Ibid, p. 4.

��  SACISCG Interim Report, 01 June 2005–28 February 2006, p. 3.

��  Report on Small Arms and Light Weapons in Serbia and Montenegro, 2005. p. 6, available at, http://disarmament.
un.org/cab/nationalreports/2005/Serbia%20and%20Montenegro.pdf, accessed 27 May 2006. 
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Romania

� SALW problem

An important producer and exporter of SALW, Romania‘s main challenge with respect to 
SALW has been the progression towards full compliance with international arms transfer 
control norms whilst simultaneously managing the transition of a large defence industry. 
The main additional challenges include: increasing the capacity of the police to combat 
organised crime and firearms related crime in particular, improving border management, 
maintaining appropriate control over firearms possession, and ensuring inter-agency co-
ordination on SALW control.  

Since attracting heavy criticism following a series of arms transfers to sensitive destinations 
in the 1990s,� Romania has made significant improvements to its arms transfer control 
system. However, whilst Romanian arms transfer controls have generally improved, levels of 
transparency on this issue remain low; information on arms transfers has not been publicly 
available since 2002 when a national arms exports report was published. Public oversight 
and scrutiny of licensing decisions is therefore minimal and thus Romania presently falls 
short of international and European best practice in this regard. Although the defence 
industry has diminished since the Cold War, the Romanian SALW industry is still capable 
of manufacturing and exporting a wide range of weaponry and ammunition. Indeed, from 
2002 onwards Romania has obtained contracts to supply the new Iraqi and Afghan security 
forces.2 

The Romanian authorities consider the involvement of organised crime in the trafficking 
of firearms in Romania to be limited, and few cases have been reported.� However, 
trafficking remains a potential threat and in 2003, the European Commission (EC) called 

�  Reported destinations include Rwanda (1997); UNITA rebels in Angola via re-export through Togo and Burkina Faso 
using forged end-user certificates (1996–1999), and rebel forces in the Democratic Republic of Congo via Uganda 
(2001). See: Amnesty International, Rwanda – The hidden violence: ‘disappearances’ and killings continue, 23 June 
1998, p. 10; United Nations, UN Final Report of the Monitoring Mechanism on Angola Sanctions, S/2000/1225, 21 
December 2000, p. 15; Saferworld, Arms Production, exports and decision-making in Central and Eastern Europe 
(2002) p. 152; Human Rights Watch, Arms Trade, Human Rights, and European Union Enlargement – The Record 
of Candidate Countries, 08 October 2002, p. 4; Salopek, P., ‘Leftover arms fuel continent’s ruinous wars – Cold War 
surplus wreaks havoc,’ Chicago Tribune, 23 December 2001; Human Rights Watch, Small Arms and Human Rights: 
The Need for Global Action – A Human Rights Watch Briefing Paper for the UN Biennial Meeting on Small Arms, 07 
July 2003, http://www.hrw.org/backgrounder/arms/small-arms-full-070703.pdf, accessed 23 May 2006.

2  Small Arms Survey, Small Arms Survey 2003, Oxford University Press, 2003, p. 110.

�  Interview with Florin Trosca, Head of Firearms Explosives and Toxic Substances Division, General Inspectorate of 
the Romanian Police, Bucharest, 03 February 2004. 

ROMANIA
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for improvements in the operational capacity of law enforcement agencies to meet 
such challenges. Further, in 2006, whilst acknowledging Romanian progress in ‘the 
effectiveness, accountability and autonomy of the law enforcement agencies…as well 
as the co-ordination between them’, the EC cited both the lack of continuous training for 
police officers and the absence of a comprehensive system for the collection and analysis 
of crime statistics from all law enforcement agencies as outstanding concerns.�  

The 2006 report also highlighted a number of areas relating to border management that 
still need to be improved in order to ensure that an integrated border management system 
is operation by 2009. Specifically, it is thought that additional training and further staff, 
especially IT and communications experts to deploy and implement the border management 
system, are necessary.� 

Surpluses of weapons and ammunition present an additional challenge, particularly in 
view of the ongoing restructuring of the national army, Ministry of Interior (MoI), Border 
Guard Service and Gendarmerie. Although approximately 200,000 surplus weapons have 
already been destroyed with international assistance, the Romanian Ministry of Defence 
(MoD) estimated in 2004 that there are 1.25 million surplus weapons still in need of 
destruction.6 In spite of this large number, no destruction is known to have occurred in the 
period 2005/2006. 

Moreover, although Romania has not suffered significantly from the internal proliferation 
of SALW, recent moves to liberalise the laws on civilian firearms possession have raised 
concerns amongst some civil society campaigners and police representatives. According 
to Law 295/2004, firearm users (either private citizens or private security companies) are 
no longer able to lease their weapons from the police and must instead obtain individual 
licences. Combined with changes to legislation regarding the management of weapons 
by police officers, who are now permitted to keep their weapons at home whilst off-duty, 
concerns have thus been raised that there may be a resulting increase in SALW-related 
crime, misuse and accidents.�

Finally, SALW control has been undermined by low inter-agency co-operation and the 
absence of a clear structure (for example, a national SALW commission) or strategy to 
facilitate co-operation between government agencies when addressing Romania’s 
remaining SALW-related problems.� While co-operation between the police and security 
services has improved in relation to the issue of combating criminal activity, there do not 
appear to be any specific provisions that ensure co-operation when addressing SALW 
proliferation and misuse. 

�  Commission of the European Communities, Romania: May 2006 Monitoring Report, Commission Staff Working 
Document, (Brussels, 16 May 2006), pp. 34–35 (hereafter Romania: May 2006 Monitoring Report). Available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/comm/enlargement/report_2006/pdf/monitoring_report_ro_en.pdf, accessed 31 May 2006. 

�  Ibid., p. 34.

6  BICC, Disposal of surplus small arms – a survey of policies and practices in OSCE countries, January 2004, p. 
90. Report on the Implementation of the Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade 
in Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) in all its Aspects (2003) (hereafter, UN PoA Report 2003). Available at: 
http://disarmament.un.org/cab/nationalreports/2002/romania.PDF, accessed 31 May 2006.

�  Correspondence with staff at the EURISC Foundation, May 2005.

�  Some commentators have attributed this delay to the fear that information exchange might undermine lucrative 
but corrupt practices. 
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2 SALW policy and practice

Since the 1990s, when relatively weak controls allowed significant quantities of SALW to 
reach senistive destinations or end-users under embargo, Romania has developed a policy 
framework that is based on a number of regional and international commitments covering 
both SALW and conventional arms control (see table 1). Romanian policy currently prohibits 
exports of SALW to regions of conflict, states that support terrorism, and destinations that 
raise proliferation concerns. No new relevant arms control agreements have been adopted 
by Romania during the past year. 

ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENT ROMANIA’S COMMITMENTS

EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports July 1998

OSCE Document on SALW November 2000

OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition December 2003

OSCE Decision on MANPADS 2003

OSCE Decision on End User Certificates 2004

OSCE Decision on Brokering 2004

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Firearms Protocol April 2004

UN Programme of Action on SALW July 2001

Wassenaar Arrangement April 1996

Table 1: Romania’s commitments to conventional arms or SALW control agreements

� SALW progress 200�–2006 

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues 

Transfer controls

Transfers of conventional arms are governed by Government Ordinance No. 158/1999 
On the Control of Imports and Exports of Strategic Goods and Law 595/2004 For the 
Approval of the Government Ordinance Number 158/1999 regarding the Export and 
Import Regime of Strategic Products.� Also significant in this regard is Law 387/2003, 
which lays out the export control regime for dual-use goods and technologies.�0 Significantly, 
Romanian legislation contains provisions regarding international arms brokering, including 
third-party brokering. However, no changes to the legislative and regulatory basis for arms 
transfer are known to have occurred during the reporting period. 

Domestic possession and use 

The possession of firearms and ammunition is regulated by Law No. 295/2004 regarding 
the control of arms and ammunition, which has replaced Law No. 17/1966 on Firearms 

�  Official Gazette No. 1239/2004, 22 December 2004.

�0  The Law incorporates the EU provisions in the area of dual-use goods and technologies, represented by Regulation 
1334/2000 and Common Position 401/2000.
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and Munitions; Government Decision No. 679/1997 Approving the Firearms and Munitions 
Regulation; and Law No. 116/1997 For the Ratification of the European Convention on the 
Control of the Purchase and Possession by Civilians. Under Law No. 295/2004, civilian 
possession of firearms is subject to licensing, with a total prohibition on the possession of 
military-style weapons and certain categories of persons barred from ownership.�� 

However, as discussed above, the 2004 Law also represents a partial liberalisation of 
previously strict controls on civilian and police firearms possession. As well as permitting 
police officers to take weapons home when off-duty, weapons are no longer leased from 
the Police, but are now licensed to individual owners. Again, no changes to the legislative 
and regulatory basis for domestic possession and use are known to have occurred during 
the period 2005/2006. �2������ 

FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK ROMANIA

NATIONAL

National Co-ordinating Agency Partial (co-ordination of arms transfers only)�2

National Point of Contact Yes��

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Primary legislation Yes
Production Yes
Export Yes
Import Yes
Transit Yes

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk Yes

End User Certificate Yes, a mandatory condition for the approval of export 
licences

Re-transfers Yes��

Verification (pre/post) Yes, pre-�� and post-delivery
Brokering Controls Yes, including extra-territorial provisions

DOMESTIC POSSESSION, STOCKPILING AND TRADE

Manufacture Yes
Marking and Tracing Yes
Possession Yes
Stockpiling Yes
Trade Yes

Table 2: Features of Romania’s legislative and regulatory framework

��  Foreigners who have no residence or domicile in Romania; persons under the age of 18; persons who, according 
to evidence held by the police or courts, are known to have committed acts of domestic violence; and persons who 
exhibit antisocial behaviour (alcoholism, begging, etc) according to evidence held by the police or courts. 

�2 The control of strategic exports is co-ordinated by the National Agency for Export Control (ANCEX, previously 
ANCESIAC).

�� The Non-Proliferation and Arms Control Division within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

�� All re-export operations are subject to the provisions of Government Ordinance 158/1999 and Law 595/2004.

�� The Office for the Control of Imports and Exports of Special Items (OCIEPS) within the Ministry of Defence exercises 
control over the imports and exports of military products and technologies in the pre-licensing and licensing phases 
in order to prevent illicit trafficking in SALW.
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�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities 

It is widely believed that there are few weapons in circulation in Romania and there have 
not therefore been any voluntary weapons collection programmes in recent years. The 
Romanian Government has not provided figures for SALW seizures in the past year.

�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

Previous reports by Romania to UNDDA and the OSCE stated that a total of 195,540 
weapons and 36,692,747 rounds of ammunition were destroyed between 2001 and 
2003.�6 However, there has not been any known destruction of weapons or ammunition 
during 2005/6.

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities 

In its June 2004 submission to the OSCE, the Romanian Government stated that in 2003, 
there were 1,243,879 surplus weapons held in Government stores.�� However, no current 
information has been provided on the remaining level of surplus. Neither have there been 
any known changes to SALW Stockpile Management programmes and control capacities, 
though Romanian law sets out established procedures for the MoI and MoD with regard 
to stockpile management, which includes: the determination of surpluses, requirements 
for stockpile locations, physical security, access control, inventories and accounting; staff 
training and transport.�� 

�.� SALW Awareness activities

The Government of Romania has carried out important outreach work with companies and 
individuals operating within the national defence industry in order to improve understanding 
of, and compliance with, arms control legislation. This includes an ongoing programme 
aimed at domestic arms producers and exporters, entitled ‘Transparency, Co-operation 
and Communication’.�� The National Agency for Export Control (ANCEX) also provides this 

�6  UN PoA Report 2003. See also the Romanian Government’s 2003 submission to the OSCE Secretariat in 
accordance with the OSCE Document on SALW, 2001.

��  Extracts from Romanian Government’s 2003 submission to the OSCE Secretariat in accordance with the OSCE 
Document on SALW, 2001.

��  Within the Ministry of Defence, the following laws and regulations apply: Law 17/1996 ‘On the Firearms and 
Ammunition Regime’; Regulation A 114/1989 on ‘Technical Endowment with Armaments and Ammunition in 
Peacetime’; Order of the Minister of Defence M8/1999 on ‘Inventory Management and Accounting Control’; and 
Order of the Minister of Defence M75/2000 for ‘Reporting of Losses and Thefts’. Report on the Implementation of 
the Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) 
in All Its Aspects, 2003 and 2005.

��  Statement by HE Mrs Nineta Barbulescu, State Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and President of the National 
Agency for Export Controls, at the First Biennial Meeting of States on the Implementation of the Programme of Action 
of the 2001 United Nations Conference on the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects, New 
York, 07-11 July 2003. As a result of this programme, it is now compulsory for companies that trade in military goods 
to possess a policies and procedures manual, which contains primary and secondary legislation as well as samples 
of the documentation required during the licensing process. Interviews with Paul Pasnicu, Director, Conventional 
Arms Division, National Agency for Export Control (ANCEX), Bucharest, 04 February 2004 and 23 March 2005.
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information for traders through its website,20 as well as running occasional seminars and 
workshops. However, apart from these ongoing measures, there have been no known 
awareness-raising activities during the period 2005/6. 

�.6 SALW Survey activities

Although National SALW Surveys have now been conducted in all other South East European 
countries, no similar study has been conducted in Romania. SEESAC does not intend to 
initiate such a Survey as the estimated levels of illicit civilian possession are minimal, and 
the problems of Romania in terms of stockpile destruction and arms transfers controls are 
well documented already.

�.� Civil society involvement in SALW interventions 

During 2005/2006, there has been no significant civil society activity related to SALW 
control. Romanian civil society (particularly NGOs) has typically shied away from activities 
related to arms and security, though past seminars organised by the European Institute 
for Risk Security and Communications Management (EURISC Foundation) and Saferworld 
on issues such as the UN Programme of Action (PoA), illicit arms trafficking and organised 
crime are exceptions. 

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives 

Reinforcing border security remains a significant priority for Romania in view of the country’s 
approaching accession to the EU. A number of bilateral arrangements with other European 
states allow for cross-border co-operation between Romanian law enforcement officers and 
those of neighbouring states on issues such as arms trafficking. For example, between 
November 2005 and February 2006 three Ukraine–Romania agreements were signed in 
order to improve practical co-operation on border issues, as well as establishling a Contact 
Centre in Porubnoe. A Moldova–Romania agreement to enhance co-operation in this field 
was also signed at the end of 2005.2� In addition to these initiatives, further measures, 
such as the secondment of police attaches to Romanian Embassies abroad, have also 
proved beneficial. 

In addition, Romania participates in several regional and international initiatives such 
as INTERPOL, EUROPOL, the Black Sea Economic Co-operation Organisation (BSEC), the 
Central European Initiative (CEI) and the South Eastern Europe Co-operative Initiative (SECI) 
Regional Centre for Combating Trans-border Crimes Task Forces on SALW. 

Romania’s strategy for integrated border management was adopted in March 2003 and 
covers the period 2003-2006. Amongst other things, it provides the impetus for a protocol 
of co-operation between the Customs Administration and General Inspectorate of Border 
Police with respect to anti-smuggling activity. Despite some problems, previous EC reports 
on Romania’s progress towards EU accession has identified gradual improvement in this 
area, and co-operation between the Customs Administration and other enforcement bodies 

20  www.ancex.ro, official website.

2�  Romania: May 2006 Monitoring Report, p. 34.
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continues to increase over time.22 Significant EU funding has played a significant role in this 
regard, enabling both an increase in staff levels, and the provision of financial and technical 
assistance for modern equipment and improvements in the infrastructure.2� According to 
the EC Monitoring Report completed in May 2006, financial allocations were made for the 
construction of an integrated border management system in January 2006, with the Border 
Police establishing a Communications and IT Office to oversee its implementation. Border 
security has also been improved by the purchase of additional IT equipment, training on 
operational risk analysis, and the recruitment of 1,800 additional Border Police staff. 

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

Romania participates in various international and regional mechanisms relating to SALW, 
including the OSCE, UN PoA, INTERPOL and the Wassenaar Arrangement. Reports are 
submitted to the relevant organisations and fora with varying frequency. Additionally, 
during 2005 and 2006, Romania has begun participating in the EU Council Working Group 
on Conventional Arms (COARM), which provides a forum for the exchange of information 
with EU members regarding any export licence refusals with EU members.

In 2002, Romania published a national report on arms export policy, regulations and 
practice controls, which also detailed all granted licenses and authorisations and arms 
deliveries, but there have not been any such reports since.2� 

22  European Commission, 2003 Regular Report on Romania’s progress towards accession, p. 109. Available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/comm/enlargement/report_2003/pdf/rr_ro_final.pdf, accessed 01 June 2006. 

2�  For example, the Romanian Government has previously allocated more than € 22m for the procurement of 
modern border policing equipment (including mobile surveillance vehicles with thermal imagers, matching a € 23m 
contribution from the EC’s PHARE funding line. European Commission, 2004 Regular Report on Romania’s progress 
towards accession, p. 9. Available at: http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/report_2004/pdf/rr_ro_2004_
en.pdf, accessed 31 May 2006.

2�  ANCESIAC, Report on Arms Export Controls 2000–2001, September 2002. Available at: http://www.ancex.ro/
site_rom/raport_arme.htm,accessed 30 May 2006. 
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE ANd PROTOCOLS ROMANIA

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of Action (PoA) 2005

Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional Arms 2004 (submitted in 2005)

Reporting to the Wassenaar Arrangement Yes

INTERPOL/EUROPOL Yes

REGIONAL

Information exchange with OSCE Yes (2003, 2004, 2005)

Annual reporting to the EU Limited (participation in COARM)

SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes

NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and decision-making Yes, but it needs improvement

Publication of national reports on arms/SALW transfers 2002

Publication of SALW national strategy No

Table 3: Information exchange and protocols
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Serbia (including the UN-administered entity of Kosovo)

� SALW problem

Serbia

Following the results of the 21 May 2006 referendum on independence in the Republic 
of Montenegro, independence from the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro (SCG) 
was declared by the Montenegrin Parliament on 03 June 2006. It is to be hoped that the 
separation of Montenegro, though the result of a closely-fought political battle, will bring a 
welcome end to the institutional paralysis that has hampered the working of the Federal 
level institutions in recent years, and that national institutions can now make real progress. 
Past attempts to co-ordinate SALW control policy across SCG’s two constituent republics 
did not succeed in the face of such difficulties, with material progress at the Federal level 
being seemingly impossible. Though a National Strategy for SALW control in the State Union 
and the individual republics was drafted in December 2004,� neither the State Union nor 
the Republic of Serbia had ratified the strategy by May 2006, causing considerable delay to 
the implementation of much needed SALW-control measures. 

An additional problem faced by Serbia during the past year consists of the challenges 
associated with the introduction of new legislation for the control of international arms 
transfers, the February 2005 Law on Foreign Trade in Weapons, Military Equipment and 
Dual-Use Goods, which due to its ambitious provisions, required additional support from 
outside actors to aid implementation. The management of SALW is now under the control 
of the Serbian Ministry of Defence (MoD), and there are believed to be over half a million 
weapons, and there have been past difficulties in terms of negotiation and transparency. 
According to news reports, a total of 182 weapons were stolen from military stockpiles 
during 2005, a figure that represents an increase of 36% compared to 2004.2 Further, as 
explained below, questions surrounding the management and disposal of Serbia’s military 
SALW stocks cannot be readily answered due to ongoing poor transparency within the MoD. 
Despite the introduction of the State Union’s, which Serbia inherits, new arms transfer law 
in the previous year, the fact that arms transfer licensing decisions and deliveries remain 
classified, with no provisions for public reports on arms transfers, makes independent 
verification of the law’s application impossible.

�  The State Union of Serbia and Montenegro Strategy for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW), 
Belgrade, December 2004 (hereafter SCG SALW Strategy).

2  ‘VSCG in 2005 (182 weapons stolen from military arsenals)’, VIP – Defence and Security, 16 March 2006. Available 
at: http://www.seesac.org/press/wms_march_2006.htm.
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The division of the State Union into two independent republics will now create new SALW 
control challenges for both Serbia and Montenegro. The State Union had responsibility for 
controlling SCG military SALW stocks and for regulating international SALW transfers. With 
the dissolution of the SCG, the Union’s significant SALW stocks will be divided between the 
two successor states. This division presents obvious difficulties. It also remains unclear at 
the present time how international arms transfers from the country’s constituent republics, 
as well as SALW production within the separate republics, will be regulated in future. 
While at the very least both the successor states will be required to adopt the current 
SCG legislation, it is more likely that new primary and secondary legislation will need to be 
created, in keeping with regional and international norms. 

Serbia’s contemporary SALW control challenges include overly high levels of illicit firearms 
possession among the general public (around 900,000 thousand weapons according to 
the 2005 National SALW Survey of Serbia) and attendant problems with their misuse. While 
the incidence of both armed violence and armed homicide has been falling in Serbia since 
the mid 1990s, the proportion of armed robberies and homicides in which weapons are 
used seems to have increased in recent years. The use of firearms by organised criminal 
networks represents an additional problem, and many criminal groups remain prepared 
to use armed violence to protect their assets. Although their frequency is decreasing, 
assassinations of organised crime bosses have occurred in 2005 as in previous years, 
though police capacity to tackle these problems appears to be increasing. Further, though 
no such problems have occurred in 2005/6, during periods of inter-ethnic tension in the 
country, the widespread availability of SALW has also made acts of politically motivated 
armed violence and intimidation possible. 

Problems are also evident, however, with the national system for licensing firearms to 
civilian owners, which is rated as too subjective by the 2005 SALW Survey and is thought 
to be inconsistent across the country. In addition, as in many other countries in the region, 
cross-border SALW trafficking presents law enforcement agencies with difficulties that their 
lack of resources leave them ill-equipped to deal with.

Although the MoD has not disclosed figures for its weapons holdings or surplus, a significant 
proportion of the estimated 637,500 weapons under the control of Serbian security forces 
are assumed to be surplus to requirement. In addition, it is also estimated that Ministry 
of Interior (MoI) personnel control over 50,000 service firearms as well as some 9,000 as 
yet undestroyed weapons collected during the 2003 weapons amnesty associated with 
Operation Sabre. However, due to a culture of secrecy within Serbian security agencies, no 
declaration of the extent of the country’s weapon surplus has yet to be made known, and 
independent information regarding stockpile maintenance standards cannot be obtained.

Kosovo

Kosovo has been described as ‘awash with weapons’ perhaps more frequently than any 
other part of South Eastern Europe, and illegal civilian SALW possession is certainly 
widespread. Substantial numbers of SALW were brought to Kosovo in the run-up to the 
1999 conflict to arm civilians on both sides of the conflict. Despite the subsequent cross-
border movement of weapons to southern Serbia and Macedonia, and ongoing seizures by 
security forces, a recent estimate put the number of weapons still held illegally by civilians 
in Kosovo at 300,000.� Available evidence suggests that SALW proliferation and misuse 

�  SALW Survey of Kosovo, forthcoming, July 2006, SEESAC.
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in Kosovo has had a significant impact on public health and crime levels, most notably at 
times of heightened tension, such as in Spring 2004.� 

The existing regulatory framework for the control of SALW has many gaps, and the capacity 
of relevant agencies to enforce it is insufficient. The Kosovo Police Service (KPS), in 
combination with the international security forces, struggles to enforce law in this area, 
while the weak justice system means that most SALW offences are not prosecuted. 
Developing the capacity for effective law enforcement of legislation regarding SALW control 
should therefore be a high priority for the future, since the reserved power arrangements 
of past years have restricted the power and the ability of the Provisional Institutions of Self-
Government (PISG) agencies to act in this area. One important issue that Kosovo’s make-
shift legislative and regulatory framework has so far failed to deal adequately with is the 
transfer of SALW to and from the territory. As late as October 2005, prior to the introduction 
of a new Customs regulation banning the import of such goods except for the purposes of 
international security forces, the import, export and transit of SALW to and from Kosovo 
was not regulated at all. Clearly this legislative area should be addressed in more detail in 
the future, particularly given the possibility of Kosovan independence.

In December 2005, new legislation was adopted giving the KPS grounding in law for the first 
time. However, the Law on Police is regarded as a ‘skeleton police regulation,’ stipulating 
only the most essential guiding principles for the police force, with further details left to 
Kosovo’s indigenous institutions (the Assembly and newly formed Ministries of Interior 
and Justice) to elaborate in future years.� As such, the law does not address the use of 
force and firearms by police officers, or the handling of weapons possessed by KPS officers 
(these aspects continue to be regulated only by internal police standards). According to the 
findings of the forthcoming national SALW Survey of Kosovo, due to intractable problems in 
processing criminal cases in the court system, police evidence rooms across the territory 
often contain a range of seized SALW. These are often poorly secured and pose a potential 
threat to public safety and security.

Finally, it is worth noting that Kosovo has until now lacked any over-arching body or strategy 
to guide the work of law enforcement and security agencies in the territory charged with 
controlling SALW. While this is due in part to the territory’s ambiguous status under 
international law, it has meant that the creation and implementation of policies and laws 
suited to meet the territory’s particular SALW problems have not typically been formulated 
to date.

2 SALW policy and practice

Serbia

In December 2004, the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro (SCG) created a National 
Strategy for the control of SALW.6 Among other things, the strategy provided for the 
establishment of an inter-ministerial SALW commission to implement the strategy and to 

�  Ibid.

�  Interview, Nick Booth, Senior Security Advisor to DSRSG, UNMIK Pillar 1, 09 March 2006. 

6  The State Union of Serbia and Montenegro Strategy for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW), 
Belgrade, December 2004, (hereafter SCG SALW Strategy).
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monitor the implementation of an accompanying SALW action plan.� The strategy contained 
three annexes: an Action Plan for the Control of SALW at the federal level (SCG), and two 
strategies for implementation of SALW control at the republic level. However, during 2005/6 
only the Republic of Montenegro had adopted its strategy. It is now hoped that Serbia 
will redraft its SALW strategy to take account of previous State Union responsibilities, and 
implement as a matter of priority.

Over recent years, Serbia, as the successor state to the SCG State Union, has become 
party to a number of international and regional SALW agreements (see Table 1). Further, 
progress was made in 2005/6 with Serbia’s alignment with the EU Code of Conduct on 
Arms Exports and ratification of the UN Firearms Protocol.� 

ARMS OR SALW CONTROL AGREEMENTS SERbIA’S COMMITMENTS

EU Code of Conduct 2005

OSCE Document on Small Arms November 2000

OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition December 2003

OSCE Decision on End User Certificates 2004

OSCE Decision on Brokering 2004

OSCE Decision on MANPADS 2003 

Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan November 2001

UN Programme of Action July 2001

UN Firearms Protocol May 2006 

Table 1: Serbia’s commitments to conventional arms or SALW control agreements

As already noted, the 2004 draft National SALW Strategy for SCG contained an individual 
republic-level SALW strategy for Serbia.� This provided for the creation of an inter-ministerial 
SALW commission, chaired by the Ministry of Interior, and a SALW Action Plan for the 
Republic. The Plan envisaged three phases of implementation, with Phase One beginning 
in January 2005 and Phase Three ending in December 2006. It stalled and little progress 
was made.

Kosovo

Kosovo has been under UN administration since 1999, and though officially part of Serbia, 
Kosovo is not governed by Serbian legislation. While more and more competencies are 
being transferred to the Provisional Institutions of Self-Government (PISG) and the Kosovo 
Assembly, security issues remain, to a large degree, a ‘reserved power’ of the UN Mission in 
Kosovo (UNMIK). In a recent development, a governmental working group on SALW control 
convened with the backing of UNDP Kosovo in May 2006. Though this group’s mandate 

�  SCG SALW Strategy, pp. 19–20.

�  Published in the Official Gazette of SCG – International Agreements No. 11/05. It entered into force in May 2006.

�  Ibid, Annex C.
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and intentions are not yet clear, development of a SALW control strategy is likely to be a 
priority.�0 

Important changes in terms of re-structuring Kosovo’s security structures were initiated in 
2005–6, with the formation of new Ministries of Interior and Justice as part of a gradual 
transfer of competencies to PISG institutions. The extent to which Kosovo’s new Ministries 
gain the capacities they need to perform their intended functions will ultimately determine 
the level and quality of control over SALW in Kosovo in years to come. Further, in 2005, the 
UN led review of Kosovo’s security sector arrangements (the so-called Internal Security 
Sector Review, ISSR). The ISSR’s final report, due in December 2006, is expected to 
explicitly discuss the question of SALW control in Kosovo and will therefore have a bearing 
on future policy in this area.

� SALW progress 200�–2006

�.� Legislative and Regulatory Issues

Transfer control

Serbia

In SCG, military production and transfers were regulated at the State Union level, by the 
Law on Foreign Trade in Weapons, Military Equipment and Dual-Use Goods, February 
2005.�� While no known changes to legislation governing transfers have taken place during 
2005/2006, the division of the State Union in 2006 assumes that Serbia, as the successor 
state, will continue to comply with SCG level legislation. 

Kosovo

Serbian law does not apply to Kosovo, where UNMIK is responsible for creating the 
necessary legislative and regulatory framework. A new customs regulation banning the 
import of SALW into Kosovo was adopted by UNMIK in late September 2005. Regulation 
No. 2005/41, amending the original 1999 UNMIK regulation on the establishment of the 
Customs Service, bans the importation into Kosovo of any weapon (as defined by Regulation 
2001/7), parts or accessories, except as authorised by UNMIK or KFOR. The amendment 
reserves the right of the SRSG to issue an Executive Decision granting exemptions for 
certain classes of weapons ‘in appropriate cases’, upon the recommendation of the 
Customs Service. No further changes are known to have taken place in the year.

�0  Helena Vazquez, EUSAC Chief Technical Adviser on SALW, UNDP Kosovo, 31 May 2006.

��  See SEESAC, South Eastern Europe SALW Monitor 2005, Belgrade, 2005, hereafter 2005 Monitor, p. 149.
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Domestic possession and use

Serbia

Civilian possession and the licensing of civilian owned SALW in Serbia are regulated by 
the 1992 Law on Weapons and Ammunition.�2 No changes in this area are known to have 
taken place in 2005/6.

Kosovo

Weapons ownership in Kosovo is governed by UNMIK Regulation No. 2001/7, adopted in 
February 2001. The regulation prohibits civilians from owning weapons other than hunting 
and recreational weapons, except in special cases where a Weapons Authorisation Card 
must be obtained. Up until early 2006, the only exemptions to this regulation were KFOR, 
UNMIK Police, KPS, the Corrections Service, licensed international security providers, 
the KPC and UN authorised security officers. However, in April 2006, an amendment to 
Regulation 2001/7 was passed by the Kosovo assembly and counter-signed by the SRSG, 
extending the right to bear arms to two agencies in Kosovo for the first time: the Forest 
Guards and the Customs Service.�� In addition, a Law on Hunting was passed by the Kosovo 
Assembly in June 2005 and currently still awaits promulgation by the SRSG. The law will 
regulate hunting activities, but not the possession of hunting weapons, which falls within 
the remit of UNMIK’s ‘reserved powers’ and is covered by the above-mentioned UNMIK 
regulation.

FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK SERbIA

NATIONAL

National Coordinating Agency No 

National Point of Contact Yes

LAWS AND PROCEDURES ON PRODUCTION, EXPORT, IMPORT AND TRANSIT

Primary legislation Yes

Production Yes

Export Yes

Import Yes

Transit Yes

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EXPORT AND IMPORT LICENSING OR AUTHORISATION

Diversion risk Yes

End User Certificate Yes

Re-transfers No

Verification (pre/post) Yes

Brokering Controls Yes (but not extra-territorial)

�2  ‘Law on Weapons and Ammunition’, Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No 9/92, 53/93, 67/93, 48/94, 
44/98, 39/2003.

��  Information received from Malcolm Brown, Director of Law Enforcement, UNMIK Customs on 09 May 2006.
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FEATURES OF LEGISLATIvE ANd 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK SERbIA

DOMESTIC POSSESSION, STOCKPILING AND TRADE

Manufacture
Serbia Yes

Kosovo Yes

Marking and Tracing
Serbia Yes��

Kosovo Licences are issued for 
marked weapons only

Possession
Serbia Yes

Kosovo Yes

Stockpiling
Serbia No

Kosovo No

Trade
Serbia Yes

Kosovo No

Table 2: Features of Serbia’s legislative and regulatory framework��

�.2 SALW Collection programmes and capacities

Serbia

Prior to 2005, between 12,000 and 15,000 weapons were collected in three successive 
amnesty periods (2001, 2002 and 2003).�� The 2004 draft SALW Control Action Plan sets 
out a plan for a fourth nationwide amnesty period between June 2005 and June 2006, 
which, as the strategy stalled, has not yet occurred.�6 In response to a proposal from the 
MoI, the Government of Serbia is currently reviewing secondary legislation that, if approved, 
will allow for an amnesty period in late 2006.��

Kosovo

Following the spectacular failure of the 2003 SALW Collection organised by UNDP Kosovo, 
during which 155 weapons were surrendered, no further large-scale voluntary collections 
have taken place in Kosovo. In December 2005, a two-week weapons amnesty was enacted 
by the SRSG in the Novoberde/Novo Brdo municipality. On this occasion, no weapons were 
surrendered.�� SALW do however continue to be seized or found by KFOR and KPS across 
Kosovo at the rate of several units a day.��

�� The Law on ‘Branding Weapons and Ammunition’. See: UN PoA Report 2004.

��  Living with the Legacy, p. 65 and MoI Official Statistics, 2004.

�6  See: SCG SALW Strategy, p. 36.

��  SACISCG Interim Report, 01 June 2005 – 28 February 2006, p. 7.

��  ‘No weapons surrendered during UNMIK amnesty in Novo Brdo,’ 21 December 2005, SEESAC media monitoring, 
http://www.seesac.org/press/wms_2005_12_25.htm.

��  Official data, Jan–April 2006. 
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�.� SALW destruction programmes and capacities

Serbia

In 2005/6, a total of 14,936 weapons seized and recovered through police activities were 
destroyed by the MoI at the US Steel facility in Smederevo. With financial support from the 
Federal Republic of Germany and assistance from UNDP’s SALW Control in Serbia and 
Montenegro (SACISCG) programme, additional SALW (7,018 weapons) were destroyed 
in December 2005 and March 2006 (7,918 weapons). Both weapon destruction events 
received extensive coverage in the media.20

Kosovo

KFOR reportedly regularly destroys confiscated weapons.2� However, no information on the 
number of units destroyed during 2005/6 was available.

IMPLEMENTER QUANTITY YEAR LOCATION SPONSOR

Serbia MoI 7,018 2005 Smederevo Federal Republic of Germany

Serbia MoI 7,918 2006 Smederevo Federal Republic of Germany

Table 3: Weapon destruction in Serbia during 2005/2006

�.� SALW Stockpile Management programmes and capacities

Serbia

No known changes to Serbia’s stockpile management standards or procedures are known 
to have taken place during 2005/6.

Kosovo

SALW are held by a number of international and PISG agencies in Kosovo and stockpile 
security and management procedures are presumed to vary significantly among them. No 
revisions to the current stockpiling procedures by different agencies are known to have 
occurred in the reporting period.

�.� SALW Awareness activities

Serbia 

A media campaign to raise awareness of the dangers of celebratory gunfire was delivered 
over the 2005/6 New Year period across Serbia with the participation of the Ministry of 
Interior, as well as civil society groups, UNDP and SEESAC.22 According to SEESAC figures, 

20  SACISCG Activity Report, 12 March 2006.

2�  Helena Vazquez, EUSAC Chief Technical Adviser on SALW, UNDP Kosovo, 31 May 2006.

22  SACISCG Interim Report, 01 June 2005 - 28 February 2006, pp. 3 and 4 and SACISCG Activity Report, 05 February 
2006.
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the number of injuries and incidents of property damage resulting from celebratory gunfire 
during this period declined as a result of the campaign.2� 

An additional activity carried out during 2005/6 with the assistance of UNDP’s SACISCG 
project, was the delivery of presentations to participants at a youth summer camp organised 
by the Red Cross of Serbia on the negative impacts of SALW proliferation and international 
measures designed to combat this.2� 

In April 2006, a SALW Film Festival was held by SEESAC in Belgrade. The festival targeted 
the diplomatic and donor community, government representatives and local NGOs engaged 
on SALW-related issues. A documentary about the proliferation and impact of SALW in 
SEE, called ‘A Lethal Legacy’, was screened at the festival.2� In a separate initiative during 
the year, UNDP produced a six-part TV documentary series, entitled ‘In the Line of Fire’, 
focusing on the impact of firearms misuse on society.26 Several NGOs have been actively 
involved in SALW Awareness activities in Serbia during the past year. The Belgrade-based 
NGO Balkan Youth Union (BYU) promoted the international ‘Control Arms’ campaign at the 
Belgrade Sports Festival in mid-2005 and, together with the NGO EBCO Balkan, at the 
‘Exit Festival’ in Novi Sad in July 2005.2� In addition, BYU has also created an electronic 
resource centre on SALW issues (see below). Lastly, in February 2006, UMIER and UNDP 
held a joint outreach workshop to inform the arms and military equipment industry in 
Serbia about the new regulations and procedures for the licensing of foreign trade in arms 
and military equipment.2�

Kosovo

In December 2005, the Gjilan-based NGO, ‘Kosovo Center for International Co-operation’, 
together with UNDP Kosovo, launched a project entitled ‘Without Weapons for a better 
future’ to raise awareness of the dangers of SALW. In the course of the project, the NGO has 
reportedly been delivering training to students and NGOs to raise awareness of the issue.2� 
In September 2005, the Ferizaj-based NGO Forum for Civic Initiatives opened Kosovo’s first 
SALW resource centre. Situated in Ferizaj public library, the centre makes SALW-related 
publications, CD-ROMs and other resources available in Albanian, Serbian and English 
languages to members of the public free of charge.�0

2�  Three injuries were reported for the whole of Serbia and Montenegro during this period. SEESAC, December 2005, 
Clearing Guns, p. 16.

2�  SEESAC, Clearing Guns, September 2005, pp. 14–15.

2�  SEESAC Activity Report AR/067.

26  SACISCG Interim Report, 01 June 2005–28 February 2006, p. 3.

2�  See Balkan Youth Union Activity Report, ‘Exit Festival’, 2005.

2�  SACISCG Interim Report, 01 June 2005–28 February 2006, p. 6.

2�  See: http://www.kosovo.undp.org/news/news2005.asp, accessed 24 May 2006. 

�0  Correspondence with Emine Qerkini and Ferdinand Nikolla, FIQ, 14 April 2006.
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�.6 SALW Survey activities

Serbia

No SALW Surveys have been carried out in Serbia since the publication in March 2005 
of the report ‘Living with the Legacy – SALW Survey of Republic of Serbia’. However, an 
analysis of Serbia’s legislation and practice in the field of arms transfers is currently being 
undertaken in line with the European Commission (EC) developed ‘Western Balkans SALW 
Control Support Plan’. This study, due to be published in mid 2006, will include a series of 
recommendations designed to ensure that the legislative framework is compliant with the 
EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports. 

Kosovo

In early 2006, researchers from Forum for Civic Initiatives and Saferworld began conducting 
a SALW Survey of Kosovo, due for publication in July 2006. The Survey is expected to 
provide valuable Management Information to both UNMIK and PISG institutions. 

�.�  Civil society involvement in SALW interventions

Serbia

As part of an EU and UK Government funded project ‘Challenging insecurity: engaging civil 
society in decision making on arms control and community safety’, in spring 2005 the 
NGO BYU established a National Arms Control Working Group (NACWG) in Serbia, consisting 
of ten NGOs. BYU also attended the Biennial Meeting of States to review progress on the 
implementation of the UN PoA in New York in July 2005 and the Preparatory Conference for 
the PoA Review Conference in January 2006. At both events they carried out SALW-related 
advocacy on behalf of the SEENCA network aimed at government representatives from 
the SEE region and donors. Furthermore, as part of the ‘Challenging insecurity’ project, in 
2005 BYU created an online resource centre of SALW-related materials and documents, 
including educational resources, training manuals and international SALW agreements.�� 

Kosovo

Although a number of NGOs participated in Kosovo’s 2003 SALW Collection campaign, 
the majority of these organisations no longer work on SALW issues. A Kosovan NGO 
whose programme of work focuses heavily on SALW control and community safety is 
Forum for Civic Initiatives (FIQ), which established a NACWG in 2005 as part of the project 
‘Challenging insecurity’. The Kosovo NACWG convened by FIQ includes the following 
organisations: Kosovo Youth Network (Pristina), Association of Kosovo Municipalities, the 
Kosovo Women’s Network (all based in Pristina), the Foundation for Democratic Initiative 
(Gjakove) and the Forum of Democratic Initiative for Open Society (Ferizaj). The group’s 
recent activities included making submissions to UNMIK on the new Law on Police while 
it was under development in late 2005. FIQ also attended the Biennial Meeting of States 
to review progress on implementation of the UN PoA in New York in July 2005, and the 
Preparatory Conference for the PoA Review Conference in January 2006, working alongside 

��  The resource centre is freely accessible through BYU’s website, www.bum.org.uk.
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other NGOs to lobby government delegations for the development and elaboration of the 
PoA document.

�.� Cross-border SALW control initiatives

Serbia

A counter-proliferation training course for Customs and Police officers from both the 
Republics of Serbia and Montenegro was organised in December 2005 by the US 
Government.�2 Apart from this course, no known improvements or changes to cross-border 
controls are known to have taken place in either Serbia during 2005/2006.

Kosovo

As reported in the 2005 South Eastern Europe SALW Monitor, UNMIK has negotiated Police 
Co-operation Agreements with all its neighbours. Kosovo also has observer status at the 
Ohrid conference, and participates in various Stability Pact initiatives. No new developments 
are known to have taken place since then.

�.� SALW Management Information and exchange systems and 
protocols

Serbia

Serbia, as the successor state to the SCG State Union, is committed to a number of 
international instruments that require information exchange (see Table 4), with particular 
emphasis being placed on the resolution of border problems.�� During 2005/6, Serbia 
submitted reports to UNDDA on implementation of the UNPoA and to the OSCE as required 
by the OSCE Document on SALW. Further, in February 2006, UNDP SACISCG and SEESAC 
provided an international consultant to the State Union Ministry for International Economic 
Relations (UMIER) to instruct officials on best EU practice on annual reporting on arms 
exports.�� Subsequently, UMIER began preparing its first annual report on transfers of 
arms, military equipment and dual use goods, as yet unpublished.��  

�2  SACISCG Interim Report, 01 June 2005–28 February 2006, p. 3.

��  Report on Small Arms and Light Weapons in Serbia and Montenegro, 2005. p. 6, available at, http://disarmament.
un.org/cab/nationalreports/2005/Serbia%20and%20Montenegro.pdf, accessed 27 May 2006. 

��  SACISCG Interim Report, 01 June 2005–28 February 2006, p. 6.

��  Information provided by Hans Risser, Project Manager, UNDP SACISCG on 24 April 2006.
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE ANd PROTOCOLS SERbIA 

INTERNATIONAL

Reporting to the UN DDA on the Programme of Action (PoA) Yes

Reporting to the UN Register of Conventional Arms Yes (submission in 2004)

Reporting to other international regimes (e.g. Wassenaar 
Arrangement) -

INTERPOL / EUROPOL Yes/negotiating membership

REGIONAL

Information exchange with OSCE Yes

Information Exchange with EU -

SECI Regional Centre intelligence exchange Yes

NATIONAL

Transparency on SALW imports, exports and decision-making No

Publication of national reports on arms / SALW transfers No

Publication of national legislation Yes

Publication of SALW national strategy No

Table 4: Information exchange and protocols

Kosovo

Due to Kosovo’s status as a UN-administered territory which officially remains part of 
Serbia, it is unable to sign up to any international protocols involving information-sharing 
mechanisms. Internal SALW information management systems in Kosovo are currently very 
poor and even fall below the regional standard. Record-keeping by the Police, the courts 
and health authorities continues to be limited and reliable data is not generally available 
from these sources.
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3  SALW Project Funding in SEE

The tables below give an overview of SALW project funding according to area and country of 
activity, indicating projects undertaken, project implementers and donors. In some areas, 
particularly ‘SALW exports and trafficking and cross-border SALW control initiatives’ and 
‘SALW Management Information and exchange systems and protocols’, it is hard to identify 
project funding as such.

Legislative and Regulatory Issues� 
PROjECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

REGIONAL

Tri-partite CA/UK/US Export Control Advisory 
Team CA/UK/US CA/UK/US

SEESAC Arms Law Process SEESAC SEESAC

1st Regional Arms Law Roundtable, 29 
November 2002 SEESAC -

2nd Regional Arms Law Roundtable, 25–26 
May 2004

SEESAC and Stockholm International 
Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) SEESAC and SIPRI

MACEDONIA

Support to Government on legislative reform PCSS Project, UNDP Macedonia General project funds

MOLDOVA

Support to Government on legislative reform US Department of Commerce US

MONTENEGRO

Support to Government on legislative reform SACISCG UNDP Liaison Office Podgorica SEESAC

SERBIA (INCLUDING KOSOVO)

WAC�0 Registration Project
SACISCG UNDP Belgrade
EUASAC UNDP Pristina

UNDP TTF and EU

SALW Exports, trafficking and cross-border SALW control initiatives2

PROjECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

REGIONAL

SECI SALW Task Force 2002 SECI Centre, Albanian Government SECI31

SALW Weapons Intelligence training event, 
September 2003 SEESAC, UK NCIS, US FBI, SECI Centre SEESAC

Export Control and Border Security 
Programme 2003–ongoing US Government US Government

MOLDOVA

EU Border Assistance Mission to Moldova and 
Ukraine (EUBAM) December  
2005–ongoing

EU EU

MONTENEGRO

Counter-proliferation training for customs and 
police 2005 US Government US Government

�  The Weapons Authorisation Card (WAC) system governs civilian firearms possession in Kosovo.

2  Saferworld also supported the work of the SECI Centre’s Operation Ploughshares through the funding of two 
planning and co-ordination meetings of the Task Force in September 2002, Tirana and July 2003, Ankara, and 
Operation Safe Place through the funding of a planning and co-ordination meeting of the Task Force in Tirana in 
December 2004.
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SALW Collection programmes

PROjECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

ALBANIA

Government Collection 1998–2005 Albanian Government NA

Gramsh Pilot Project 1998–1999 UNDP NA

WEDS Project 2000–2002 UNDP
US, UK, Sweden, 
UNDP, Denmark and 
Norway

SALWC Project, 2002–2003 UNDP
Finland, Netherlands, 
Sweden, UNDP BCPR, 
EU and Luxembourg

SSSR Project 2003–2004 UNDP Finland, Ireland, 
UNDP, BCPR

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Operation Harvest, 1998 to date
SFOR/NATO

EUFOR

SFOR

EUFOR

CROATIA

Farewell to Arms Amnesty / Collection Project, 
1996–2002 Croatian Government NA

MACEDONIA

Operation Essential Harvest Collection 
September 2001 NATO NATO

National Amnesty / WEI Collection November-
December 2003 Macedonian Government / UNDP SACIM UNDP BCPR

MOLDOVA 

National Amnesty / Registration 2002 Moldovan Government NA

MONTENEGRO

National Amnesty / Collection March–May 
2003 Montenegrin Government USAID

SERBIA (INCLUDING KOSOVO)

KFOR / UNMIK Amnesty / Collection 
initiatives 2001, 2002 and 2005 KFOR / UNMIK KFOR, UNMIK

National Amnesty / Collection May–April 
2003 Serbian Government / SEESAC SEESAC

Weapons in Competition for Development, 
2003 ISAC Project, UNDP Kosovo UNDP BCPR, Japan, 

Canada
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SALW Destruction programmes
PROJECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

ALBANIA

Albanian Military 2000–ongoing Albanian Government NA
UNDP WED SALW Destruction 2000–2002 Albanian Government UNDP WED
Germany/Norway/USA SALW Destruction 
2001–2002

German Military Team / EOD Solutions 
Limited Germany, Norway, US

NATO PfP APM Destruction 2001–2002 NAMSA Through NAMSA
Ammunition Destruction 2003 Albanian National Demilitarization Center US
Ammunition Destruction 2003–2005 EOD Solutions Limited US
SALW (Weapons) Destruction 2003–2004 EOD Solutions Limited UK, US
NATO SEEI Ammunition Destruction  
2004–ongoing NAMSA / Albanian Government Through NAMSA

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Operation Harvest, 1998 to date
SFOR/NATO

EUFOR

SFOR

EUFOR
UNDP (SACBiH) 2004–ongoing UNDP UNDP
BULGARIA

Weapons and Ammunition Destruction  
2002–2003 Bulgarian MoD/TEREM US

Weapons and Ammunition Destruction  
2002–2003 Bulgarian MoD/TEREM UNDP BCPR / 

SEESAC
CROATIA

SALW Destruction – Unconfirmed Croatian Government NA
‘New for Old’ 2004–ongoing Croatian Government German Government
MACEDONIA

Operation Essential Harvest SALW Destruction 
2001 NATO NATO

Weapons and Ammunition 2003–ongoing Macedonian Government / UNDP SACIM UNDP BCPR
MOLDOVA

Weapons Destruction 2002 Moldovan Government NA
Ammunition Destruction 2003 NAMSA Through NAMSA
Weapons Destruction 2005 UNDP UNDP
ROMANIA

Weapons and Ammunition Destruction 2002 Romanian Government US, Norway
MONTENEGRO

Weapons and Ammunition Destruction May 
2003 Montenegrin Government SEESAC

Weapons Destruction February 2006 Montenegrin Government Bulgarian 
Government

SERBIA (INCLUDING KOSOVO)

NATO SEEI Weapons Destruction December 
2003 SCG Government / NAMSA Through NAMSA 

Weapons Destruction October 2001 SCG Government / US US
Weapons Destruction May 2003 Serbian Government / SEESAC SEESAC
Weapons Destruction April 2003 Serbian Government / SEESAC SEESAC
Weapons Destruction July–September 2003 Serbian Government / US US
Weapons and Ammunition Destruction 
1999–ongoing KFOR/NATO KFOR/NATO

Weapons Destruction 2005–2006 SCG Government / US US

Weapons Destruction 2005–2006 SCG Government / SACISCG
Government of 
Germany / UNDP 
SACISCG
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SALW Awareness activities
PROJECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

ALBANIA

Government Public Information Activities Albanian Government NA

GPP AR Campaign 1998–1999 UNDP General project funds

WED AR Campaign 2000–2002 UNDP General project funds

SALWC Campaign 2002–2003 UNDP General project funds

SSSR AR Activities 2003–ongoing UNDP General project 
funds, SEESAC

UNIFEM Conference and associated activities 
2000 UNIFEM UNIFEM

Women SALW Training Events 2003 Albanian Women Journalists Forum Saferworld

Peace and SALW Education Activities 2003 Albanian Centre for Peace and 
Disarmament Education NGO

UNDDA, Hague 
Appeal for Peace

Celebrate Without Firearms, (Regional) 
2005–2006 SEESAC SEESAC

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Operation Harvest Public Information 
Campaign, 1998 to date

SFOR/NATO

EUFOR

SFOR

EUFOR

SALW Safety Education 2004 BiH Red Cross UNDP

Celebrate Without Firearms, (Regional) 
2005–2006 SEESAC SEESAC

SALW Risk Education in Schools Handicap International/MoE UNDP Bosnia

BULGARIA

SALW Safety and Non-violence AR Activities 
2000–ongoing Bulgarian Red Cross NA

CROATIA

‘Farewell to Arms’ Amnesty Public Information 
Campaign Croatian Government NA

Firearms Safety Education 2003 DELTA Practical Shooting Club Individual donations

MACEDONIA

Amnesty and Collection AR Campaign 2003 Macedonian Government, UNDP SACIM, 
local NGOs

UNDP BCPR, Pax 
Christi, IANSA

Celebrate Without Firearms, (Regional) 
2005–2006 SEESAC SEESAC

Arts Against Arms 2005 CIVIL IANSA

ROMANIA

SALW University-level Education  
1999–2004 EURISC Foundation NA

MONTENEGRO

Amnesty and Collection Public Information 
Campaign February-March 2003 Akcija NGO Network, USAID/ORT US

SALW Risk Education in Schools / SALW 
Documentary 2005 Montenegrin Government Montenegrin 

Government

SERBIA (INCLUDING KOSOVO)

‘For Life – Without Weapons’ Campaign 
September 2001–March 2002 SCG Red Cross Norwegian Red Cross

Amnesty and Collection Public Information 
Campaign March–April 2003 SEESAC, Serbian Government SEESAC

Amnesty and Collection Public Information 
Campaign August–September 2003 UNDP ISAC and local NGOs UNDP BCPR, Canada
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

SALW Awareness Campaign, Zrenjanin, North 
East Serbia June – November 2004

SEESAC, European Movement Zrenjanin 
– field test for SEESAC SALW Awareness 
Support Pack (SASP)

SEESAC

SALW Film Festival, Republic of Serbia 2006 SEESAC SEESAC

Celebrate Without Firearms, (Regional) 2005 
- 2006 SEESAC SEESAC

SALW Risk Education for Students Red Cross of Serbia UNDP SACISCG

Government Outreach to SALW industry on 
Transfer Regulations February 2006 Government of Serbia / UNDP SACISCG UNDP SACISCG

‘Without Weapons for a Better Future’ (SALW 
Risk Education)

Kosovo Center for International Co-
operation UNDP Kosovo ISAC II

Control Arms Campaign July 2005 Balkan Youth Union / ECBO Balkan IANSA

SALW Stockpile Management programmes

PROjECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

ALBANIA

Safe Storage (Ammunition) 1999–2002 NATO HQ NATO

Safe storage (Ammunition) 2005 EOD Solutions Ltd US

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Safe Storage (Ammunition) ongoing
SFOR/NATO

EUFOR

SFOR

EUFOR
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SALW Survey activities
PROJECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

ALBANIA

‘Socio-Economic Analysis and Impact 
Assessment of UNDP Albania SALWC Project’ 
September 2002

Centre for Rural Studies and Sustainable 
Development -

‘Turning the Page: SALW Survey of Albania’ 
January 2006 Saferworld/CPDE UK Govt

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

‘Needs Assessment on Small Arms and 
Light Weapons in Bosnia and Herzegovina’ 
November 2003

UNDP BiH/ Centre for Security Studies 
BiH UNDP BiH

‘SALW Survey Bosnia and Herzegovina’ July 
2004 BICC, UNDP UNDP BCPR

CROATIA

‘SALW Survey of Croatia’ 2006 BICC, UNDP UNDP BCPR

BULGARIA

‘Weapons Under Scrutiny’ April 2004 Saferworld, CSD SEESAC

‘Taming the Arsenal – SALW Survey Bulgaria’ 
March 2005 Saferworld, CSD SEESAC

MACEDONIA

‘SALW Survey in Macedonia’ 2003 SAS, UNDP
UNDP BCPR

SEESAC

‘SALW Survey – Guns and Security in Post-
Conflict Macedonia’ January 2004 BICC, SAS

UNDP

SEESAC

MONTENEGRO

‘Respect Life Return the Weapons’ April 2003 CEDEM -

‘Republic of Montenegro SALW Survey’ June 
2004 SAS, UNDP SEESAC

SERBIA (INCLUDING KOSOVO)

‘Kosovo and the Gun: A Baseline Assessment 
of SALW in Kosovo’ June 2003 SAS, UNDP UNDP BCPR

‘Public Perceptions of Small Arms and 
Security in South Serbia’ September 2003 SMMRI SEESAC

‘SALW Survey of Serbia’ April 2005 Saferworld, SMMRI SEESAC

‘SALW Survey of Kosovo’ 2006 Saferworld SEESAC

Civil society involvement in SALW interventions
PROjECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR

REGIONAL
Regional NGO Seminar Szeged November 
2002 Saferworld Saferworld

Regional Media SALW Training December 
2002 SEESAC SEESAC

Sub-regional Media SALW Seminar Skopje 
September 2003 Saferworld, IWPR, SEESAC Saferworld, SEESAC

Sub-regional Media SALW Seminar Sarajevo 
September 2003 Saferworld, IWPR Saferworld

Regional NGO Network Seminar Sarajevo 
September 2003 Saferworld Saferworld

Regional NGO Network Workshop Skopje 
December 2003 Saferworld Saferworld
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PROjECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR
SALW Awareness Support Pack Outreach 
Workshop, Zagreb Croatia, July 2004 RACVIAC, SEESAC, UNDP -

SALW Awareness Support Pack Outreach 
Workshop, Skopje, Macedonia; Chisinau, 
Moldova; Tirana, Albania (late 2004)  

SEESAC SEESAC

Regional Seminar on renewing the UN 
Programme of Action on SALW and progress 
towards EU Accession March 2005

SEESAC, RACVIAC SEESAC

Challenging insecurity: engaging civil society 
in decision making on arms control and 
community safety

Saferworld EU / UK Govt

ALBANIA
GPP AR NGO Activities 1998–1999 UNDP General project funds
WED AR NGO Activities 2000–2002 UNDP General project funds
SALWC AR NGO Activities 2002–2003 UNDP General project funds

SSSR AR/Education NGO Activities 2003 UNDP General project 
funds, SEESAC

Women SALW Training 2003 Albanian Women Journalists Forum Saferworld

Peace and SALW Education Activities 2003 Albanian Centre for Peace and 
Disarmament Education NGO

UNDDA, Hague 
Appeal for Peace

Community-Policing Support for SSSR  
2003–2004 Saferworld, UNDP SSSR, SEESAC UNDP, SEESAC

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
SALW Needs Assessment Centre for Security Studies UNDP
SALW Safety Education 2004 BiH Red Cross UNDP
BULGARIA
SALW Safety and Non-violence AR Activities 
2001–2002 Bulgarian Red Cross NA

National Assessment on Arms Export 
Controls, 2003–2004

Centre for the Study of Democracy, 
Saferworld Saferworld

CROATIA
Firearms Safety Education 2003 DELTA Practical Shooting Club Individual donations
MACEDONIA

Amnesty and Collection AR Campaign 2003
A number of local NGOs joined efforts to 
support the campaign, including CIVIL, 
JCWE, and ADI.

UNDP BCPR, Pax 
Christi, IANSA, 
Saferworld

NGO SALW Training June 2003 Saferworld UNDP
ROMANIA
SALW University Education 1999–2004 EURISC Foundation NA
MONTENEGRO
Amnesty and Collection AR Campaign 
February–March 2003 Akcija NGO Network, USAID/ORT US

SERBIA (INCLUDING KOSOVO)
‘For Life – Without Weapons’ Campaign 
September 2001–March 2002 SCG Red Cross Norwegian Red Cross

SALW Survey and AR with Belgrade Youth 
2003 Balkan Youth Union SEESAC

NGO SALW Training April 2003 Saferworld UNDP

Amnesty and Collection AR campaign August–
September 2003 (and limited activities in 
2002/2003)

A number of local NGOs joined efforts 
to support the campaign, including 
War Child, Lipjan Youth Centre, Kosovo 
Centre for International Co-operation, 
Pristina Youth Centre, Gender Research 
and Training Centre, the local magazine 
Srpsko Slovo, and the international NGO 
Balkan Sunflowers.

The majority of these 
activities were funded 
by Canada (through 
the UNDP ISAC 
project)
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In addition to the activities listed above, a number of research projects and seminars on 
SALW issues in SEE countries or the region have been undertaken by international NGOs 
such as Saferworld, BICC and the Small Arms Survey; while these activities are obviously 
of great importance in assisting in the identification of SALW problems and solutions, they 
are not directly related to ‘SALW interventions’ and have therefore not been included in the 
table above.

SALW Management Information and exchange systems and protocols

PROJECT IMPLEMENTER DONOR
REGIONAL
OSCE Information Exchange National governments, OSCE NA
UN PoA Reporting National governments, UNDDA NA
SECI Centre National governments, SECI Centre NA
SEESAC SALW Databases SEESAC UNDP BCPR
ROMANIA
Report on Arms Export Controls  
2000–2001 Romanian government / ANCEX NA

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Annual Report on Arms Exports Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Government NA
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4  Annexes

Annex 4.1 Terms and definitions

Annex 4.2 Stability Pact Regional Implementation Plan ‘Combating the 
Proliferation of Small Arms and Light Weapons’�

Annex 4.3 Legislative and regulatory framework

�  www.seesac.org
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Annex 4.1 Terms and Definitions

Ammunition

See Munition

Explosives

A substance or mixture of substances, which, under external influences, is capable of 
rapidly releasing energy in the form of gases and heat. [APP-6]

Munition

A complete device charged with explosives, propellants, pyrotechnics, initiating composition, 
or nuclear, biological or chemical material for use in military operations, including 
demolitions. [AAP-6]

Note:	 In	common	usage,	‘munitions’	(plural)	can	be	military	weapons,	ammunition	
and	equipment.	

Micro - disarmament

The collection, control and disposal of small arms, ammunition, explosives, light and 
heavy weapons of combatants and often also of the civilian population. It includes the 
development of responsible arms management programmes.

National authority

The government department(s), organisation(s) or institution(s) in a country charged with 
the regulation, management and co-ordination of SALW activities. 

Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW)

All lethal conventional munitions that can be carried by an individual combatant or a light 
vehicle, that also do not require a substantial logistic and maintenance capability. 

Note:	 There	 are	 a	 variety	 of	 definitions	 for	 SALW	 circulating	 and	 international	
consensus	on	a	‘correct’	definition	has	yet	to	be	agreed.	For	the	purposes	of	
this	document	the	above	definition	will	be	used.	

Small Arms Capacity Survey (SACS)

The component of a SALW Survey that collects data on the indigenous resources available 
to respond to the SALW problem. 

Small Arms Distribution Survey (SADS)

The component of a SALW Survey that collects data on the type, quantity, ownership, 
distribution and movement of SALW within the country or region. 
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Small Arms Impact Survey (SAIS)

The component of a SALW Survey that collects data on the impact of SALW on the community 
and social and economic development of the country or region.

Small Arms Perception Survey (SAPS)

The component of a SALW Survey that collects qualitative and quantitative information, via 
focus groups, interviews and household surveys, on the attitudes of the local community to 
SALW and possible interventions.

Standard

A standard is a documented agreement containing technical specifications or other precise 
criteria to be used consistently as rules, guidelines, or definitions of characteristics to 
ensure that materials, products, processes and services are fit for their purpose. 

Note:	 RMDS/G	 aim	 to	 improve	 safety	 and	 efficiency	 in	 micro-disarmament	 by	
promoting	the	preferred	procedures	and	practices	at	both	headquarters	and	
field	level.	To	be	effective,	the	standards	should	be	definable,	measurable,	
achievable	and	verifiable.	

Survey (SALW Survey)

A systematic and logical process to determine the nature and extent of SALW proliferation 
and impact within a region, nation or community in order to provide accurate data and 
information for a safe, effective and efficient intervention by an appropriate organisation. 

Weapons in Competition for Development (WCD) concept

The direct linkage between the voluntary surrender of small arms and light weapons by 
competing communities in exchange for an agreed proportion of small-scale infrastructure 
development by the legal government, an international organisation or NGO.

Weapons in Exchange for Development (WED/ WFD) concept

The indirect linkage between the voluntary surrender of small arms and light weapons by 
the community as a whole in exchange for the provision of sustainable infrastructure by the 
legal government, an international organisation or NGO.

Weapons in Exchange for Incentives (WEI) concept

The direct linkage between the voluntary surrender of small arms and light weapons by 
individuals in exchange for the provision of appropriate materials by the legal government, 
an international organisation or NGO. 

Weapons linked to Development (WLD) concept

The direct linkage between the voluntary surrender of small arms and light weapons by the 
community as a whole in return for an increase in ongoing development assistance by the 
legal government, an international organisation or NGO.  
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Annex 4.2   Stability Pact Regional Implementation 
Plan ‘Combating the Proliferation of Small Arms 
and Light Weapons’ (Revised May 2006)

Executive Summary

The proliferation of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) has in recent years become 
recognized as a principal element of ongoing regional instability in various parts of the 
world.   The recent conflicts in South East Europe are no exception as they have been fuelled 
and exacerbated by a plentiful supply of illicit arms and ammunition.  In addition, easy 
access to SALW has further destabilized this part of Europe by contributing to organized 
crime activities such as trafficking and has the potential to support terrorism.

A number of international and regional agreements have recently been concluded that seek 
to define the problem and provide international, national and non-governmental actors with 
a roadmap for addressing it.  The Stability Pact’s (Revised) Regional Implementation Plan 
aims to take that process a step further by building on the initial plan, providing a specific 
framework for next steps, supporting the regional mechanisms needed for carrying them 
out and mentioning the donor resources required for comprehensive implementation.   The 
Plan does not seek to subsume or contradict existing agreements and arrangements but to 
build upon them in the most practical way possible.

At its core, the revised Regional Implementation Plan seeks to enhance regional co-
operation in this critical area, providing both information sharing and local standard 
setting geared toward direct project formulation and implementation.   The Plan envisions 
continued SEESAC support to South Eastern Europe SALW programmes, and recommends 
that SEE governments would continue to ensure the relevance, consistency and regional 
influence of the work of SEESAC through the Regional Steering Group (RSG) consisting 
of ‘national focal points’ to support these activities, donors will continue to consider the 
provision of appropriate resources.  This plan was approved at the Stability Pact SALW 
Regional Steering Group meeting in Belgrade on 16 May 2006.

The emphasis of this programme is on moving forward with tangible projects resulting in a 
lasting reduction of Small Arms and Light Weapons in South East Europe, not on setting up 
new international structures and obligations.  
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�.  Introduction

The problem of the destabilising accumulation and uncontrolled spread of Small Arms 
and Light Weapons (SALW) has been firmly established on the international agenda over 
recent years, as the serious implications of these accumulations become apparent. These 
specific implications include:  new threats from international terrorism; pervasive regional 
instabilities such as the escalating, intensifying or prolonging of conflicts; impeding of 
humanitarian assistance; obstruction of post-conflict reconstruction and development; 
and contribution to organized crime and human trafficking.  These implications have 
been addressed through a wide range of international and national activities aimed at the 
establishment of a legal and institutional framework to address the problem.

At global level, the United Nations is preparing for the first review of the UN Programme of 
Action adopted in 2001, acknowledging the success achieved and proposing new sets of 
recommendations for measures to prevent and reduce small arms proliferation. 

National governments and local communities in South East Europe have successfully 
pursued a range of measures aimed at reducing the existing and potential availability and 
supply of SALW.  Nationally, some states have adopted countrywide measures, such as 
strengthened export controls on SALW, whilst others have embarked on programmes to 
collect and destroy illicit and surplus SALW. 

The complexity of the issue and the array of individual factors at work in different 
countries and regions does not allow for quick or easy consensus on measures to take at 
the international level.   Nevertheless, a number of organisations in the Americas, Africa 
and Europe have developed regional initiatives to prevent the proliferation and misuse of 
small arms and light weapons.  In Europe, the OSCE have produced a document on the 
widespread availability and proliferation of SALW, which addressed directly the illicit trade 
in weapons and formulated a regional consensus around issues such as marking, stockpile 
management, destruction of excess and criteria for transfers (2000). 

NGOs have been very active in building a regional consensus for action.  Initially, an informal 
dialogue conducted under the auspices of the Szeged Small Arms Process allowed for a 
wide-ranging dialogue and placed national and international policymakers in contact with 
academic and technical experts.  Currently, a small but vibrant and effective network of 
NGOs, (SEENCA2), has taken over the task to include the discussion about SALW in the 
social agenda in South Eastern Europe.

The Stability Pact’s role is to translate this excellent body of knowledge about the nature and 
scope of the problem at all levels into a revised implementation plan that can be adopted 
by the countries of South Eastern Europe and supported by international organizations and 
bilateral donors.   The Stability Pact’s goal is to contribute to the implementation of the 
political will and commitment exhibited in larger regional and global fora.  

2.  Existing International Frameworks

A substantial international track record on tackling the proliferation of SALW has been 
established in recent years.  Internationally and regionally, a number of agreements and 

2  SEE Network for the Control of Small Arms (www.seenca.org).
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fora for substantial dialogue have been established.  In addition, donors and beneficiary 
countries have undertaken a number of specific projects.  The countries of South Eastern 
Europe have agreed to tackle the proliferation of SALW throughout the region under the 
umbrella of an array of international agreements sponsored by the EU, NATO EAPC, OSCE 
and the UN.  

A. UN Initiatives

The United Nations has provided the main international forum for the development and 
adoption of common understandings and standards to combat the proliferation and 
destabilising accumulations of SALW since the mid 1990s. 

(i) UN Firearms Protocol�

This protocol, which supplements the 2001 UN Convention against Trans-national 
Organised Crime, is the first major policy document on SALW adopted at the UN.  
Measures stipulated in the UN Firearms Protocol include strengthening national 
legislation and enhanced information exchange among governments on illicit 
firearms, their traders, sources and trafficking routes.  The protocol entered into 
force on 03 July 2005, and four countries in the region have ratified or are shortly 
to ratify the protocol.

(ii) UN Programme of Action on SALW�

The UN PoA addresses a more comprehensive scope of SALW than the UN 
Firearms Protocol and also pertains to state-to-state transfers of SALW.  It envisions 
spheres of action against SALW at the international, regional, national and local 
levels, and calls for close co-operation among states to reach stated goals, 
including information sharing, assistance and standard setting and highlights the 
role of regional organisations in fostering this co-operation.  The governments 
have made the commitment to meet every two years to exchange information on 
their implementation of the PoA.  Biennial meetings of states (BMS) took place in 
New York in 2003 and 2005.  They offered governments the occasion to present 
reports on their national efforts to pursue the aims of the PoA.  Future priorities 
on the UN SALW agenda will be a subject matter of the Review Conference in 
June/July 2006 during which additions to the UN PoA may be negotiated and 
adopted. 

(iii) Open-Ended Working Group on Tracing Illicit Small Arms and 
Light Weapons (OEWG)

Complementing the UN Firearms Protocol and the UN PoA is a process launched 
in early 2004 at the UN to negotiate an international instrument to trace, in a 
timely and reliable manner, illicit SALW.  An open-ended working group on tracing 
illicit SALW was created to negotiate an international tracing instrument.  At its 

�  Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, their Parts and Components and 
Ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (the Firearms 
Protocol).  (Entered into Force on 03 July 2005).

�  United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light 
Weapons in All Its Aspects. (UN Document A/CONF.192/15).  July 2001.
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third substantive session in June 2005 the OEWG adopted a draft international 
instrument to enable states to identify and trace, in a timely and reliable manner, 
illicit small arms and light weapons.  Such tracing aims to systematically track 
illicit SALW recovered in the context of armed conflict or crime from their point of 
manufacture or last known point of legal import through their trade chains and 
up to the point and people who diverted the weapons from the licit into the illicit 
sphere. 

(iv) Broad-Based Consultations on Arms Brokering Controls

Broad-based consultations began in 2004 on further steps to enhance 
international co-operation in preventing, combating and eradicating illicit SALW 
brokering which aim to complement the current UN initiatives on SALW control.  
Brokering activities include the facilitation of contract negotiations between arms 
exporters and buyers as well as other assistance in, for example, transportation 
and financing for arms transfers. 

B. OSCE Processes

(i) OSCE Document on SALW�

 The OSCE Document on SALW recognizes the contribution destabilizing 
accumulations of SALW have made to recent regional conflicts. It divides the 
tasks for combating the proliferation and spreading of SALW into several baskets 
of norms and measures, and envisages a potential role for its missions and field 
offices in implementation.  These baskets encompass:

n National regulations on SALW, including controls over manufacturing, 
marking and record-keeping;

n Monitoring and regulation of international trade in SALW, including 
brokering regulation, common export criteria and transfer controls 
and information exchange; and

n Weapons Collection, stockpile management and surplus disposal 
– crucial to the reduction of destabilizing accumulations and the 
uncontrolled spread of small arms and the prevention of illicit 
trafficking.

(ii) OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition6

The OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition was adopted 
in 2003 and complements the OSCE Document on SALW.  The agreement 
encompasses all categories of conventional ammunition, explosive material and 
detonating devices, including heavy weapons ammunition, all types of mines, 
missiles and rocket fuel, grenades, fuses.  The document provides practical 
procedures and mechanisms for the destruction of these surplus stockpiles.  The 

�  OSCE Document on Small Arms and Light Weapons.  (FSC.JOUR/314).  24 November 2000.

6  OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition.  (FSC.DOC/1/03).  19 November 2003.
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final goal is to enable participating states to strengthen their national capacities 
so they can deal with specific problems on their own, building wherever possible 
on their own assets.

(iii) OSCE Decision on Man-Portable Air Defence Systems 
(MANPADS) �

The OSCE Decision on MANPADS adopts the principles for increased export 
controls of MANPADS, which have been drawn from the Wassenaar Arrangement’s 
‘Elements for Export Controls of Man-Portable Air Defence Systems’. 

(iv) OSCE Decision on End User Certificates� 

This decision reaffirms the commitments of the participating States to observe, 
as one of the key standards underpinning export documentation, that no export 
licence is issued without an authenticated end-user certificate, or some other 
form of official authorization issued by the receiving State.  The decision decides 
on the requirements of End User Certificate documentation and mechanisms.

(v) OSCE Decision on Brokering�

This decision states the principles agreed by States to control arms brokering in 
order to avoid circumvention of sanctions adopted by the Security Council of the 
United Nations, decisions taken by the OSCE, including the criteria set forth in 
Section III A of the OSCE Document on SALW; other agreements on SALW, or other 
arms control and disarmament agreements, to minimize the risk of diversion of 
SALW into illegal markets, inter alia, into the hands of terrorists and other criminal 
groups, and to reinforce the export control of SALW.  In order to achieve these 
objectives, the participating States will endeavor to ensure that their existing 
or future national legislation on arms brokering is in conformity with provisions 
contained within the document.

C. EU Activities

(i) EU joint Action on SALW�0

The EU through its Joint Action on combating the destabilizing accumulation and 
spread of small arms, provides financial and technical assistance to countries, 
groups of countries, international organizations and NGOs which request support. 
Since 1999, through the Joint Action, the EU has adopted 14 such actions in 
Eastern Europe, in Latin America and the Caribbean, in Asia and in Africa.  Among 

�  OSCE Decision on Man-Portable Air Defence Systems.  (Decision No. 7/03).  (FSC.DEC/07/03).  23 July 2003.

�  OSCE Decision on End User Certificates and Verification Procedures for SALW Exports.  (Decision No. 05/04).  (FSC.
DEC/5/04). 17 November 2004.

�  OSCE Decision on Principles for the Control of Brokering in SALW.  (Decision No. 08/04).  (FSC.DEC/8/04). 24 
November 2004.

�0  EU Council Joint Action on the European Union’s contribution to combating the destabilising accumulation and 
spread of small arms and light weapons and repealing Joint Action 1999/34/CFSP.  (2002/589/CFSP). 12 July 
2002.
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geographic priorities decided by the European Council, specific attention was 
given to the destruction of existing stockpiles of SALW in Eastern and South-
Eastern Europe, and to actions in support of regional moratoria on small arms 
in Africa.

(ii) EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports��

The EU Code of Conduct represents a model for the control of conventional military 
exports, which was introduced by the European Union as a political commitment 
in 1998.  It establishes common criteria for the approval of exports and envisages 
transparency provisions such as the publication of an Annual Report that provide 
civil society as well as the official community with the tool to evaluate individual 
states’ performance.  The EU Code of Conduct undergoes its first revision aiming 
at becoming a legally binding Common Position of the EU.

(iii) EU Strategy to Combat Illicit Accumulation and Trafficking of 
SALW and their Ammunition�2

On 16 December 2005, the European Council adopted a Strategy to support the 
Joint Action on SALW of 2002 (2002/589/CFSP).  The Strategy has been written 
in the framework of the European Security Strategy (2003), as with a similar 
strategy on Weapons of Mass Destruction in 2003. The aim is to develop an 
“integrated approach and a comprehensive plan of action to combat the illicit 
trade in SALW and their ammunition”.

D. NATO Activities

(i) NATO Partnership for Peace (PfP) Trust Fund

The Trust Fund is part of NATO’s Partnership for Peace programme of practical 
security co-operation between NATO and individual Partner countries.  The Trust 
Fund policy is a mechanism by which NATO Member and Partner Nations work 
together to identify and implement projects.  Under the expanded policy, the Trust 
Fund has undertaken projects for the destruction of small arms and light weapons, 
conventional munitions and rocket fuel oxidiser.  Countries from South Eastern 
Europe have successfully cooperated within the framework of the Trust Fund 
ensuring the reduction of the threat from arms and ammunition proliferation.

�. Goals 

The aim of the Stability Pact is to ‘strengthen countries in South Eastern Europe in their 
efforts to foster peace, democracy, respect for human rights and economic prosperity in 
order to achieve stability in the whole region’.

This revised implementation plan aspires to make a significant contribution towards the 
aim of the Stability Pact. Its core objective is:

��  EU Code of Conduct for Arms Exports, 08 June 1998.

�2  EU Strategy to Combat Illicit Accumulation and Trafficking of SALW and their Ammunition.  Council of the European 
Union 5319/06 of 13 January 2006.  (Adopted 15 - 16 December 2005).
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‘to continue to develop and support a strong regional framework by which international 
partners can work closely with countries in South Eastern Europe on joint programmes to 
implement existing European and international commitments and standards in the fight 
against the proliferation of SALW’.

This revised plan will continue the development of a comprehensive and coherent approach 
towards harmonization with EU security policies in the field of SALW, thus preparing South 
Eastern European countries for EU membership.

Developing capacity for the implementation of the EU SALW strategy will further support 
the efforts of South Eastern European countries to align themselves with EU policies in 
preparation for membership negotiations.

The implementation plan is thus aimed at inducing structural change. Such a process 
requires time and ownership to ensure sustainability. There is now a recognition at both 
the academic and operational levels that effective SALW control is not a short-term issue.  
However, it should be possible to achieve further tangible results with a lasting impact by 
2008.

A.  Overall Strategy

In order to meet the above objectives:

n Governments agree to continue with the development and implementation 
of national SALW strategies.  Such strategies should be based on the 
established SEE Regional Micro Disarmament Standards and Guidelines 
(RMDS/G). 

n Governments of the region will work together to increase transparency 
on national SALW policies and share Management Information and best 
practices to shape a comprehensive regional approach to further reducing 
SALW proliferation.

n Governments should base their strategies on a continuous assessment of 
the SALW situation and of best practices and new methods and technologies 
used to combat and prevent diffusion of SALW. Results of such analyses 
should systematically be fed back into the approach and subsequent policies, 
and be shared regionally and internationally.

n Governments should designate or support a national-level entity to provide 
policy advice and coordinate and monitor the implementation of policies and 
strategies.

n Donors should consider funding specific projects on a bilateral or collaborative 
basis.  

n The Stability Pact will facilitate the process, including through information 
sharing and regional standard setting, through the spotlighting of ongoing 
efforts, and through continued support to SEESAC and the Regional Steering 
Group (RSG).
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B.  National Undertakings

(i) The common foreign and security policy (CFSP) and the European security 
and defence policy (ESDP) are based on legal acts, including legally binding 
international agreements, and on political documents. The acquis consists of 
political declarations, actions and agreements. Applicant countries are required 
to progressively align with EU statements, and to apply sanctions and restrictive 
measures when and where required. 

Priorities for SEE should therefore be:

n Adoption and implementation of legislation for external transfers 
(import, export, transit etc) of weapons and ammunition, in line 
with the EU Code of Conduct for Arms Exports.

n Development, adoption or effective implementation of a national 
SALW control strategy.

n A functioning national commission or authority to develop, adopt or 
effectively implement a national SALW control strategy.

n Adoption of national standards for the movement of ammunition 
and explosives in accordance with the European Agreement 
concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by 
Road.

(ii) The countries in South Eastern Europe need to develop capacity for implementation 
of the EU SALW strategy. The initial step will be to present an effective response to 
the accumulation and the problems posed by the availability of existing stocks.

Priorities should therefore be:

n Agreement by all countries only to import and retain SALW to meet 
their legitimate security needs, at a level appropriate for their 
legitimate needs for self-defence and security, including ensuring 
their ability to participate in United Nations or other regional peace 
support operations (PSO). 

n Creation and maintaining of national inventories of arms legally 
held by the national authorities, and the drawing up of restrictive 
national legislation providing in particular for criminal sanctions 
and effective administrative control.

n Participate in the efforts to reduce surplus stocks of SALW.

n Promote public education and awareness campaigns to address 
the impact of SALW and armed violence.
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C.  Specific Measures

Such policies and strategies should be the basis for integrated projects encompassing one 
or more of the following categories:

Cross-border Controls

n Strengthening cross-border police and customs co-operation through 
regional information exchange and joint exercises.

n Promotion and development of local, national and regional programmes for 
co-operation in preventing illicit weapons trafficking.

n Enhanced institutional capability to detect and interdict illicit flows of arms 
across regional boundaries and borders.

n Enhanced regional cohesion, joint planning of border control strategies, 
sharing of technology and intelligence information at both the micro and 
macro levels and to create an environment conducive to improving law 
enforcement operations.

SALW Management

n Improved inventory management policies and capacities for weapons 
and ammunition stockpiles based on international best practices and 
methodologies.��  

Transparency and Accountability

n Publishing of Annual Arms Exports Report in accordance with EU best 
practices.

n Information exchange between governments on holdings and production of 
SALW.

n Development and implementation of measures to promote transparency in 
all decisions on small arms at all levels of government.

SALW Awareness and Communications Strategy

n Development of co-operation and co-ordination between all actors involved 
in SALW issues within South Eastern Europe, thereby ensuring harmonized 
approaches when disseminating SALW core messages.

n Development and implementation of specific national and community-based 
public information and awareness campaigns on the issues, especially 
security, surrounding the uncontrolled proliferation of SALW. 

��  These include the NATO AASPT 1 and 2, OSCE Best Practice Guides and the SEE RMDS/G.
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n Engage the capabilities and resources of local non-governmental 
organisations (NGO) in the formulation and execution of national and 
regional implementation processes.

Legislative and Administrative Capacity

n Establishment and maintenance of an effective system of export controls, 
including re-export, and import licensing or authorisation for the transfer of 
all categories of SALW.

n Development of an effective system of end-use(r) controls and strengthened 
controls on trans-shipments of arms in compliance with the EU Code of 
Conduct on Arms Exports.  

n Ability to enforce existing laws and, where appropriate, develop procedures 
governing civilian possession of SALW.

n Capacity to maintain comprehensive and adequate records on the 
manufacture, holding and transfer of SALW.

n Enhancement of the capacity of law enforcement authorities, including 
police, customs and border control, to prevent and combat illicit trafficking, 
combined with inter-state co-operation in this regard.

n Full criminalization of illegal activities violating manufacturing, distribution, 
registration, and licensing regimes.

n Develop or enhance national mechanisms for data collection, analysis and 
dissemination on armed violence.

SALW Collection Programmes

n Provide support to national amnesty initiatives, utilizing the operational 
techniques advised in the SEE RMDS/G.��

n Setting up of national programs for the management, accounting, storage 
and transfer of collected weapons in a secure and effective manner.

SALW Destruction Programmes

n Implementation of programmes of destruction of recovered or surplus 
weapons, ammunition and explosives in accordance with international best 
practices, and with consideration of environmental concerns.

n Adoption of national policies for determining surpluses of weapons, 
ammunition and explosives.

��  RMDS/G 05.10.
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�. Implementation 

The primary responsibility for the implementation of this revised plan rests with the 
countries of the region. It is noted that many of these strategies and related activities 
are already being implemented by the Governments of the region, both with and without 
international assistance.

Obviously, not all of the measures proposed above are appropriate to the same extent in all 
countries, and not all of them can be carried out at the same time or within the timeframe 
of this plan. Country-specific measures and priorities will need to be developed.

This approach not only requires a clear commitment of the countries of the region but 
also of the international community. The partners of the Stability Pact will need to provide 
support through two types of measures:

n Technical assistance programmes to strengthen comprehensive, integrated 
policies, institutional structures and capacities as well as legislation to 
combat and prevent illicit trafficking and destabilizing accumulations of 
SALW.

n Measures and mechanisms to promote operational co-operation between 
law enforcement and arms control agencies of the countries of the region as 
well as with other partners of the Stability Pact.

A.  Implementation Mechanisms

The revised plan builds on ongoing initiatives, programmes and activities and existing 
structures as much as possible. It retains sufficient flexibility in the design of technical 
assistance programmes while providing an overall framework with agreed upon objectives as 
well as specific mechanisms to ensure coordination, monitoring and review of progress.

The specific mechanisms are:

SEESAC

The South Eastern Europe Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons 
(SEESAC) was launched in May 2002 in Belgrade under the auspices of the United 
Nations Development Programme.  SEESAC was initially established as an ‘information 
clearinghouse’, but has responded in line with changing operational and security dynamics 
and is now an organization capable of providing project development support, technical 
support and knowledge generation and management.  

The different pace towards EU membership among South Eastern Europe countries and 
the overall stabilization of the region has had an impact on the donor community, and 
the EU has effectively taken the lead from UNDP in terms of financial support to SALW 
interventions within the region. This requires a recognition of the continued role of SEESAC 
in the process of the implementation of the SP SALW RIP, but at the same time may require 
defining new areas of engagement in order to utilize SEESAC’s capacities, existing donor 
resources and their policies.
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The primary responsibilities of SEESAC should be:

n Collection and dissemination of information on progress towards 
implementation of  the revised Regional Implementation Plan and other 
international commitments.

n Assist countries in the region, and other appropriate stakeholders, with the 
development of project proposals within and beyond the implementation 
framework outlined above.

n Assist in the matching of donors with identified needs of the recipients.

n Provide a focal point for linkage with the other relevant regional initiatives as 
described in Section D below.

n Assist in assessment formulation and strategy development.  Provide impetus 
for national coordination and implementation.

n Assist in development and implementation of regional SALW Awareness, 
including risk education work, training and capacity building programmes for 
national security/police officials.

n Facilitating co-ordination on SALW issues amongst governments, NGOs and 
other stakeholders, as well as contributing to coordination between security 
and police forces.

n Technical assistance for the development and implementation of SALW 
control programmes�� (e.g. weapons collection, legislative harmonisation 
etc.).  This should contribute to the global UNDP knowledge management 
process. 

n Monitoring and reporting progress on addressing the SALW issue, including 
the identification of ongoing resource mobilisation needs by the region.

Reflecting the achievements of the South Eastern European countries, and other 
international commitments, SEESAC responsibilities will also include:

n Implementation of the EU Western Balkans Support Plan for SALW during 
2006 and 2007.

n Mobilizing and making increased use of technical expertise and financial 
resources from SEE countries, which have progressed most on SALW 
programmes, such as Bulgaria and Romania.

n Providing project development, technical advisory, project monitoring and 
evaluation support to the EU, UNDP, OSCE and other stakeholders within 
South Eastern and Eastern Europe on request.

��  Including armed violence prevention initiatives, where appropriate.
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n Providing project development and technical advice on heavy weapons 
disposal and demilitarization to support the Stability Pact Defence Conversion 
initiative.

Regional Steering Group

The Regional Steering Group (RSG) will have the following functions:

n Monitor progress in the implementation of the revised plan in the form of 
peer reviews.

n Report progress to SP Working Table III, through the Chair of the RSG or the 
SEESAC Head.

n Promote operational co-operation between countries.

n Provide strategic advice for the implementation of SEESAC operational 
activities within SEE.

 The Regional Steering Group (RSG) will meet annually and be chaired by the Co-
Chair of Working Table III or other appropriate designee.  SEESAC will provide 
secretarial assistance to the Regional Steering Group (RSG). 

National Focal Point

The Government of each country will appoint a ‘National Focal Point’ (NFP).  The NFP will 
stimulate the implementation in their own country of the revised plan, in co-operation with 
key law enforcement and arms control authorities and agencies.

B. Implementation Process

The implementation of the revised plan is to be initiated through the following steps:

n SEE governments through National Focal Points, in co-operation with all 
relevant authorities (including key law enforcement and arms control 
agencies), will be responsible for implementation of the plan within their 
own countries.

n SEESAC will provide, on request, project development, technical advisory, 
project monitoring and evaluation support in order to ensure compliance with 
established international ‘best practices’ in SALW control interventions.

C. Funding Requirements

Donor funding has emerged as an important tool in support of the implementation of the 
SP SALW RIP, and the EU has effectively taken the lead from UNDP in terms of financial 
support to SALW interventions within the region.  The revised Regional Implementation 
Plan aims to encourage the application of donor resources in the most effective manner.  
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D. Linkage to Other Initiatives

As part of the follow-up process to this implementation programme there will be specific 
and regular consultations with other initiatives under the Stability Pact, including:

Initiative to Fight Organized Crime (SPOC) – trade in illicit weapons is a financial 
and operational mainstay for organized crime groups in South Eastern Europe.  
Tangible progress will require action on multiple fronts.

Task Force to Fight Trafficking in Human Beings – flows of illicit SALW are closely 
linked to trafficking in human beings.  Easy availability of weapons facilitates 
efforts to procure and move trafficked women and children without hindrance.

RACVIAC – (Regional Arms Control, Verification and Information Centre in 
Zagreb).  RACVIAC holds training programmes on the verification of arms control 
and confidence building regimes in South Eastern Europe.

Security Sector Reform (SSR) – Ongoing international and national efforts 
to address the challenges of reforming the security sectors of South Eastern 
European nations should factor in progress on this plan.  In turn, developments 
under the Regional Implementation Plan need to take into account the overarching 
framework provided by security sector reform efforts.

Defence Conversion.  Technical support and advice to the Stability Pact Defence 
Conversion initiative.
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Annex 4.3 Legislative and Regulatory Framework

The ‘legislative and regulatory framework’ table used to analyse countries’ progress in the 
area of legislation and regulation of SALW, (included in each country chapter within Section 
2 of this report), comprises categories of control measures or features prescribed by the 
various international and regional documents and agreements that SEE governments have 
made political commitments to implement.�6  These documents represent international 
best practice on different aspects of legislative and regulatory control of SALW (for more 
information on these agreements, please see Section 1 - Introduction).  Each country’s 
individual commitments to the different documents or agreements are detailed in a 
combined table in the Introduction (Section 1), and in individual tables in the respective 
country chapter (Section 2).�� 

The following international and regional agreements and documents, all of which have 
relevance for the South Eastern European countries assessed in this report, are included 
in this analysis: 

n The 1995 Wassenaar Arrangement On Export Controls for Conventional Arms and 
Dual-use Goods and Technologies; 

n The 1998 EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports;

n The 1998 Joint Action on the European Union’s Contribution to Combating the 
Destabilising Accumulation and Spread of Small Arms and Light Weapons;

n The 2000 OSCE Document on Small Arms and Light Weapons;

n The 2003 OSCE Document on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition;

n The 2001 Protocol Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, 
Ammunition and Other Related Materials (the ‘Firearms Protocol’);

n The UN 2001 Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade 
in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All its Aspects; and,

n The 2001 Regional Implementation Plan ‘Combating the Proliferation of Small Arms 
and Light Weapons’ of the Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe. (Revised 2006).

The provisions of the documents and agreements consulted are noted according to 
legislative or regulatory feature in the tables below, (where no reference has been given 
for a particular feature, this indicates that there is no specific reference in the relevant 
document or agreement to the feature).

�6  The format of the ‘legislative and regulatory framework’ table used in each country chapter borrows heavily from 
the table used to reflect national implementation of the United Nations 2001 Programme of Action in the 2003 Biting 
the Bullet / IANSA publication ‘Implementing the Programme of Action 2003: Action by States and Civil Society’.

��  In general, in the analysis of each country’s legislation, the English language translations published on the 
SEESAC website have been used (www.seesac.org).
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